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Richard,G. Neal is:a 'specialist in government personnel admjnistration'
:

;

and'publicIsectdr labor relatiOns. During the past fifteen years,
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Mr. Neal has lectured to thousands of management personnel throdghout.
`.

the United States and Ganeda. He is the author of seven) bOoks,on
,

.. ..

i-various aspe.Cts of colreetiVe bargaining n the public sector, as well
1

as author of nimerous articles in professional journals. He has repre-
,

sented'both management and labor, which has given him unusual insight

. .

-into labor- relations. Mr. Neal lralso tditor of a numberpf journAls

in the are'a orpublic sector labor relations.
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COMMENTARY

Richard G. Neal is one of the most experienced negotiators in the

public ,sector. I. have had the pleasure and privilege of working with

J

him over the past 1.6 years. During pat time, not only has henego-

....t

IN

tiated very successfully in a variety of settirrgs in several states,
f I.

bdt he has served as editor of distinguished periodicals in the field of

negotiations, has written or'. been the co=author of a number of books in

the field:has been a featured lecturer in more than lOG seminars, and

is the star performer in two widelj, tAed films, Dynamicsof Negotiations .

and Solving Impasses..

.

The negotiations stritegies set forth in .this book are a distillation of

1
.

;,..

.

the personal experiences and successes Mr. Neal has enjoyed. I comniend
.14

them to you as pearls beyond price. 4Teasure them and use them well.
1

Eric Rhodes, Ed.D.
National Labor Relations Consultant
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This book is not intended to prbvide legal advice on

any matter contained herein and should not be used for

such a purpose. Where legO advice is needed op any

Matter contained.in this bO16.1 proper lega.l advice

should be sought.,
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lir -INTRODUCflON

The title of this book is Negotiations Strategies, while the title

of another book by the-author i§ Bargaining Tactics. If judged by their

titles alone, the two books would appear to be repetitive; however, in

reality, the two books are su4tantially different. Whereas the terms

"negotiations" and "bargalning," as used in the titles of the respec-

4

tive books, are basically the same, the terms "tactics" and "strategies"

are significantly different. A stratey is a total plan of action to

'achieve an objective, while tactics are the individual methods and

techniques employed to fulfill that overall,plan, i.e., the strategem.
\\

Therefore, this bookNegotiations Strategies, describes in detail how

to develop your ov&all plan to carry out negotiations wi-bi the anion;

while Bargaining Tactics describes in detail ovser 300 skillful methods

which may be used to gsist in carrying out the master negbtiations

plan. fhe two books have"been prepared carefully to complement each

other. Where possible, Negotiations Strategies should be read first,

followed by a reading of B

/earns first how to develop

, The by reading Bar ainin

amine Tactics. In this way, the reader

tfie complete general negotiations plan.

Tactics, the reader can fit the tactics into

the negotiations process wh

together comprise'the most

gies and tacticavai)able

described in both books hay

an evert labor negotiator.

re and when appropriate. The two books

omplete compendium of negotiations strate-

nywhere. Those whd can master the skills

taken an importht step toward becoming

1 ,
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Differences Amon Em lo ees ust be Cons'clered

This book contains practical advice which has been field-tested

by the author in a variety of public emp-loyment situations. TWstrate-
,

ties described are-ggnerally useful in all Public,ector 'bargaining;

but the negotiator muft use common sense in applying thdse strategies

to each individual situation. For example, firefighters are often

'assined 24-hour shifts. Law enforcement personnel regularly work week-
.

ends. Nurses must work irregular shifts. Social workers have personal

client interests. In many large city sanitation departments a majority

of'the employees are bleck. Most elementary school teachers are femalet

In other words, every bargain,ing unit h its unique characteristicS",

and these unique characteristics must be taken into account at the

bargaintng table. Therefore, although th suggestions offered n this

book are generally applicable to all public employees, the practitioner

must consider carefully the important differenees peCuliar to each

group of employees.

A Positive Total Employee Re lations.Program Needed

This book is a complete guide to deve)oping negotiations strategies.

4

Important as such strategies are, howeyer, they are only a pa'rt of a

total employee relations program. No government agency can base its

employee relations exclusively on collective bargaining relationships

v ..
.

and expect to manage its personnel productively. The author has served

in numerous administrative positions 4nd has learned througW long

experience that success in bargaining can be enhanced by an enlightened

employee relations program. The reverse is also true, in that success-
.

ful negotiatjons (a sound labor contract) can Provide the framework for

1,2
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-productive employee relations. Employee relations and negotilitiOns go-

a

hand-in-hand and-those government agencies which fail to recognize this

;relationship will not actieve the ful4wpfoductive potentMl Of the

agency.

Book Overview

Many-years of labor negotiations with 'Irony different grougs of,

public -employees in many states and under many varying conditions has

led me tO conclude that all tabor negotiations should be conducted

,under a oarefully prepare4,strategy plan. True, some inexperienced

negotiators-do ente into.negotiations with no such plan and do, in a

fashion,.muddle through the negotiations process. While these inex-
.

perienced negotiators never seem to learn there is a better way to

conduct negotiations, a well-planned, effective strategy is essenti4 ;

for consistent success. This-book describes how to prepare iust such

an effectiue negotiations strategy.

The bbok is divided into a number of section,s, each section dealing

in practica) detail with the major challenges in.herent in all labor

negotiations. y learning how to cope with these inevitable challenges;

the negotiator will take a giant step toward becoming a master negofia-

tor. The major challenges conta'ined in all labor negotia;ions are:

1. Aiow to detect and use trends

in labor relations 4

Each timethat a labor contract is negotiated the circumstances are

different. Circumstances change at all levels of government employment,

whether it is local, state, or national. Negotiations always take

place in the midst of various, different trends. For example, the past
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decade has seen a fluctuating Consumer Price Index. Such fluctuations

(or trends) invariably affect the nature of npgotiation.. A change in

the national presidency and mSke-upof Congress can influence labor

relations, jutt as changes in the att)tudes of taxpayers can greatly

color collective bargaining on all levels of governmerit. The wise

negotiator detects these trends and uses them in planning the master

strategy for negotiations. In this opening section tiie author identi-
,

fies the iriiporlant trends in public sector labor relations and reveals

how these trends impact on the collective bargaining process.

\,

2. How to develop a master strategy plan

All negotiations should be executed under the guidance of a,care-

fully developed strategy plan. Failure to have such a plan, and to
41)

follow that plan, leaves the negotiator vulnerable to the superior

tactics of the opponent. Such a plan of strategy has numerous

advantages which are discussed in detail in this book. How to develop

sucra plan, and what the contents of the plan should be, are also

discussed in detail. .14

0
. t

3. What bargainin style will be faced?

All labor negotiation's can be categorized according to a defined

pattern, each pattern requires a different response. If the opponent

uses a Boulware approach, there is an appropriate counter response. If

the opponent uses "concept" bargaining, there is a different appropriate

respodse to that method. This book.describes in detail the various

patterns of bargaining and how to deal with them.

ii
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4: w to manage human relations

/

Many negotiations go sour, resulting in unnecessary acrimony between

the parties; because the improper emotional tone was set. Negotiations

A

are difficylt enough without being complicated by hostilities between

'the parties. Hostile acts on the part of the union simply harden

management resistance to improvements in benefits an& working conditions.

,' And hostile acts on the part of management,simply unite the union Member-

ship into tbugher demands. Hostility serves ho purpose in a negotiations

situation antl should therefore be avoided. The appropriate chapter in

this'book addresses this concept and offers some specific techniques

for controlling the emotional tone for negotiations.

5. How to overcome the major obstacles
of bargaining

Regardless of what labor negotiations are involved, there is always

a common Set of obstacles which must be dealt with. Whether the nego-

N. .

tiations deal with nurses or truck drivers, teachers or custodians, the

_

same obstacles will reappear. By accepting the fact that these obstacles

do exist the negotiator is in a much beiter position to surmount them.

Negotiations Strategies not.only identifies the major obstacles in

bargaining, but offers workab;le suggesiions for overcoming these
or

obstacles.

\

6. How to avoid the conunon but serious
errors in riegotiations

....
,

The author has been involved in employee relations for twenty-five

years, fifteen of which have dealt directly with labor relations.

During that period of...time he has made numerous mistakes primarily

because ip, the early years of public sector negotiations ihere were few

,
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experts available to provide guidance. Hopefully, this book will help

othel's to avoid making,the errors that pioneer negotiators made.

Frankly, when the reader has completed the appropriate chapter which

discusses the most common errors in negotiations, there should be little

excuse for making any of the errors.'described.

7. How to manage the scope of
negotiations

o.

All labor negatiations involve varying degrees of serious discus-

sion over, what topics are negotiable. Such discussions are ineCritable

and mustte prepared for. Ilistakes concerning the scope of negotia-

tions can lead to some serious labor relations problems. The section

in this book on the scope of negotiations offers some very practical

Aechoiques for assuring that negotiations are limited to wages, hours,

and working conditions.

8. How bp retain the right to manage

Closely related to the issue of negotiabtlity is the issue of

management rights. Let's face it, no public agency can 'Icing succeed

unless somebody runs the shop. The ultimate right to manage in the

public sector is the ultimate obligation to manage. If th-e negotiator

fails to protect management's right to manage, then that negotiator has

experienced the ultimate failure. How to retain the right to manage is

a subject of serious discussion inthe section of the same title.

9. How bp evaluate demands

Successful negotiations'require that the negotiator know how to'

evaluate the proposals of the opposing party. The evaluation of4

6

a
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negotiatKons proposals involve the routine consideration of.a number

of relevant factors. These fictors are disctissed in detail in

section IX.

10. How to begin the flow of agreements
I.

One of the initial problems that the negotratbr faceslis how to

take the fir'st step in begihning the flow ofegreements. If either

party is inexperienc9cis this period of negotiations can be awkward.

There can be nervousness; fear, and suspicion; all of which prevent'

unencumbered.attempts to resolve probTems. There a're numerous tech-
,A

niques which the 'duthor has learned over the years to successfully ease

the early stages 6f entering into agreements. These techniques are

described in detail in:the appropriate chapter.

11. 'How-to (and when to) compromise

No successful negotiations can-take place withoUt some form of

cumpromise on the part of both parties. The very essence of negotia-

tions is the process of compromise. If either party has taken a rigid

and final position on a point, then further negotiation is ,hopeless. To

the extent possible, neither party should allow itself to be placed in

a position Wive fruitful discussion is worthwhile. Human civiliza-

tion tends toward order, rather than disorder--since order is more

acceptable. Therefore, there is usual.ly an Orderly answer to any

negotiations dispute, the only issue ls if the parties have the skill to

find the solutions. In the section on compromises, the author discusses

some twenty-five points to consider in making negotiatiov4js compromises.

r-

17
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12. How to make bargaining work

Although this book is designed primarily to help the negotiator

develop a ?master strate y for negotiations, somd attgntion should be

given to specific barg ning tactics. Those who wish more of such

specifics should read Bargaining Tactics.
1

That bbok contai over 300

tactics whtcji ha0e been succespsful at the.bargaining tagle. 41n this

book, Me.otiations Strategies, the author has selected a. number of

tactics. not covered in Bargaining Tactics for sPecial 'consideration.

13. How to make benefhs work 'for you ,
.

Employees give their ti- me effort, 'and sktlls to an employ'er in*
, ,

,. return for wages and benefits. One of the purposs of collective

bargaining is to provide a system for determining mutual)y agreelble

\

wages an, d benefits. This chapter describes how.you can use,the n

tiations of benefits to your advantage.

'14. How to break temporary deadlocks

Every experienced negotiator has faced a temporary breakdown in

negotiations. These teMporary deadlocks can be caused by a variety of

situations, such.as emotional conflicts, fatigue, and misunderstandings.

When faced with a temporary deadlo0c, there are a number of standard

techniques which can be called upon. Thtse standard techniques have

been developed by the author in his m.;ny hours at the bargaining'table,

and in the hands of a competent negotiator these temporary stalemates'

should nof escalate into a full-blowo negotiations impasse.

1 Richard G. Neal, Bargaining Tactics, a Reference Manual for

Public Sector Labor N4otiations (Manassas, Va.: .Richard Neal

Associates, 1980).

8
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15. How to cOtinter union tactics

A union is a political organization with a membership it mitt

,

satisfy. In order to satisfy de expectations and demands of that

..:membership a great deal of pressure is often put on the union negotiator

to deliver.better wages and benefits. 'A5 a result, the wçlion negotiator .

may feel tompelle'd to 'employ tactics which 'can be quite intimidating.
.

0 . .

The section on union tactics identipes these tactics and discusse0sy

to counter them.

16. How to dealwith charges/of
unfair labor practices .

Most pu-blic sector,bargainiAg laws provide a
0
fraMewark for labor

.

relations which,is more,beneficial to 4mployees than to,employers.
,..

Under collective bargaining, too frequently ttçeniployer bargains while

the employees collect. With such an aerangement? whenever the employer

-will not agree to a union demand and negotiations stall, there is likely

to be ao unhir labor practice Charge lodged against the employer.

.
After all, the union suffers nothing by making such charges and the

worst that can happen.is that the union loses its mse. Losing the case.

however, represents no real loss to the union, since it only fails to

obtain that which it never had. If the union Wins with the unfair

practice allega.tions, it gains something that it never had before.

Such charges are often merely negotiations tactics designed to intinii-

-date the employer into making a concession which it otherwise would

A,

nOt make. The relevant section exposes the true nature g unfair

practices and how to avoid and/or defeat such chargesl:
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. 17. SHow to close
.

Closure is the most difficult and dangereLspoint in n*Oations.
i 1

It is usually that point in time when the most important issues are on
,

?

the table, antl,time is running out: As time runs out, pressure mounts;.
-

.

, W
as pressure mounts, the parties think less clearlji; and hence the like-1--

lihood of mistakes increaseg. At this point of closure the novice.often
IA.makes the mo-st,serious mistakes. However, these mistakes can be avoided

by folloving theseveraj practital rules learned by the author throUgh'

. many trials and many errors. The section.on closure identifies_ these

rules and describes how to apply them.

18. How to use_power

'Labor negotiations is-an alrsary process, and,,as such, both.the

overt and _the subtle use of power, as well as the threat of power, is
t

an omnipresent force at the bargaining table. Howeveh0w this power
,

is actually Used is a Critical 'issue. ,The failure to:use powerlat the'

proper moment, or the use of power at the igrong time, can result in a -

serious breakdown in thenegotiations process; a situation to be

avoided. There are many dimension,Opf power and there are .manGfays to

use power in the'bargaining process:Pall of which are discuss d in the '

appropriate section.

19. How to handle "fishbowl"'t bargaining

A number of states now require that bp-gaining take place, to some ,

degree, in public. Even in states where "fishbowl" bargaining is not

required, the "sunshine lave liovement has generated coilsiderableA
A

.

pressure to fyce bargaining out into the public arena.
(

Regardless of

the state's bargaining law concerning the public's "r-4A-to-know,"

'29

;



many. experienced negotiators have had,the experience of.seeing negotii-

dons overflow into the community.' Such community involvement is often

a manifestation of'the.underl-Png struggle in public sector labor

relations. It is,a struggle over who shall control the public--the-

elected officials or the employees of the;elected officials. The pr6pe

section explores the many complex'ramiflcati ns of Sunshine bargaining,

and how to make the best of it.
*

20. How to cope with strikes
(and the fear of)

imr

During the past several years there have beep several hundred

public employee strikes, most of which were illegal. Unfokunately,

the final settlement ofthese illegal strikes all too often produced

. employee benefits which would not have otherwise been granted by the

eaployer. In such cases, the employees were essentially rewarded for

breaking the law. Of equal concern, however, is the fact that for

every actwl illegal.strike there were at least ten threatened strikes.

In I:169 many of these situations the employer.againomade concerion,S

which otherwise would not have been made. ,To avoid the granting of

A

.
unjustified concessions under a strike or'a threatened strike, no.

public employer shoull enter into collective.bargaining without a

thorough strWe plan. Why such a plan is 'important and how to prepare

soklich a plan is outlined in an important section.

4.
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C.

I. TRENDS IN PUBLIC SECTOR

LABOR_RELATIONS

When the author first enterdd the field of public sector employee

relations, he represented an employee association of 1,300 employees.

At that time.(the Mid-1950s) there was not a single federal or state

law concerning collective bargaining at the local,.state, or,federal

level. Strikes by public employees were unheard of. Even "unions" were

few. Arbitration of grievances was an unfami.liar process, and binding

labor contracts did not exist.

Today, however, most federal workers are governed by dcollective

bargaining law. Almost all states haye laws governing collective bar-

gaining. Strikes occur in great numbers each year. There are several

thousand labor contracts in force,,and disputes arising from those'

contracts are usually:resolved by some form of grievance arbitration.

A. Trends Rped to bd Watched

At, any given point in time, a number of trends can be obseryed in

the' development of collective bargaining in the public settor.:When

viewed-from a distance,'all of these trends can be subsumed under one

Overriding trend. that one major trend has been the shift in the

0

historic political power balance between public employees and the

public. In other words, collective bargainiq in the public sector

has increased the power ot public emplors. -This, in turn,.h1

resulted.in a less responsive government at ever-increasing coqs.-,In'

12,

22
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the author's view, this overall trend is one of the dhief causes.of

the "conservative" lean in politics.

Among the trends Currently in progress in public sector laber

relations are:

1. Stabilization in dargaining laws

During a ten-year period from 1/965 to 1975, over ftalf of the states

approved collective bargaining laws for public employees. By the end

of pe 1970s, it appeared thai this trend had slowed considerably.

Also during that period of time the approach,kalrollective bargaining

//'in the various states was unddrgofng a widespread expkmentation. The 4

nature of state labor laws varied from the comprehensive and sophis-
,

ticated to the narrow and amateurish.

By the end of the 1970s, this trend had slowedArsiderably, how-

ever, and'the 1980s now give a different picture. Few states will be

added to the list of those with bargaining laws; and those,states with

bargaining laws will make few substantieve changes in existing laws. In

summary, the nature of collective bargaining in the public sector has

reached a period of stabilization. The growth

'a

nd exuberance of the

1

. 1960s and 1970s is over and the movement has a c hieved most of its major

. goals..

2. Employee associations finally
identified

Prior to the mid-1960s, most public employees did not belch-1g to an

employee organization and many of those who did 66Tong did not view

their employee association as a union. ,However, beginning in the mid-

.

1960s, with the advent of collective bargaining for public employees

2 3
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under law, employees became more openly accepting of the union move-
.

ment. If there 4s any doubt about this-statement, one needs.only to be

reminded that from the mid-1960s yn.t.41,tye opening of the 1980s, the

American Federation of State, County and Muni.cipal Employees was the

fastest growing labor union in the nation. The transition from employee'

association to labor union was particularly hard to accept by many rank

and file "professional" workers lik\teachers, nurses, and social

.;

workers. Many employees in these categories today still do not view

their employee association as.a bona fide labor union. The fact is,

however, that labor unionizaiion is now firmly entrenched in the public

sector. Gone for the most part a;-e,the old "professional assodations"

ithat were more interested in mproving public service than in improving

the welfare of the public servanis.

3. Strikes continue

In the early 1960s, strikes by liublic employees were fairly infre-

quent and in all cases viewed a a real threat to the stabi*y of

government service. Beginning around 1965, the number of strikes by

public.employees increased for a period of at least a decade. Practic-

ally every categor:Y of public employeeprison guards, policemen,

teachers, nurses, mass transit workers, firetf15, and trash collectors--

all had been on strike at some time. Most of these strikes have been

illegal and, while.the public on the one hand seems to have grown to

accept such happenings as somewhat normal, it pow seems to be showing

\

its exasperation with such activities by moving politically to the

right. Certainly, the national electiori of 198G indicated a desire on

the part of the public to roll back government and to trim t'he fat.
o
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Prior to 1965, dfoliticians generally vjewed public school teachers

as too insignificant for olitical consideration. 'However, in 1976,

President Carter publicly stated that public school teachers wete a

determining factor in his election and promptly gave them theql.S.

Department 'of Education a payment for their efforts. All public

employees have gone throu h the same transitio'n to some extent. By the

,

beginning of the 1970s, p liticians were openly seeking the votes of

public employees by makins all sorts of promises to improve their

welfare. Althouqh,the na ional election of 1980.seemed to indicate

that the love affair bety, en politicians and unions was fading, public

sector unions continue to

national politics.

4 a significant factor in local, state, and

k

5. Agency shop still sought

Since union shops an

sector,;the public sector

The agency shop is an arr

required to join the ado

'be fired from employment.

membership dues and.is su

rendered under exclusive

peting union to the union

a real plum for unions to

closed shops are'illegal in the public

unions devised a new twist--the "agency shop."

ngement whereby, although the employee is not

, he must pay a service fee to the union or

This service fee is in lieu Of the normal

posed to pay for the various union services

ecognition. However there is no real com-

in power,.and the agency shqp'continues to be,.

obtain for their union contracts, particularly

since the.agency .shop cla se guarantees union financial income even

though the employees do nbrjoin the union.

1
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6. Gribvancearbitratiop ,

Before the advent of collective bargaining in government service,

the procedures for handling employee complaints varied considecaly1S.

They ranged from those governinent agencies which provided no formal

:.procedure for resolving employee complaints to those government agencies

which provided a

t

phisticated procedure of progressive review of com- .

plaints ending i a a final and binding decision by some form of civil

service fact-finding. Whereas, by 1960, in the private sector over

90 percent of all la ontracts containeqta provision for binding

arbitration o 6rievances, public sector Aployees had hardly.heard of

binding arbitration of'grievances. By 1980, that situation had change,'

drastically. The larocess that began in the mid,.1960s still continued
.(

fifteen years later as more and more labor contracts in the public

sector cohtained binding arbitration as the last step to resolving

allegations by employees that the labor contract was not 'being applied

property. Increasingly binding ahititration Of grievances is becoMing an'

expected and integral part of labor contracts in the public sector and,

'as a result, management negotiators find the rejection of such union

prophsals very difficult to sell to the union.
MP

7. Expansion of the scope of
bargaining a

Although state bargaining laws generally require that negotiations

take place on "salaries, benefits, and working conditions," the actual

practice varies among the states/and among the.governmental jurisdic-

tions within the states. One trend can be 4dentified with certainty,

however, and that is the inexorable trend to expand the scope of

*negotiations. The very nature of collective bargaining,,which is

'26
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essentially one grty asking the other for More, makes the'expansion of

the scope of bargaining inevitable. If the labor contract one year

includes duty-free lunch periods, rest periods, wash-up time, and free

uniforms--all as proper topics under'the heading of "working conditions"

--the union is forced the next year to ask for mve benefits under the

144-

heading of "working conditions," such benefits as access to lounge areas,

free parking space, time off for union business, etc. After several

years of such negotiations, the typical labor contract contains a broad

specti-um of provisions, all under.the guise of "working conditions."

jo assure that the tabor contract does not include topics not -

intended by the bargaining law, the management pegotiator should become

very familiar with the legislative background of the state's bargaining

law and follow carefully all,of the decisions resulting-from arguments

over the scope of bargaining, arbitration decisions, state agency

decisions, and court decisions. By being well informed, the negotiator

is in a better position 6 reject proposals which are not considered-to

be "woricing conditions."

8. Citizen resistance to government

.8y theelate 1970s, government at all levels,had reached such size,

scope, and expense that its growth had to be resisted. Thus, with the

1980 elections, a Majority of the voting citizens made their hostility

to government clearly kn41. By the end of the 1970s, hard-working

taxpayers had been subjected to a number of problems, the most serious

being:

a. A government-caused inflation which eroded the purchasing power

of citizens no matter how hard they worked. Many citizens came

2 7
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to realize that the inflation they were forced to endure was a

s

purposeful act of the government (federal) t6 raise funds, for

egalitarian projects for which'the government could not, through
-)

legal taxation, legitimately obtain funds. Not only were

citizens forced to suffer the impact of inflation itself, but

they were doubly punished by a progressive income tax law which

places taxpayers in higher tax.bracyts as their salaries are
,

artificially increased by inflation. In their frustration,

the taxpayers became hostile to government generally.

b. Hundreds of illegal strikes by public employees. By the.open-

ing of the 1980s, American citizens had been subjected to over

,

i two thousand strikes by public emOloyees. While enjoying the
e

i
job security that goes with a monopolistic government job,

t66expublic employees also utiliza illegal labor strikes as

a weapo'n to exact even more.tribute from the taxpayers.

Citizens soon learned that,a strike by employees in the com-

petitive free marketplace is quite different from a labor

strike in a monopolistit,government service such as their

neighborhood public schools. By the end of .the 1970s, any

. citizen who had rged newspapers, or watched television, had

- seen enough of public employees walkin-g-the.picket 1. d and

making demands for more and more. In a way, the pu lic

employee unions got more publicity than they sought, for by'
,

,

1980, the hostility of the taxpaying public to these militant

unions of public employees was being clearly demonstrated in

the polling booths around the nation.

28
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c. A general deterioration government services. Over a pro-

tracted period of time many citizens have concluded that there

is a reverse correlation between the amount of money spent on

government and the quality,of'that service. While inflation

may have increased some 200 percent by the end of the 1970s,

the cost of government had increased by over 400 percent, anct;

during that time many citizens became convinced that govern-

ment services-had deteriorated. As the personal financial

plight of taxpayers worsened, the government (and its employees)

seemed to grow fatter and less responsive to the needs of the

people, especially the workers. Under such conditions, is it

any wonder that public employee unions have come to be viewed

with suspicion?

9. Emergence of themanagement tem
P

When the author first started in the employee relations field in

the 1950s, the line between rank and file employees and supervisors.was

unclear. This lack of distinction was particularly true in the vdrious

professions, sucheas teaching, sociA services, and nursi* During

the first years of collective bargaining under state law, one of the

first issues to arise was the determination of who was a "manager" ancl

who was an "employee." In the early days of public sector bargaining

many managers could not seem to understand that collective bargaining

was not intended for them, that managers'were part of management, and,

as such, should sit opposite the eMployee union at the bargaining table.

Understandably, the unions were able to take advantage of this

naivety and during the formative years of collective bargaining the

unions were able to obtain maniconcessions which they atherwise would
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have been unable to achieve. However, as bargaining matured, both sides .

began to understand their roles. As a result, there is no doubt that

management skills in labor relations have4mproved more rapidly since

_
the beginning of collective bargaining than have the skills of the .

unions. Unions now find concession At the bargaining table much harder

to achieve than was the case a decade Ago.. /--
10. Increase in multif-year contracts

,,,

,

In the early years of coll. eCtive bargaining.in.the public sector,

unions generally sought one-year contracts. Such'short-term contracts

gave the unions,a more frequent oPportunity to negotiate additional

benefits than would be the case with a multi:year Atract. Although

management generally resisted one-year c'ontract5 during the formative

years of bargaining, too frequently managementyould agree to a one-

year contract. The usual rlason given for vopch concessions was that

the union wOuld demand more if management requested a multi-year labor
,.

a contract. Another reasoTgiven by,management for acquiescence to the

unioh demand for one-year agreements was that management was fearful of

agreements of more than one year because of the fluctuations in the

Consumer Price Index. In other words, management rationalized that it

might,become locked into an agreement that guaranteed a salary increase

the second or third year, higher than the inflation rate, or higher than

management would be able to afford.

Whatever the reason for the plethora of one-year contracts in the ,

early years of bargaining, they provided the opportunity to expand qe

labor.contract annually. With the passage of time, the price, both
r

tangible and intangible, became more than management could tolerate.

(, 31)
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As a result, management becpe more intransigent in its demands for

muiti-year contracts. Simultaneously, many unions became more agree-

able to multi-year agreements since they were beginning to have
i

experiences with management engaging in "take-back" bargaining, a

process whereby management negotiates an existing benefit out of the

labor contract. As a result, the tendency today toward multi-year

agreements is greater than during the early years of job bargaining,

11. Maturation of negotiations
0 %

The first ten years or so of bargaining'was largely a process of

the union asking and management giving. At some'point the fallacy of

'this approach becomes apparent and management must dig in its heeis;

otherwise, government would l'5rice itself out of business. This process

can be observed in hundreds of government agenc-les throughout the nation,

where the union was generally successful in gaining prolressiyely

better benefits for its members, while management was facing increas-

lig problems ih meeting the obligations it had agreed to at the bargain-
-

ing table. Unions today, therefore, face stiffer resistance across the

bargaining table than was the case a decade ago. As a matter of fact,

?
imany unions admit privately that they woult be satisfied f they could

just hold on to the benefits they nOw have. Because of this shifting

power balance, the negotiations process has matured to a somewhat More

stable relationship between the parties. _

12. Improved iob security

Public employees generally'(and federal employees and public school

teachers specifically) have always been provided better job security

ttian those in the private .free-market sector.. The imposition of

,
.4.

e
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collective bargaining on government operations has increased that job

skurity even more. Job security for union members is one of the
,..

highest priorities for unions. This high priority is reflected in the

thousands of labor contrLts throughout thenation aich include some

form of job secyrity for employees, and it does not take much in the

contract to impróve 4ob security for employees. Job protection can be

en anced by a clause whiCh specifies an evaluation procedure. If

management fails to follow the procedure exactly, the employee likely

cannot be.dismissed. A clause obligating managemeht to follow some

past practice can similarly interfere with the diS.Missal of an employee

who otherwise should be terminated. In summary, just about any clause

which speaks to any process that might be related to the employee's

performance can be used to obstruct the dismissal of the employee.
,

Because of collective bargaining, public employees now have greater
,.

.......e

job security than would have been the case had there been no collective

bargaining. .The only possible exception to this conclusion is found in

the acceleration of reductions-in-focce now taking place in many

government agencies. Although many union contracts do contain pro-

cedures for reducing the number of eMployees, there is very little even

a union can do when the well runs dry. In,such cases, the union is the

first to suggesTwhich employees (the less seniored) should be the first

to go. The author has experienced a number of situations where the

union was willing to lay off part of the workforce in order to obtain

a salary increase for those who remained.

3,,r2
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13: Experimentations in cost reductions

There's no doubt about it. Government budgets at all levels
4.

(except at the federal leve), where inflation is an advantage) began

to face serious shortages in the mid-1970s. Remember New York City?

There was an example of how a government can become totally detached

from the economic realities of life: The frightening aspect of the New

York City crisis, however, was the fact that the impending dire plight

of the city could be covered up from New Yorkers for so long, 'almost to

the point that recovery on its own was impossible.

However, as it turned out, New York City may have been the best

posible economic lesson for the nation, because the entire nation

deplored the reckless financial manner by which the city. fathers

governed the city. As a result, several positive development ook

place:

a. New York City &came a huge laboratory experiment which is,

gradually proving that a city can prosper without huge gover/-
oft

ment handouts.
z/

b. New York City showed that the people who cdmplain 'loudest

during budget cutbacks are the employees on th public pay-

roll. But New York City also showed that(a city can cut back

its public workforce on a large scale and still survive--and

maybe even prosper.

c. New York City served as a warning to the entire nation. It

became a possible bellwether for the entire nation. It wasta

better lesson in economict than all of the economics courses

offered at Harvard UniVersity!
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d. Although there were a number of reasons for the economic

plight of New York City, the high cost of government was the

primary cause, and the primary cause of high government cost

was the exorbitant price's required to pay for the hundreds of

union contracts for city workers, especially teachers.

ilk Just as New York City learned that there is a point on the economic
I

scale when government becpmes the,enemy,of the people,the,entire nation,

i$ beginning to learn the same'lesson. In 1946, only one out of every

twelve ployees wat a public employee. Toda , one out of every five

(a
employe

:
is a public employee. Such a str king change.without a

corresponding increase in prodactivity is bound ta cause serious

*
economic problems. When one adds to this figure the factapat mot

public employees are now unionized and demand ever-increasing wages

and benefits for ever-deceeasing services, the current lack of pros-
.

perity in the nation can ge easily understood.

As a result of the growing austerity of government budgets, public

agencies throughout the nation a're experimentIng with ways of cost-

cutting and efficiericy improvement. In an eXpensive roundabout way,

then, one could reason.that collective bargaining in the public sector

has contributed to more efficient government, but that would be a very

gratuitous rationalization.

Suffice it to say that the present belt-tightening process in

government .N going to take place at the bargaining table. In brief,

that means that.one way or another government agencies are going to

find better ways to deliver 'the services for less unit price. That wili

inevitably mean a limit on the-number of employees, a more reasonable

limit on their salaries and benefits, and the use of var:ious

34
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I

technologies to deliver services more efciciently. It will also mean an
>.

% increase in the contracting out of government services to private enter-

a
prise, where services can generally be performed more efficiently.

Needless to say, the'unions will fight every inch bf the way to resist

this trend, there is no Way that it can be stoppe.d. Gover ent has

grown so pervasive and unresponsive that the nation cannot reasonably

continue as it has for the past twenty years.

,
14. Transfer of employee loyalty

Many years ago I worked with a very experienced labor relations

expert. I spent many hour& talking with that leader in labor relations,

and I remember a comment he made to me, which at the time I did not

really appreciate. He said: "You know, the ultimate issue in labor

relations is who shall control the loyalty of the workforce, because

whoever cOntrols the workforce controls the agency." Many years later

and many negotiations later, I now realiie more fully what he meant.

The advent of collective bargaining to the public sector intrAced

an adversarY process which, although not good for the private sector,

is even worse for the public sector. Among the many negative results

of collective bargaining in government service is the polarization of

employees and employers into two hostile camps. 'Prior to collective

bar -ming public employees had a degree of commitment to the public

agency which employed them, but, after fifteen years of collective

bargaining in government service, public employees today generally view

,

their employers as exploiters and ibemies. Naturally, not all employees

,

feel this way, a minority are consTstently supportive of their employer.

But such support is difficult when
AZone's union is fostering an anti-

management attjtude and when there's a state law that requires that of

-,.
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the employees, all employees must be represented by a union even if

49 percent of the employees do not_want* union to represent them.

As a result of this trend, there has been a significant shift in

the loyalty of the employeds away from the employer to the employee's

union. This transposition is unfortunate in that it deprives the

employer of a vital commitment AK employer,employee relationship.

The loss of employee loyalty, to whatever degree, is inevitably'

reflected in the quality of the serNice performed by the employee.

,/

15. Rgrieval bargaining

Collective bargaining in the public gector has its-roots in an era , -
...

of overall economic prosperity. Public employees were generally con-

vinced during that pertod (the fifteen-ygar period following World War

II), that they were being treated less well than private sector employees,

and a few of their leaders set out to correct the alleged disihrity.

Unfortunately, they chose the labor relations model that was already on

its wa .to desiroying American industry as a world leader. They chose
ik.

collective bargaining under law as the means by which,to obtain greater

prosperity. Unfortunately, collective bargaining does not produce any

-

useable product. Collective bargaining simply helps decide how the

products of society shall be divided. Collect' bargaining is based

upon the concept that whoever oan assemble the most powerful gang can

obtain the greatest benefits. This concept may work for awhile, or

until most people have joined a gang and only a few are left as the

true producers.

In a sense this is what has happened in America during the last

quarter of the twentieth century. In many ways, our politics have

created a society more interested in consumption than in productiori.
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TherefOre, we face a declining standard of living, especially in com-

parison to other more productive nations. This decline in our nation's

productivity is reflected in all aspects of our lives. As the decline

relates to collective bargaining, it can be seen in a number of ways:

a. The public-at-large is far less sUpportive of government,

employees than it was twenty years ago. Public education

presents the best example. In the late 1640s, and throughout

the 1950s and into the early 1960s, nothing was too good for

public education. Even the teacher's lot improved more

rapidly than Other public employees. 'Taxpayers woUld do

almost anything to improve public education in their communi-

ties. But today there is widespread hostility to the public

schools. Certainly, there are many valid reasons for this

4
development, but the unionization of teachers is one of the

major reasons for the erosion of public support for the publiC

schools.

This erosion of public support for government generally is

reflected at the bargaining table. Governing bodies

gener lly are now holding the line when it comes to economic

mat rs and employee working conditions. Gone are the days

of more pay for less work'.

b. Inflation is just another word for economic decline. It is

just another word for a devalued monetary system. Inflation

is just another way of describing oppressive government.

Inflation at the bargaining table simply means that ao matter

what salary offer is agreed to, it will o./ be,enough to

improve one's standard of living. In a s se inflation is

3?
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a payment tosall 'of those unions which ha(e played their

part in wounding of our.free economic system.

g
c.. Unions must live with reductions in the force of their union

members. As our economy weakens, government is less able to

afford a bloated workforce. As a result, it becomes necessary

to lay employees off. Faced with austerity in government

budgets, all the unions can do is participate in the funeral.

d. Employees who remain in the service of government will be

expected to work harder in order to maintain government serv-

ices. Although govar.nment services will be cut back some

during this period of national economic reevaluation; the

public will continue to demand endless services from its

various governments.

All of the factors discussed above spell out one trend which can

be expected at the bargaining table. That trend i5 retrieval bargain-

ing. Retrieval bargaining is a process whereby management retrieves

through negotiations benefits which employees have heretofore enjoyed.

Retrieval bargaining is manifested in salary offers which do not keep

pace with inflation. Retrieval bargaining is manifested in the laying

Off of employees. Retrieval bargaining is manifested at the bargaining

table when benefits are removed that were possessed by employees. And,

retrieval bargaining is manifested by unilateral and negotiated

increase in the amount and quality of work performed bY employees who

are left on the.job. For an expanded discussion of retrieval bargain-

ing, refer to the author's presentation on this topic, How to Negotiate

Retrievals.
1

1
Richa4 G. Neal, How to Negotiate Retrievals (Richard Neal

Associates, 1981).

ir
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16. Udiege bar9aining levels off

Only a small fraction of the nation's 600,000 college.teachers

are union-Md, and the 1980s will see little change in this situation

for two basic reasons.:

a. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that college professors (in

private colleges) are not er itledl:isk law to bargaining

rights; and

b. Few additional states will pr vide collective bargaining rights

a

for college teachers in the 80s.

Whereas the big push to organize college teachers took place in

the 1960s, it began to sputter in the 1970s and has leveled off in the

1980s. Not only has the expansion of bargaining leveled off at the

higher education 1e41, it is being pushed back'among private colleges,

due to the Yeshiva decision. Ground is also being lost in the public

colleges due to a decline in college enrollments and cutbacks in

teaching staffs. For those who are fortunate enough to be retained on

college faculties, the economic crunch has made impossible any signifi-

cant monetary concessions to unions. Consequently, college professors,
1

who may have had soriie support for unions a decade ago, may not feel the

same today.

B. Two Overriding Trends

Th author has been involved formally in employee rdlations and

labor elations for lwenty-five years. During this period of time he

has observed two 'overriding trends in public sector laborrelations, both

of which are the direct result of collective bargaining. These two

super-trends are the redistribution of political power and a diminution

of accountability.
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1. Redistribution of political power

In 1946, about one of eachtwelve employees in America,was-a public

employee, and practically none of those.public employees belonged-to a

union th*gpjaged in Coll'ective bargaining. In.1946, tHe nation was to
4.1

begin one of the greatest and most rapid rises in humaq standard of

Jiving ever wftnessed in the entire history of mankind- A mere twenty-
,

\
five years later, by the 1970s, one out of every five employees in

LY

America was a public employee, and most of them belonged to some type

of union and engaged in some form of collective bargaining. One con-

siders the fact thet, in addition to the 'one out of every five employees

is on the public payroll, several million more private employees are

directly dependent upon government expenditures (in that their employers

hold large ,government contracts), one can easily 'observe that a yery

large andhence dangerous proportion of the nation's workforce has a

vested interest in the continued expansibn of the public sector.

Now that some 20,000,000 workers are.on the public payroll, this
0

force has become a significant political factor in local, state, and

national politics. Many politicians openly seek the votes of public

employees in return for promises of higher talaries and better working

conditions'. Many a school.board member has 691-1 elected by the block'

voting'of teachers. Many a local city council membei- Jias been voted

,

into office by the block votin9 of city effiployees. , Many a governor.
, -

has sought and gained the stipport of state employees in or'der tp.gain

office. Even U.S. presidents have.been known to solicit.the suppori of

public employees; witness Rresident Carter's atteipts to influence
I

ftderal employees and his open admission that public school teachei-s

were a deciding factor in his winning the presidency.
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Collective bargaining by public employees has contributed to a

harmful unbalancing of the national historic political forces in

Several ways:

a. Public sector uniOns have.now become significant political
,

forces at all levels of government; whereas, only a mer

4

generation ago public erliployeelwere considered nonentitie in

that they we're generally evet, divided along the normal

political lines at all levels. No longer is this the case,

however. Since publie employeeS and their-unions have (only

in appearance) mor6 to gain,from collectivist politics, than

from the politics pf individual freedom and free enterprise,

public employees now significantly tend to vote for the

!Oemocratic. party.

But the point being made here is.not that public employees

tend to be Democrats rather 'than Republicans; the point is

,that the large number of public emploYees now organized into
. .

t e fn0 ffective.political force has led politicians (whose ma

pu ose in life is to get reelected) to make oontinued

_promises to expand thepublic sector in order to obtain needed

. . .

votes to stay in office. By promising to take care of public \

,

employees, the politician has greater assurance of continued

powee.- Unforiunately, the findl outcome of such cOalitions

between public employees and the public representative is that

the legislators and he public employees team up to fleece the

private sector taxpayer., Carried to its ultimate the public's

servant'becoiiies the public's.laster.

to

I.
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b. The.presence of collectively bargained contracts by public

employees has eroded the power of the public to control its

government through its elected officials. This has come about

because labor contracts are binding on the legislative branch

of government, irrespectiveof changes in those elected to

public office. In'other words, the labor contract becomes

stronger than law or policy because it Cannot be changed

until its expi*atfon and then only through the complicated

proces's of negotiations. As a result, organized public
10

employees have more 'control over the governMent through unions,

than do the people for whom government is designed--the-

taxpayers.

c. Labor Contracts are under the joint control of management and

the union, in that if the'union objects to the manner in

which the contract is being carried out, the union (or the
a

employee) can lodge a grievance. In most instances the last

step of the grievance procedure is some form of iMpartial

review or arbitration. In thousands of labor contracts, the

final decision on a dispute over the labor contract is not

made by the governing bodY1 it is made by a person (an arbi-

trator) who has no accountability to the people for whom the

government agency-has been designed to serve. ;Therefore,

through the use. of arbitration of contracts disputes govern-

ment has now lost a degree of the freedom to serve the tax-

payeis that it had in the recent past.
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2. Diminution of accountability,

Government, l:ty its very nature, has nevdr been as responsive to

the consumers of its services as private enterprise is responsive to

its customers. Add to this the fact that government must now cope with -

the presence of powerful government employee unions and the responsive-

ness of government is further diminished. Other reasons for this

decreasing responsiveness are:

a. Labor contracts haie increased the job security of public

employees, making more diffiCult the removal of unsuitable

employees. As supervisoi:s find it increasingly difficdlt to

fire incompetent employees, and as employees become increasing-

ly aware that they cannot be fired without considerable "due

process," both parties quickly become less concerned with

matters of accountability for their work.

b. Although collective bargaining has had a tendency in some

instances to clarffy just who is on the management team, and

thus more clearly fix accountability, there are hiOltl-eds of

public agencies where persons with managerial responsibilities

are unionized and engage in collective bargaining. In such

instances, the ability of the governing body to hold anybod

accountable for what goes on at the work site becomes more

difficult than-otherwise would have been the case.

c. Public sector managers have never had the performance

accountability which exists in 'the private sector. Add to

this fact the presence of.an active labor union among rank and

file employees in a government agency, and there follows a

"chilling impact" on administrative initiative. This chilling

43
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impact is the result of a complex process, including such

factors.as those that follow:

(1) Some managers are fearful of the union and therefore

become less inclined to take any action which may incur

the wrath of.the union. 4
(2) Some managers have a divided loyalty between their employer\

and the employee union, thus hindering their ability to

make wise management decisions.

43) Some managers actually want the union to"win," because

as union members get increased gay and better benefits,

the welfare Of managers automatically improves

correspondingly:

d. The negotiations of a labor contract under law provides a

convenient excuse for legislators and bureaucrats to escape

accountability for bad decisions and inefficient operations.

This escape is made possible by blaming the union for certain

unacceptable events or by blaming the state's bargaining law

for the presence of an improper labor contract provision.

In summary, the presence of the labor contract places one more

powerful constraint on all government agencies devotiing the6-

selves exclustvely to the mission of the agency.

4



II. HOW TO DEVELOP A MASTER STRATEGY

In a general .sense governmental agencies at all'levels have been

established in order to carry out the various federal and state laws and

local-governmental ordinances. For example, the defense of the nation

is a federal responsibility, and in order to carry out this responsi-

bility a U.S. Department of Defense has been created. Public education,

on the other hand, is basically a state responsibility shared with com-

munities in the state under the governance of local school boards-:while

trash collection is yzally a function of the local county or Oty

government. In order for the thousands of government agencies which

exist in the nation to carry out their missions they must employ

wor ers; that is, people who will perform assigned tasks, which, in the -

j dgment of the governing,bodyi contribute efficiently to the accomplish-

)

ment of the mission assigned to the Overnment Igency.

Throughout the nation''s history, government at all levels carried

out its functions by directing the public workforce without the presence

of a collective bargaining relationship. However, beginning in 1962,

when President John F. Kennedy signed Executive Order 10988, the vni-

lateral power of governmental agencies to direct their workforces began

to change. Executive Order 10988 gave collective bargaining rights to

most federal employees. Beginning with the signing of that Executive

Order, collective bargilning spread relatively rapidly throughout the

states, as one,state after another adopted collective bargaining laws

for public employees. As a result, as a practical matter, public

35
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employers at all levels of government no longer can unilaterally

determine the compensation, benefits, and working conditions of public

employees. In order to make such personnel decision's now, most govern-

mental agencies must by law go through a collective bargaining process.

True, many governmental agencies (particularly school districts)

for many years prior to collective bArgaining did "confer" with their

'employees before making many personnel decisions regarding compensation,

benefits, and working conditions. "However, as experience has taught

these governmental agencies, there is a drastic difference between

"meet-and-confer" procedures and collective bargaining. Under "meet-and-

Lonfer" arrangements, the public employer would generally listen very

politely to the views of employee committees and then.proceed to make

its decisions based upon its own values, giving whateVer weight it

wished to the desires of the employees. Under collective bargaining,

however, the employer is usually required to function in certain ways.

Under collective bargaining:

1. Ithe employer will meet with representatiVbs of the employees,
4

Whether the employer wants to or not.

2. the emploYer will receive proposals from the employees,

wtiether the employer wants them or not.

3. Noi:, only will the employer,be required to review those

proposals, but the employer will be required to discuss them

4. Not only will the emplo er discuss the union proposals,4but

the employer will enga e in "good-faith bargaining,",:a process

of demonstrat'ing si cere effort to reach an agreement through

reasonable compromise.
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5., In most cases, if the employer is unable to reach an agreement

with the Union, the employer will be subjected to impasse

procedures.

6. In most cases the employer will not only reach an agreement

with the union, but the agreement will be put in Kiting.

7. This written agreement, a labor contract, will be adopted by

1
t

both parties and for all practical purposes becomes binding
N__..."

/
on both the employer and the employees.

8. If the employer fails to adhere to the terms of the labor

contract, the employer will be required to take corrective

actions through the requirements of a grievanc'e procedure.

Should the public employer try to circumvent the requirements of'

'the applicable collective bargaining law, 'the employer could be charged

with unfair labor practices, and if found guilty, would be required to

take appropriate corrective actions. As you can see, there is signifi-

cant difference between "meeting-and-conferring" and collective

bargaining.

For all practical purposes, public embloyers today must engage in

a collective bargaining process before making personnel decisions

regarding compensation, benefits, and working conditions. The question

then becomes: How can the employer include collective bargaining in
,

the overall business of managing government, so that the mission of the

governmental agency is accomplished efficiently? This is where

Negotfdtions Strategies becomes important. ,Before sitting down with.
the employee union, the management negotiator should have an overall

plan for operations, i.e., a strategy.

t
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The negotiations process can in almost all cases le broken down into

a series of challenges, and if these challenges are successfully dealt

with, then the negotiations process is bound to be successful. The

challenges which arise in almost all labor negotiations are:

1. How to capitalize on current trends related to negotiations.

2. How to cope with various bargaining Patterns.

3. How to maintain good hymAn relations at the bargaining table.

4. How to overcome the major obstacles in negotiations.

5. How'to avoid the common mistakes innegotiations.

6. 114w to control the scope of negotiations.

7. How to maintain the right and obligation to manage.

8. How to evaluate a negotiations proposal.

9. How to keep negotiattons going.

10. How and when to compromise.

11. How to negotiate worthwhile benefits.

12. How to tike some 49ms back.

13. How to break temporary deadlocks.

14. How to cope with tbe tactics of the opposition.

15. How to avoid charges of unfair labor practices.

16. How to close negotiations.

17. How to use power in negotiaflons.

18. How to Avoid and cope with strikes.

The reader will note that the challenges listed above are theji
titles of the various'sections in this book. By learning how to deal

with these challenges successfully, the reader will have.gone far to

develop an overall strategy plan.

el 8
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A. Developing the Strategy Plan

1. EstabIi5t goals for colledtive
bargaini g

In too Many instances, the public employer plays "defensive"

bargaining. That is, the emploAr waits until the union brings in its

proposals and simply responds to those proposals, item by item. This

approach to bargaining is generally a one-way process, where the only

question is how much of what the union wants will it get. Collective

bargaining should be approached "offensi ly" by mana6ement, and the

first step in "offensive" bargaining is to determine the goals for

collective bargaining. The author has represented many governmental

agencies and has found t1.4t they all share the same general floal-s for

collective bargaining. Those goals are':

v

a. To provide "reasonable" s'alaries. "Reasonable" salaries are

those which attracl and maintain the type of employee which the

public agency is able, and willing, to afford. This generally

means providiu a silary which is comparable to surrounding and

tompetitive 9overnmental jurisdictions. The rule ol0

"reasonable" salaries provides no'excuse for payin6 more than

necessary and to pay more than what is necessary and fair is a

misuse of public funds.

b. To provide "reasonable" benefits for employees. The rule to

determine what benefits are "reasonable" is the same rule that

applies to determining salaries. Benefits going beyond that

which is necessary to attract and retain employees are

generally unjustifiable:
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c. To provide "working conditions" which are reasonable, fair,'

and,equitabie for the employees and which assure a good day's

work y a good day's pay. In other t4ords, the working condi-

tions agreed to should not result in an overall diminution of

the quality or quantity of work performed.

d. To retain the right to manage. The purpose of a governmental

agency is to carry out the functions assigned to it. In order

to carry oft its functions, public agencies must hire employees.

Somebody must decide how these employees are to perform in

order'to accomplisll the mission of the agency. Deciding what

work must be done by what employees and in What manner is the

function of management. jf management allows its management

rights to weaken, the efficiency of the public agency will

detertorate. This reality cannot be overstressed. It is the

. .

function of management to direct' the workforce. The process

of collective bargaining should be used to bilaterally deter-

mine the rewards to employees for performing the tasks assigned

to them.

e. To leave unencumbered the policy-making power of the governing

body.. All public agencies have an ultimate governing body.
-

School districts have school boards to make policies. Counties

have boards of supprvisors-to make policieS and adopt ordi-
IS

nances. State agencies are (usually) responsible to the state

legislatue, which passes laws that state agencies must imple-

ment. Although most federal aAncies report to U.S. department

heads and the President, they ultimately come under the juris-

diction of the U.S. Congress. Regardless of the level of
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governmenti every public agency has a governing body which sets

the policies for that,agency. A primary goal Of the Management

riegotiator should be to see to it that the collective bargaining

does not encumber that policy-making right and power; except

in-the areas of compensation, benefits, and working'condjions.

Naturally, the policy-making powers of the governibg body are

limited in these areas by the presence of a labor contract. It

is the labor contract which fixe,s, for the life Of the contract,

the salaries, benefits, and working conditions of employees.

To that degree, the policy-making powers of the public governing

body are limited. However, in all other areas of policy-making,

e.g., the setting of performance standards, the, setting of the

agency budget, the use of technology, the emp)oyment and dis-

missal of perkonnel, and the establishment of agency functions,

should be left to the discretion of the, governipg body. However,

when a government agency exercises its discretion in the various

areas of management rights, and the exercise ofthat-discretion

has an impact on the compensation, benefits, or working condi- ,

tions of employees, there is a likelihood that negotiations

will be required regarding the impact of any decision on com-
.

pensation, benefits, or working conditions, for example, in

New York under the state's collective bargaining law, a school

board is not required to negotiate specific class sizes.

This is because the determination of class size it 'viewed by

the state public employment relations board as a management

prerogative vital to the carrying out of the board's obligation
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to manage public,education. However, the impai of class size

decisions on teacher working conditions is a.required topic for

bargaining. In other words, the local school board can decide

how many students will be in each teadlVr's class, and the union

cannot contest that. However, the union can propose, that a

teacher's salary ghould be increased when more than a specified

number of students are placed in the class.

f. To assure that the labor, contract brings a reasonable degree

of labor peace durivighe life of the union contract. One of

the fundamental purposes of a labor contract is to set down

all of the employment conditions to which the parties have

agreed and are willing to live under. If labor strife con-

tinues during Oe life of the union contract, then the process

of collective bargaining has failed in some way. Granted, no

labor contract is perfect or gives to the employees all that

they want. Bul once the contract has been vOluntarIlly agreed

to, that should be the end of further dema;ds by employees.

Even if management fails to live up to the agreement as the

un?On thinks it should, there is still no excuse for labor

turmoil. The contract should have a grievance procedure which

is designed to resolve accuAtims that management has not

lived up to the terms of the contract.

2. Analize the various interest groups

The collective bargaining process is of interest to many parties--

the governing body of the public agency, the governing body of the union,

the chief executive; tile management team, the negotiating teams, the
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chief negotiations, the union membership, and various publiCrinterests.

In planning the negotiations strategy, the negotiator should give

attention-to each of these interested parties.

a. The governing bodies of most public agencies are very political

in nature. Sometimes these governing bodies are composed of

persons who are not trained in business or public administration.

Sometimes there are persons on governing bodies who are simply

seeking higher office. Frequently, these governing bodies .

include people with varying political ideologies. As a result

(and unlike the normal board of directors in the private sector)

45

public governing bodies are often unpredictable in their

behavior when exposed to the collective bargaining process.

Therefore, the wise negotiator should take special ,care in

working out his relationship with the governing body.

Generally, this means having clear direction from the governing

body as to the latitude of authority given to the negotiator

and establishing as communications system to keep the governing

body regularly informed on the.progress of negotiations.'

Additionally, the negotiator should examine the past behavior

of the governing body as it relates to the collective bargain-

ing process. For example, some governing bodies have a

history resisting union demands, while othershave been inclined 4

to be very generous in the relationship with the union. But,

regardless of the nature of the governing body, the negotiator

must follow one important rule above all others concerning
mk

relationships with the governing body. That rqle is: The

53
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negotiator must have a clear mutual understanding between

himself and the governing body as to his exact negotiations

authority. In addition, the negotiator must have the support
,

of at least a majority of the governing body for the negotia-

tions decisions which the negotiator must make at the bargain-

ing table. Failure to follow this simple rule is likely to

hamstring the negotiator and create needless problems for the

4overning boay.

b. The chief executive of any public agency, be he the superin-
.

tendent of schools, the mayor of the city, or the head.of-a

state department, has a vital stake in the labor relations
A.

program of the public agency. As the chief executive, he'
_

.

probably upderstands that the final outcome of the negotiations

process can impact signifiantly upon Ais ability to run the

agency. Therefoi.e, the chief' execOjve and the negotiator

should have a close working relationship, from the beginning

to the end of negotiations. As is also true of his relation,-
n

ships with the governing body, the chief negotiator should

understand the operation modelNsf the chief executive. Some

chieffexecutives delegate to an extreme degree. Such a,method

of administration will influence'the modus operandi of the .

k

. chief negotiator. On the other hand, some,chief administrators

become involved in all of the details,of operating the iNbli,c

agency; Such behavior, also, impacts greatly on hoW the thief

negotiator should proceed with the union. Whatever the nature

of the chief executive, the labor negotiator should'understand

..

,

,

S,



the operationakmethods Of that pe rson and adjust his own-
. .

behavior to ensurOhat a woilcable relAtionship e).(isfs between

the two persons, .

416.;-"

c. The,negotiatin4team'it a vi.ryimportant gM of peopte as far .

as the chief sgokesman it-concerned Sidee,the-ind4idual team':

-.

1.%

meMbers'mus.t: assist in the' direraconduct:oenegotjations,.'.

speakin4, the team shoui4-have ai'least.three-4eMbers,.

. .

,-..and no mait'than filie members. AnY team smaller th4rrthree
. ,

simply,does nOt proyi.dete.needed; manpbwer tO carry ph the

fiegotiatinns process., while more,than five regular membeit" on'
P .

the. teaM.ertates a groUP tPolarge to tilnage effiáientiy The

. .

team Members should be selected on thebasis of.their potertfial:
_

fOr'-cdritritvijon. Thi:S generally-means séletting 46Ous... :
, , , .

e

.petOns who c611ectiyely,have.consideisabje knowled4e of the
.

, .

bargaininTunit beingi, deatt with, For ekampl:e,.inj6rmth0 ---.....-

.\' .,.
. :., . . .,
7. feam to:nesjottatewiin the union of sanitation wOrker.s, tffe- :

...
.

. .

. . .
.

. ;

chief pegotiator.youfd likely )9nt 0,line'sMpeOisor'a,
.. \

-....
,

personnel superv6!6r,:and.tfle departMenchea4making.a team'
,

, .

;-
.of fOr-members that-is weli-re*sehta0Ve of departmelltal

. . .
.....

'

,. . operations; In a schOoliStrict of size, wegbOating with
... ., .. ,

.-
teacherS, the ctiief nd4otiator Might want.a amrriculum super:--

. --" .
visor.u.4encipal, &personnel sugervfSbr.,:and a director'

_ .. ...
- __

N 4 ..
-frpm the crtral office; making 4 tem_of f.ive-that,i&

thproughly knowledgeable of district operations. The chief
4

negotiator should meet with the tedm prior to negotiations and

provide a thorough orientation. The orientation should include

such topics as:\ the role'of each member, the nature of

negotiations, schedule of meetings, etc.
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d. The union team can be a significant factor in how well nego-

e

. .

tiations pro'gv'ess; therefore, the chief negotiator should make

eviry reasonable effort to become familiar with the individual

.

members on the union team and their job assignments, their

:tenure with the employer, their family status, interests, and

ecial characteristics. Furthermore, thelchief negotiator

s6buld attempt to determine to what extent the union team

accurately reflects the wishes of the union members (and non-

union members) and,to what extent the union negotiating team

is.suppoed by the general membership. The chief negotiator

should explore the recent operational methods of the union team

inon attempt to anticipate the procedures that will be followed

during current negotiations. By becoming familiar with tKe

unidn team the chief negotiator has increased his ability to

cont6 the nIture of negotiations, and thus increase the

likenhood of an expeditious conduct of negotiations.

e. The employees of the agency are a group which must be seriously

considered in labor negotiatio"ns. After all, negotiations are

00,

designed to provide a binding labor contract to govern the

benefils and working conditions of all employees in the '

bargaining unit, irrespective of their union membership (or non-

membership) and their siipport (or ilack of support) for th

union.'.Although in most cases management should view the

lunion as the exclusive spokesman of the entire bargaining.unit

(as is'requiredsby law in most states where there is, a public

sector labor law)", the union does not always accurately

reflect the views of the emp$oyees. Therefore, management
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should have enough insight into the attitudes of employees

1
to anticipate what their Teactions will be to a given act by

the employer. To be totally ignorant of the attitudes of the

employees is to invite the union to mislead,management into

accepting otherwise unworthy proposals.

In assessing the members of the bargaining unit, a number of

questions should be answered:
,

.(1) What portion of the bargaining unit are union members?

How loyal to theiunion:are those members? The answer to
pr......

these questions will,help determine the extent to which

the 'majority of employees will support the union in'a true

test,.
\

(2) How much turnover is there in the bargaining unit? Are

most of the employees long-term permanent employees?

Although ict''s unwise to generalize on such matters, a unit

which has a large number of temporary employees is not

likely to support the union in a real show=,down; whereas,

a bargaining unit made up of mostly tenured employees who

have been union members for a long time is more likely to

,

support the union in a serious conflict between management

and labor.

(3) What has been the labor relations history of the union and

the bargaining unit which it represents? Lf the history has

been cooperative,-then, barring any unusual events, the

future should be much the same. On the other hand, if each

year has experienced some form of labor strife, then such

strife will probably continue.
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.(4) What type of day-to-day relationship exists between manage-

ment.and rank-and-file employees? If there is'a good daily

relationship between first-line supervisors and employees, and

the employees view top management as fair and enlightened,

there is less possibilitY that the union can lead the employees

into destructive activities. However, if management is

generally detested by the employees, the union has a ready-:

made situation for confrontation.

-.N
f. The citizens of the community where the public agency is located

can be a vital factor in the final Outcome of labor negotia-

tions between the agency management and the organized employees.

Viewed from the ultimate perspective, collective bargain4040

the public sector is a struggle over to what extent the public

will control the public employees and to what extent the public \

' employee union wi.11 control the'employees. In hundreds of

sector strike/s throughout the nation durini the past decade--

strikes by policemen, firemen, Sanitation workers, teachers--

the final arbiter has been the public. Often in public sector

strikes, the :final stage of the strike is a struggle between the

public agency heads and the union leadershi to convinte.the

public..as to what side the angels.are on..

Generally speaking, the more involved the government agency is

with direct services'to citizens, the more likely the citizens ,

C
are to become involved if there is a dispute between the

employees of that agency and the governiq body of the agertcy.

For example, strikes in public school districts invariably

5 3'
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involve parents. In such situations we find that the school

board is trying to convince the public to support management's

position, while simultaneously the teacher union is conducting

an all-out campaign, to convilWthe public that it is the

teachers who should be supported.

Therefore, when entering into collective bargaining with public

employees, the management team should assess thoroughly the

relationship of the agencymith its public community, and plan

an overall negotiations strategy which takes this factor into

account.

3. Establish a negotiations calendar

An important part of any negotiations strategy is to construct a

time framework'within wOch negotiations shall be conducted. Failure to

develop such a framework can result in aimless, and endless, negotia-

tions that can create long-lasting, bad employee relations. All labor

negotiations should have a specific beginning and a specific ending. -The

beginning of negotiations should be far enough in advance of the agency

budget adoption'date to allow sufficient time for reasonable negotiations

and sufficient time to resolve any impasse in the event that the parties

cannot reach an agreement by themselves. In structuring the calendar

for negotiations, a number of factors should be considered:

a. Are employees on some type ol employment cycle? For example,

-

is there a beginning to the work year and an ending? Are

employees on annual contracts? The answers to these questions

can help plan the negotiations strategy since there can be a

relationship between negotiations and the employment cycle.
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For example, in academia, schools generally start in the fall

and d in June; consequently, negotiations often do not start

befole October and must usually conclude before the employees

depart for the summer. Such a cycle provides a rough framework

for the conduct of cont act negotiations.

b. How much time is neede for negotiations? Although there is no

set amount of time for all labor negotiations, the author has

found that, in most cases, three months for negotiations is

adequate if the parties enter into serious negotiations at the

outset and mutually agree to a deadline. This three-month

schedule presumes a willingness to perform all the homework

required and a willingness to meet at least twice a week for

three hours.

_01000
c. How much time is needed in the event of an impasse? Again, no

) single amount of time will be ideal for all cases of negotia-

tions disputes, but if an impasse is reached, the author has

found that about two months is needed to exhaust the complete

impasse procedure.

d. What is the budget cycle? Since almost all labOr negotiations

involvd budget and salary matters (except in the federal serv-

ice, where such matters are decided by the U.S. Congress)

consideration must be g.iven to the budget cycle as it relates

to collective bargaining. Generally speaking, the two should be
\_

developed together. Certainly, in most cases, the agency budget

should not be finalized tintil the bargaining process -has had a

chance to play itself Out. Otherwise, negotiatiOns become a
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mockery, and the employees will realize this and find other

channels for their demands. .

e. What other factors migA affect the negotiations schedule?

Depending upon the governmental agency, there may be other

factors which Might have an influence upon the negotiations

cycle. For example, an agency accustomed to a long Christmas

holiday might consider that holiday as a timely point to con-

clude negotiations.
--

f. What other indigenous factors should be considered? Depending

upon the agency, a number of other matters might be considered

in developing the negotiations schedule. For example, will
,

..-
there be a change in the governing body during the negotiations

process? If so, the presence of new members on the governing

,

body can materially change the nature of negotiations;

especially if the new members have been elected by union

support! Or, perhaps a new chief executive is to be appointed

during negotiations. :If this should be the case, the chief

negotiator may want to take a cautious route in negotiations,

until the new chief is in charge. Or, are the employees in the

1

idst of a representation challenge? This factor could cause

the management negotiator to either expedite negotiations or to

slow them down, depending upon the nature of the representation

election.

(.;.17
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4 Do your research

52

No negotiations strategy can be complete without a considerable

amount of research in preparation for negotiations. Among the factors

to consider in your resea.rch are:

a. What is the history of labor relations in the.government

agency? Barring any unusual developments, the past is usually

a general indicator of the future. If relations have been good

in the past, relations will likely be good in the future. If

the union spokesman has been abrasive in the past, he will

likely not change in the near future. ,D,d)he Won prepare

ghly for negotiations, or had it not done its homework?

Has t e uni always had the support of the ertiployees in the

bargaini nit? Does the union adhere to the bargaining

process or does it insist on bypassing the bargaining table and

'try to communicate with the public and to negotiate with the
ei

governing body? The answers to these questions will assist

significantly in the planning of the negotiations strategy.

b. Whiat are the outstanding problems between management and the

employees? Whatever the problems, they will likely surface in

some manner at the bargaining table. Therefore, management

would be wise to anticipate these problems so that responses

can be ifiade ready. For example, one obvious problem which

most employees face is lack of progress in purchasing power due

to the raKfages of inflation. It behooves the management of the

public agency to accept the fact that this is a very real

problem for employees. They must begin to find ways to mini-

mize the effect of inflation and try to help the employees

6 )
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realize that much of the problem is beyond the ability of the

agency to solve.

c. What grievances have been lodged during the life of the,current

labor contract? Grievances are frequently indications of
I*

problem areas in the contract. Granted, there are times that

the union will encourage that frivolous grievances be lodged,

but such behavior is the exception rather than the rule. And

when such actions are taken by tbe union, there is often.the

justification (to some degree, at least) that management has

done something which has offended the union.

d. Does the public agency have a complete set of agency policies

and administrative regulations? For purposes in this section,

"policies" refer to the governing ordinances of the agency;

while "administrative regulations" refer to the rules estab-

lished by the executives (management) to carry out the policies.

A government agency which has incomplete, or improperly

prepared, policies and 'regulations (particularly if in the

area of personnel policies and regulations) is inviting the

union to write the policies and regulations: On the other hand,

if the government agency has complete and thorough policies

ations, they can be a fortress*from whiCh to bargain.

D the present labor contract need modification? Management

should keep a recorOf complaints about the current labor

contract and a record of any groblems which arise. Then at

the first or second negotiations session, management should

propose appropriate changes in the contract. Naturally, just
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as the union does not expect to obtain all of its proposals,

management, too, should be prepared to give up some of its

- proposals to change the labor contract.,

5. Develop a strike plan

No public agency, regardless of its nature, should enter into

collective bargaining with an exclusi e representative of the employees

without having developed a thorough contingency plan for the event that

all, or even a portion, Of the employees.should engage in a labor strike.

Since the mid-1960s, there have been hundreds of public employee.strikes

in all areas of government service, and almost all of them were illegal.

The number of public sector labor strfkes since the mid-1960s has been

greater than all of the public employee strikes since the founding of

the nation, and practically every one of these strikes took place after.

the various states approved public sector collective bargaining laws--

all of whiCh were supposedly designed to "maintain labor peace." In

most of these hundreds of strikes, the public agency was forced to make

conc6ssions which it otherwise would not have made, thus making it clear

to public employees that strikes pay off.

But it has not been the strikes alone which have exacted unpTanned

concessions by government agencies, but the threat of strikes. For every

strike held, there have been ten threats tO strike. Over many years the

author has observed that,the threat of a strike often seems to exact

more concessions from an employer than the strike itself. It appears

that it is the fear of the unknown which causes management tti make these

concessions. The advantage of us'ing .the strike threat is that it can be

prolilged inrbrder to obtain many concessions, whfle the strike itself

often loses its effec?after a periodcvf time.

el.
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A stri e plan is valuable for two major reasons, the second reason

being far more important than the first:

a. A strike plan provides a contingency for hoW to operate the

government agency'should all Dr a portion of the members of a

bargaining unit go on strike. Although this topic is covered

in more detail elsewhere in this book, suffice it to say now

that the major objective of a strike plan should be tp.keep the

public agency operating during the strike. There is no single

act which will bring employees back to the job quicker than

jceeping the agency open for business. After all, the whole

purpose of a labor strike is to close the operation; creat'ing

so much turmoil that the dgency has no choice but to capitulate

to the demands of the union. If the agency is able to operate

despite the strike, the effectiveness of the strike has been

materially diminished. c4t

b. However, the major purpoe of a strike plan is to provide

confidence in the conduct of negotiations. Many management

negotiators have admitted that their conduct a,t the bargaining

table was indirectly affected by the knowledge that, if certain

concessions were not made, there would be a strike. The threat

of a strike is always present. The only question is how

immediate it is. By having a plan which prepares the employer

-for the ultimate power play of the union, there is less likeli

hood that the chief negotiator will be intimidated by the

demands of the union. 41k
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1 Incidentallyl, a side effect of having such a strike plan is that

the union usually discovers that some such plan does exist, and

this discovery usually indicates to the union that management

will ot be easily intimidated. As a result, negotiations are

1-461y to proceed more'smoothly.

6. Prepare responses

Thirmost important part of getting set for negotiations is the

preparation of responses to the union's list of demands. Although this

topic is discussed in detail in the section entitled, "How to Evaluate

Demands," a brief statement is appropriate here. There are five basic

steps to preparing responses to the union's total list of proposals.

Those steps are, in'proper sequence:.

a. The demands are'classified in one of five categories, based on

face value of the demand. The first category is for demands,

which are acceptable without modification. The second category'

is for demands which can be made cceptable with modifications.

The third category is for demands which are not acceptable,

,unless something unforeseen arises. The fourth category is for

demands which.will not be acceOted under any conditions,

11

including a protracted strike. Items which are nonnegotiable

are placed in the fifth category.

b. The next,step is to analyze each demand thoroughly. This

process entails becoming familiar with all facets of each

proposal. The ultimate objective of this step is to become

the foremost expert on both teams regarding each union demand.

-

This process includes costing out each item; identifying direct

66
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41E.

and indirect costs, as well as short- and long-range adminis-

trative costs.

c. The third step in preparing responses consists of the actual

preparation of counterproposals for those items which are to be

bargained over. These counterproposals should range from that

counterproposal which is.most acceptable fo management to that

counterproposal which is least acceptable, but still acceptable

under the proper conditions. In preparing one's own counter-

proposals, an effort should be made to empathize with the

opponent and prepare counterproposals from the opponent's

point'of view. By doing this, the_area for final agreement on

each issue can be generally identified. .P

d. The fourth,step is to rank all union demands and management

positions. This means that the union demands which are most

acceptable and least acceptable should be placed in order. It

also means that any "demands" by management should be given

their proper priority.. Failure to perform this step results

in unbalanced trade-offs im the bargaining process, leaving

unresolved items on the table with little hope of these items

being resolved amicably.

e. Now comes the hard part, which is the grouping or,"packaging''

.4of items together. Basically, this involves deciding how At

use items in categories one and .two, in order to trade off all

other union demands. This last step tests the real-skills of

the negotiator. For more complete explanation of this process,

see the author's book, Bargaining Tactics.

6 7
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III. HOW TO DEAL WITH MAJOR BARGAINING STYLES

During the period of many years of negotiating labor contracts with

a variety 6f An's and under many differing situations, the author has

concluded that moSt negotiating'experiences can be cateprized'according

to one of at reast a dozen styles. Not '1.1 negotiators Tollow only one

Style. Some mix their styles. But insome way almost all negotiators

have styles which can be identified. By being able to Adentify such

'styles, the opposing negotiator improves his opportunity to maintain the

advantage in negotiations.. The.major.bargaining styles are:

1. Boulwarism

Lemuel R. Boulware was the Community and Industrial Labor,Relations

Director for Gepral Electric.Corporation from 1947 until 1960. His

approach (referred to as "Boulwarism") to labor relation's was

faceted, in that many techniques were used including employees and

supervisor education dograms on work efficigncy, educational programs

on taxes, economics, and the market system. Through s,jch programi,

M. Boulware tried to foster eMployee loyalty, satisfaction, as well as

employee prpfit and satisfaction.

Most of his program was based upon direct preparation with'employees

4

. and the community: As far as actual negotiations were concerned, he

Aated, "A union contract was then, as it is'now, largely a collection

of concessions by the empl,oyer; there was.little or nothing of importance

the union.was to do; and in 'any cas,,c6ntracts had come more rd moye.to

58
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,nfOrceab,1e against".the emploYer orli-v.41. The firSt "use of 8oulwarism

.in!,1948. According. to".Mr. 8Ou1Ware, Ihe 'initial silence on.the %

: .; ,,, .,

n froni, whi!clrfollOweOhe 1948.sett1emOis1 fd'not-1t4t Tong.
.,, .

. k . 'ak

t

-.' Our willingnes , to plit:everyihing on the table at on and oar thOrough :

_ .

and "accurate iireparati.oR in making bp,the pack4,.seemingly had not only"'
.-

,
:.% .- . ,

.
. : .

su.r,Prfsed most.;ofitudon off.4ia1dom but a'lo Cali*, them with nO, ready,-,

AO; Ars'. s'iin..p'ly,, b,"Causeth4 had no expprience inw a .itupation of

.. . ..

1

that kind.
.

, 0

...In essence,; .BoulWarim,is' a mahageMenOtyle of Liargaining,' Under
:,_.

ttie approach used WMr, BiaufWare:, Management 4iews'the ktual negOtia-

OO.

tions procqs.as only a sMall part Of A.tOtal employee relatioRs program.
. . 6 c . . , ", ' . %

designed to'ma tain'aq.efff0entand loyal. wokforce. Under thfs. :
,

syslem, mapa ement conductseducafionalrprograms aRd, pdt;1ic reiatiOns
.

. ...,

programs in preparatiOn-for negottatiOny,,The ,actu4,1, managemOtpositiOn

,

for negotiations is prepared careflilly Orougb etensive reseaecR.1, Men

it arritves,at the bargaining table, theee 15' Tittle leftfor management .

.to do but to state its position on all ltem nebotiatioils style

bypasses mOst of the game pleying and pos.turing: at the bargainingeable,
.

,

Mr. Bqullare viewed such Posturing as dishoneit and 'a wafe.:of As.

4

, far as he.was concerned, management should make its best final offer,at

outset' of negotiations'and dispense with'the histrionics.

4k. .

Unfortunately, this approach to bargaining, although never prover

.illegal, has Rot found much success; primarily because unions find,such
44

the

1

The Truth About Doulwarism.(Washington, D.C.: Bureau of National

Affairs, Inc., 169), p. 88.

2
Ibid., p. 97.
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.-' . . .

.an_approac to be a hostile-action the part of management. Furthermore, )4 ,

mediators, fact-finders, arbitators,'State,labor rel4ions agencies, and

judges do not:appeal.:td favor iich a bargSining style. The conventtonal

'*saidom seemsto.indicale that bcith parties should take an artificial
. .

, =,

Ond diShonet?) position at the outset df_negotiations, then gradually

. follow an'UnWritten s.cenario to reach positions beyond which'both knew.

they, wbuld:not go at the,outset of negotiations. Consequently,

,

Boulwarjsmchas been usedvery little in either the private or public

sectors sihce the passage of tOe National Labor Relations Act and the

various..state bargaining laws.
-

.1 However, a form of Boulwarism seemed:t0 emerge with the economic

-. crunch in the late 1970s. At that time an increasing number'of unions
v.,.

were.faced with what amounted to ultimatums from employers (remember

ChrySler Corporation?). Obviously, when a company is on the verge of

60kruptcy there is vet.Y little the union can do' other than to cooperate

.to keep the company alive. The only other choice for employees under

suth conditiOns.is-to become uneMployed. A growing number of government

:agenies- find themelves ih circumstances,similar-to that of an alarming

number: of'petvate eqmpanies. They have reacjied their *limits of afford-
"

. ,

'ability..-As a result, management arriVes ai the bargaining-table with,
-

in effect, nothing left to-give. In the advanced stages of fiscal
.

_collapse, management finds'itself in the position of indicating'that'

certain labor contraCt benefits must be discontipued. ,For more informa-,

tion onhow-"retrogressive" bargainingis conducted, read "How to

kegatiate Retrievals." As summary advice, however, Boulwarism should

not be used in most hargaininb situations unless there is justification

for it. 2
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2. 'Emotionalism

Some negotiators practice a form of negotiations which can be

referred to as "emotionalism." Under this approach to negotiations, a

variety of techniques is employed to appeal to the emotions of anybody

41111V

who can influence the outcome of negotiations--the opposing team, the

. governing body, the union membership, the public, the press, etc. The

suse of emotionalism can be practiced more effectively in the public

sector than in the private sector. fn the private sector there is

usually only one overriding issue, and that is "profit." At the balain-

.

ing tat* in' private industry the overriding influence of this one

. factor forces all union demands plc' all company concessions to be

evaluated in terms of their impact on company profit and survival. While

"in the private sector economic issues may actually take a back seat to

political issues and to the personal ego motives of those with an

interest in the bargaining process. Those readers who wish to under-

stand more about.the differences between collective bargaining in the

private sector and collectivesbargaining in the public sector should

read the book, Bargaining Tactics.

Emotionalism in negotiations is practiced in a*number of ways.:

a. The negotiator appeals to the virtues (*anybody who can

influence the outcome of negotiations. This technique involves

the transference of 'guilt id'o the employer for any unsatisfactory

condition which employee face. Since most employers are

basically humane, they are inclined to want to help those who

face problems. Should the employer refuse to recognize the

problems of employtes, then the employer is maae to appear to

be the "bad guy," which, of course, is a Kormal.objective of

'7;
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the union. A question like: "Don't you care about the welfare

of your employeet?" is designed to elicit only one answer.

"Yes." With such an answer, the union proceeds to the next

statement, which might be: "Well then, you must accept.our

proposal- which is designed to solve the employees' problems."

Such questioning is designed to shift the burden of salving a

problem to the employer. If.the union can achieve this, it has

made significant progress in obtaining a concession from the

employer.

b. Emotionalism is frequently used to rouse the union membership.

After all, a union can suryive only as long as it has members

and in order to keep its members, itaust constactly remind

the mepbership that it is owed something by the employer. In

order to accomplish this, union leaders often appeal to the

emotions of the membership rather than to the intellect. How

many times have we observed union leaders,exhorting the member-

ship to be united in its fight to overcome "oppression and.

exploitation?" That's standard 'fare in the union business.

c. Emotionalism is used to distract attention frOm the real issues.

By keeping negotiations in a constant state.of stress, the

employer is much morelikely to make concessions just to

pacify the situation. This tactic is particularly effective in

a public'situation where there are mixed political interests.

In sgch a situation, the union remains the only united force,

whipsawing one political faction Against another in an effort to

gain barTaining concessions.

7,2
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3. Mutual satisfaction

For reasons which are often quite complex, some labor negotiations

seem to operate under rather unusual guiding principles, which are:

a. No direct or indirect fordkor the threat thereof will be

used to obtain a concession from the other party.

b. Both parties will be honest at all times.

c. No agreement will be entered into unless both parties have

an equal gain.

Granted, not many rounds of negotiations take place following such

ground rules, but under the right conditions, such rules can work. If

the employer is enlightened and unthreatened, and if the union-is trust-

ig of the employer and secure in its own i-elationship with its members,

there exists the potential for negotiations through mutual satisfaction.

Unfortunately, there are so many factors vjipich militate against

-mutual satisfaction bargaining, it is not a style which can be relied

upon in most public sector situation's.

4. Conceptual bargaining

One of the author's firstaexperiences at the bargaining table

involved "conceptual bargaining." In that instance the union simply

presented a list of "issues" which needed to be addressed from their

point of view. Since the author was somewhat inexperienced at,that time,

and since bargaining was taking plate for the firlt time in that state

(and the state law was silent on the subject of how union demands must

be presented), the author proceeded with negotiations on the basis of a ,

list of concepts. Of course, today, no experienced negotiator would do

that, but one must take into consideration the context of the time and

place.
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The list presented by the union included such issues as:

' a. "IMproved salaries for employees."

b. "Better medical care for employees."

c. "More mutual satisfying relationships between th,e union and

the employer." .

d. "Democracy at the work site."

Obviously, such an approach to bargaining is designed to get the

employer to agree to a concept, rather than specific demands. Once that

is done, the first step had been taken to a concession by the employer.

Fortunately, in the real-life experience related nere, a reasonable

contract was finally worked out, but not without some wasted effort and
4. .

some narrow escapes.
:

As any experienced negotiator.knows, an advantage is usually gained

if the fir'.st concession is made by the opposing party. Concept bargain-

ing is one technique used to manipulate the employer into making the

first move. For example, the union asks: "Aren't you in favor of at

least trying to allow your employees to,keep their present earning

power?" If a "yes" answer can be obtained from these questions, the

next statement by the union should be: "We appreciate your commitment

to helping our employeea maintain their present standard of living." By

using this technique, the union, step by step, can bring management

closer to an initial offer of the current Consumer Price Index for the

past year. Once such an offer is made by management, it becomes only

the initial offer.
1-
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5. iNin at any price

Some employers and some unions are se set on "winning" (ideally,

both parties should be winners in negotiations) that they win the battle

but lose the war. This "win-at-any-price" approach to negottations only

creates losers in the long run, because the "win-at-any-price" strategy

entails such horrendous costs that the victory becomds greatly over-

priced.

One need only look at the American automobile industry to observe

how the unions won for aqleriod of time, but ultimately lost. Granted,
4

there were a numuer of unnecessary and artificial forces which ruined

the industry (mandated safety measures, mandated environmen.tal controls,

subsidized N.1 prices, high taxes, etc.), but mandated bargaining under

federal law played its part in the demise of the auto industry. After

thirty years of bargaining with the United Auto Worker Unions (and other

unions), the average Detroit auto Worker was making at the end of the .

1970s almost twice the wage and benefits of comparable workers in other

industries. The financial impact of this irresponsible (but unavoidable)

circumstance allowed other nations to take the leadership in a field

which the world had long viewed as the natural right of America.

The "win-at-any-price" approAch to negotiations works no better in

the public- sector than it'does in the private sector. One need only

observe the labor relations history of New york City to See the folly of

such an approach to collective bargaining. When either a union or the

governing body of a public agency is faced with an opponent which has

demonstrated that it will stop at nothing to win, even if winning Means

the destruction of the agency, the response is usually in-kind. After

all, what are the choices? No governing body can peymit a union to take
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over the agency, and no union is likely to allow the employer to effec-

tively destroy the union. Fortunately, such violent confrontations are

infrequent, but when they do occur,
..

they must be dealt with firmly.

6. Limited demands

Although the most common approach to bargaining by unions involves

the initial presentation of a long list of demands, occasionally a union

will use the "limited demand" approach. This negotiations strategy

entails the presentation of a short list of demands; demands which the

. .

union considers of the highest priority. Sometimes the union will

present this short list with a statement like: "We are presenting,to you

a very conservative list of demands this year because we have temporarily
,

set asidlp other needs which we normally would have presented. But in

the interests of saving time and:as a demonstration of good faith and

trust, we are asking that all of these proposals with only minor modifi-

catipns be accepted. Should this not be possible, we will have to

reconsider our position." The last sentence is obviously designed to

intimidate management into making major concessi to the shortlist in

order to avoid dealing with a much longer list f demands.

Surprisingly, this technique can work for tte union under certain

circumstances. In a few situations, this approaci might even be better

for management, especially if a longer demand list from the union will

result in additional and unnecessary Concessions by management.

Under normal conditions, the union would be restricted to nego-

tiation on its original short list of demands, since common practice

requires that the union present all f its demands at the first bargOn-'

ing session. Should that be 1case, management would be well adliised

) 76
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to accept the short list as a basis of n gotiations, and then proceed

as it normally would. If this approach not acceptable to the union,

then management should call off the first negotiations session until the

union has submitted its entire list for negotiations. Here is one

important admonition, however. An effective union negotiator can take

dny

(
short list of demands and through creative counterproposals expand

thfs list to'include new items which management had previously thought

would be precluded from negotiations. Should the union use this

approach to an extent that constitutes improper bargaining, then manage-

ment should inform the union that it will not respond further to such

uses of the negotiations process.

By-pass negotiations
AR

Unlike the private sector, lat?or relations in the public sector

are often carried out in a highly politically-charged environment. This

means that negotiations frequently take plae between persons other than

the two chief negotiators. SoMe of the worst experiences the author has

endured havesinvolved trying to anticipate "end-runs" by the union. An

"end-run" takes place when the union negotiator engages in the unethical

practice of by-passing his counterpart in order to deal directly with

other members of the management team--usually the chief executive

(Superintendent or mayor) or the'governing body. Ig all fairness, the

same practice has been attempted by management when it by-passes the .

bar,gaining table in an effort to negotiate directly with the employees.

In either case, the practice'is unwise because it undermines the

organized process of collective bargaining.

..
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The best remedy for such improper tactics is for each negotiator to

prepare his constituents for such possible irnd-runs." The union leader-

ship should describe the technique to the union membership and instruct

the meMbers not to respond to such a ploy. Similarly, the management
.

negotiator shoUld 'alert his principals to the possibility of a similar

attempt by the,union and remind the management team to ignore such

efforts.

8. Divide and conquer

Another major bargaining style expenienced by the authOr involves

attempts by either side of the bargaining table to weaken the other's

position by undermining the opposing group's unity. 24bwiously, this is

the commonly-used "divide-and-conquer" approach to labor negotiations,

and it sometimes is quite successful. This strategy of negotiations

which takes advantage of divisiveness can be applied by either party.

When used by the union, it can be used to divide the members of the

opposing team, to divide the chief negotiator from his chief executive,

to divide the chief executive from the governing body, or to divide the

governing body from its constituents. When used by management, it is

simiTarly used to divide the various subgroups within the union.

The author recalls one particularly vivid experience of the use of

theAivide-and-conquer strategy when he was a consuTtant to a very large

city school district on the East Coast. In that city the school board

was composed of eleven members. That fact alorie should point out

potential trouble to any experienced negotiator. But in this particular

case, the board was already_divided f number of reasons. The most `-------"-,\

. d

damaging, however, was Ihatcat least one member was clearly elected.to

3
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the board for his promise to support the teachers' union. During nego-

tiations there was a continuous leak of confidential management bargain-

ing positions to the union. With a little bit of detective work, which

among 40Ptr things involved following a board member late at night, it

was discovered that the one board member in question was making regular

visits and telephone calls to the union after each executive board

meeting! Understandably, successful negotiations from management's point

of view, was quite difficult under those conditions.

A part of any labor negotiator's job is to educate his people as to

the process of negotiations and the typelittaCtics and strategies which

. might be employed by.the opposing group. By providing such an education

to the party that he represents, the negotiator will worn his group of

the divide-and-conquer strategy and advise all members that such

approaches should be resisted. Should any member become a party to such

4

improper behavior, that pergon should be isolated from any meaningtul

role in the labor relations process.

, 9. Chaos bargaining

There are negotiators who seem to have a bargaining style based on

the concept that if the bargaining process can be confused enough,

management will somehow make meaningful concessions. The truth of the

matter is, however, that such a crude tactic does work on occasion.

Usually, this style is common'to the inexperienced or incompetent'

negotiator,,but once in a great while, the style is used purposefully.

The author recalls a set of negotiations conducted with a union of

. custodians and maintenanCe workers, which was represented by an

experienced and professional union spokesman, In this particular case,
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the union spokesman made no positive efforts in negotiations. He yas

never prepared. He missed meetings. He called meetings at unusual times.

a

He was constantly profane and obscene. He lied. In my opinion, he broke

every rule that an ethical and professional negotiator should follow.

Some quick and superficial investigation of the man's modus 6perandi

revealed that he employed this strategy in situations where there was

evidence that the governing body was weak and Ovided--as was actually

the case in the-situation being related here.

Two tactics seemed to avoid some of the serious problems faced by

management in this situation, however. First, the negotiator had a

special meeting with the governing body in executive. session and

explained what the union negotiator was trying to do. Second, at the

appropriate time, management made a "final" offer, leaving the union

with only three choices: aCcept,the offer, call for mediation, or take

some concerted action of force. The union chose mediation. The mediator

did not tolerate any,antics from the union spokesman and a settlement

was quickly reached through the efforts of this skillful mediator..

10. , Disciplined bargaining
..

In a curious way, the negotiator who is in total control of his

situation is sometimes the easiest to work with. Such'a person is

usually secure in his job and skillful in the performance of his task.

In dealing with such a style, one usually finds a number af negotiations'

characteristics present:

a. Only the chief spokesman speaks on a matter related to

negotiations.

\ 0 s )
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b. Any tentative agreement offered by the negotiator is always

delivered.
/

c. All meetings are conducted in a business-like and decorous

fashion. ,

,

d. Honesty is the keynote of all meetings.
'. .

e. Creative solutions are found to almost all problems.

f. Negotiations take place withouX any threats.
#0

g. Mutual respect is present at all times, even when difficult

issues divide the p'arties. .,

h. The membership is united, but more imPortantly, their positio. ns .

,

are clearly communicated.
.

Although disciplined bargainin is often the easiest to deal with,..

bne caveat must be Stated. A nego ator (for management or lahor) who
,

practice's disciplined bargaining m st be dealt with seriouely. Such a

person cannot be taken lightl eri such a negotiator states that a-

given offer is not acceptable, s ch a stotement should be accepted on

its face value. In other word , everything that such a negotiator says

can be believed.

1

11. Stonewalling

Experienced negoti ors hdve probably encountered occasions when'

one party becomes in yansigent on some ispect of the issue under con-.

*

sideration. When intransigence is practiced as a premeditated bargain-

jng strategy, it is usually referred to as "stonewalling." On the

surface, stonewalling and Boulwarism might appear to.be similar, and they

are, except for one crucial point. Boulwarism is a negotiations process

,

?..,

based upqn education and honest research. ft is a process of.coming

. quickly to that position which management can reasonably afford, and

,

V

.1

N

,

,



which is fair to theemployees. Stonewalling', on the other'lhand; is

based less upon research andjairness'than on brute force and,selfish-

..,
ness. Such stonewalJing is1usuallpaccompanied by a proven uesence of

.
.

. . .
, .

forcewhile-Boulwarism takes a negottations position irrespective of

power and force.'

.Occasionally,,stonewalling will be,rraeticeIT tiy'a union which is in

power,,-ilut is being opposed by another union coMpeting.for recognition.

In such 4 situation, manageMent can become tf,apped in the crNsfire

glrated by each union as'it tries to prove it'is the better..

In an effort to prove its toughness, the union in power is sometimes

fOrced to stonewall negotiations oUt of fear that any concession will 'be

viewed by Ane members as a sign of, weakness. Although stonewalling never
s '

.works as a permanent style of bargaining, it can pose a serious problem

, when it does occur. And,...whil-e in some cases ther may'be no immediate

answer for the strategy, a few tacticS are often helpful in overcoming
, .

stonew4ll ibargaining:

a. Patience and-persistence often play a part in breaking through

a stonewall and extracting concessions. Time does play its

part in negotiations, but it is a two-edged sword. -So, the .

smart negOtiator carefully assesses whether time will work-an

advantage or disadvantage..

b. A"cooling-off period can often assitt in Making the.parties

more receptive to negotiations. However, if an urgent deadline

,

is looMing, such a delaY.may not be possible.

c, In Some cases, tonewalling can be overcome by somelorm of

impassd resolution, such as mediation or fact-finding.
4

I
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7
Sometimes the resence of :a third neutral part,i in negotia-

tions can provide the needed ingredient to reow negOtiations.

^

7

^
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IV. HO'W TO MANAGE HUMAN RELATIONS

Negotiations under collective bargaining is adversary in nature

sinckthe parties involved (management anelabor) are frequently prirsuing

oRposite goals at the bargaining table. While management seeks to con-

trol costs and retain,the right to.manage the government agencyf the

union seeks to expand costs (th'rough increased benefits and reduced

workload) and gain greater control over the work performed by the

employees. Although.the parties may eventually reach an agreement, such

an eventuality does'not negete the adversary nature of the negotiations.

Under sucil a relationship, an agreement is difficult under the beSt of

condition.

. -

If poor human relations exist, progress toward an agreement is made

,even more iifficult. There'fore, the.wise negotiator makes every effort

to manage tone of hutan relations at the bargaining table. After

all, trust and friendship between the two.neijotiators is a valuable asset

to both. lin-der normal conditions, both parties will make concessions in

order to maintain the trust and friendship of the opponent.

,)

4 A. Techniques for Good Relations

During many years, of negotiations; the author has found that the

skifledmegotiator can usual,ly influence the tenor,of human relations at

the bargaining table by employin9 a number of techniques. Among-these

techniques ark:

74
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1. Establishrnutually agreeable

9round rules

Although this topic is discussed in considerable detail in the

author's book, Bargaining Tactics, the topic deserves brief'mention here.

Good.human relations can be seriously risked ifthe two parties have no

agreement on how negotiations are to be Carried out. The absence Of

such an understanding is likely to cause unnecessary disputes over pro-

cedural matters which, under prOper,conditions, should be matters of

simPle routine. Such routine matters of procedure include such items

dS:

a. How willspress releases be made during negotiations? Press

releases throughout negotiations (that is, until a final

written contract is signed) should only be by mutual agreement.

b. Where will meetings bf held? Meetings are held at mutUally

agreeable places. aturally, minageMent should hold out for

using management property.

c. How long will meetings last? Negotiations sessions should :

generally be held to about three hdurs. Exceptions, of course,

can 6e made based upon common sense.,

d. How often will meetings be held? The frequency of mee, tings is

'determined by mutual agreement of the parties. Normally,

however, twice per week is sufficient.

e. How will tentative agreements be recorded2 Although,either

pa'rty can keep whateVer records it wishes, the joint record of

tentalive,agreements should be initialed by both parties, and

copies of the signed tentative agreements retained by tioth
4'

parties:

44
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f. When may observers be present? Persons other than those on the

9.

two negotiations teams should be admitted to sessions only by

mutual agreement.

When will ne§otiations end? A mutually agreeable time schedule

should be developed for negotiations. This time schedule

s4pu1d have a specific date by which negotiations must begin,

a specific date by which time if no agreement has been reached

the parties are at impasse, and a specific time by which impasse

proceedings must be concluded. This last deadline should be in

advance of file budget adoption date of the government agency

involved. I. A

.h. What habpens in the event of an impasse? Absent the right to

strike in the public sector, negotiations impasses are to be

expected regularly. Therefore, therr;hould be an agreement as

Vb how impasses are to be resolved.

i. How will the final agreement be made official? The final docu-'

ment agreed to by the negotiators shoUld be ratified by the

union members4iip, while the governing body_of the governmenf

agency should take whatever action is appropriate' to consummate

the tentatiye agreement. Naturallyt_this assumes thlrboth the

union membership and the governing body of the governmental

agency approved of the recommended labor coqtract.

All of these questions, as well as other questions of procedure,

Swust be answered to the satisfaction of both parties so that the parties

may concentrate on the min purpose of collective bargaining--which is .

to come to an.understandltng as to what will be the salaries, benefits,

and working condition§ of employees.
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2. Establish authority and credibility

Good humAn relations can be enhanced if the negotiator has the

recognized authority to negotiate and if the negotiator is trusted by the

opponent. Failure to establish the negotiator's authority will likely

undermine the needed commitment to the negotiations process. Failure to

establish the negotiator's credibility will similarly undermine'a produc-

tive working relationship. between the parties.

From the outset of negotiationsl, it should be made clear that the

negotiator speaks for his/her constituents, and is fully possessed of all

necessary authority o make concessions, to make offers, and to enter into

tentative agneements. From the outset, the negotiator should demonstrate

4

an intention to be honest and above-board. The combination of perceived

autliority and credibility will go far in controlling the emotional tone

of negotiations.

3. Admit errors {sometimes)

.Just as' a polished gem is the result of friction, so does a nego-
,

tiator become an expert by the friction of errors. In ,his book,

_

Bargaining Tactics, the author describes some 300 bargaining techniques,

many of which have been learbed through error. Every negotiator is bound

to make errors, but the lessons learned frbm those errorS are often more

beneficial than the errors were harmful. Therefore, the negotiator

should 'lot engage in self-destructive self-criticism w/er inevitable

misttkes. When an honest error has been,ma4/(especially when it is

obvious that an error has been made), the wise and secure negotiator

should admit the-error, because such honesty contributes to one's

credibility at the bargaining table and helps create an atmosphere of

trust.
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4. Establish a positive physical setting

Contrary to.the popular myth that real 'MOr negotiations take place

in smoke-filled rooms, the best negotiations take place in rooms wi,th,

Llean air, comfortable furnishings, and tasty refreshments. Such rooms

hould contain a very large table of sufficient siie-to accommodate all Q

members of both teams and their papers. The chairs should be comfortable,

and the lighting should be pleasant, while the internal temperature

should be such that it is unnoticed. The room should be large enough

for members to move around in, and should be situated in a location that

is free from distractions. Although all parties should refrain from '

smoking while in the negotiations room, some persons are unable (or

unwilling) to refrain from such a,habit. In such cases, an air purifier

should be installed, if possible, or other means should be employed to

circulate fresh air.

Aside from the negotiatiohs room itself there should be another

smaller room large enough to'accommodate either team when .a caucus is

necessary.- This room, too, should have a table and comfortable chairs.

A private talephone'should alsci be available nearby, and restrooms,,

should be conveniently available. A duplicating machine is advisable so

,that either party can make copies
Y;
of various documents as needed.

Failure to provide a pleasant physical setting for negotiation's simply

adds one more unnecessary obstacle to matntaining good human relatipns

at the sbargairi.imi table.

5. Be careful of management demands .

Some inexperienced negotiators have tried to turn the tables on the

-union by making demands of employees atsthe bargaining table, jut as

. I.

the union'makes its 'demands/6f Management. This approach to bargaining

/
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seldom works, because management demands often infuriate the union and

create a hostile atmosphere for negotiations. All laws which govern

collective bargaining in the private and public sectors were created by

pressure from interests more supportive of unions and employees than of

owners and managers. As a result, unionized employees universally view

collective bargaining as a process designed to)aid employees and their

unions in using their collective clout under the.protection of law to

extract better compensation for less work. Under this concept of

collective bargaining, unions are supposed to malke demands, and negotia-

tions becomes the.process by which a determination is made of how many,

of these demands will be met--a kind of one-way street.

With such view, is it any wonder that unions react violently to

any demands made by management at the bargaining table To avoid such

unnecessary

?Qacrimony:the

author 'maintains that management needs to make

C .
..

very few ands of the union. After all, under most conditions manage-

o

fflent already has.the right to make most decisions regarding ihe business

of thel.apency; therefore, there is seldom a need to make demands of the

- \
lemost cases, any management need whichmust be met at the

bai-gaining table can be handled through the tactful use of "counter-

,proposals," a process whereby management simply esponds to a proposal by

the imion. Triis method is much less likely to escalate emotiont at the

bargaining-table, an objective which should be kept clearly in view at

all Aimes.

6. Avoid overkill h "

One of th? many axioms that the author has discovered in his years

of experience is this one--use tpe minimum ammuniti6n po'ssible in

'CM
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achieving your objective. This means that each individual agreement

should be accomplished with as little testAmony and argumentation as

possible. Where one good reason is sufficient to reject a demand, it is

d mlstdke to give three or four reasons. The second, third, and fourth

reasons progressively increase the irritation of your counterpart, a

normal reaction to "overkill" in negotiations.

7. Use pleasant language

Words are the best indicator of a negotiator's position on a topic

under c:onsideration; therefore, words should be chosen carefully.. In

,truLturing responses to unibn.demands, a number of simple rules shouldmr

by followed:

a. Never use profanities, vulgaritigs,i/or obscenities. Not only

wtll such terms offend.most peopl'e, but such expressions often

'are not clear forms of 'expression, and successful negotiations

depend upon unambiguous commun/cations.

b. Avoid referencesAgoAppics which have prejudicial 0 contro-
.

,

versial implications. For example, unkind remarks about

"libera)s" will inevitably alienate someone on either team.

Similpily, any disrespectful remark about "conservatives" i.

also bound to offend somel3ody; while any comment:concerning

religib'n is also certain to offend.somene present.

In summary, do not make any statement whlch unnecessarily offends

anyone, even if the comment is totally ynrelatqLt4 tcip under nego-

tions. The author remembers one instanCe when he was foolish enough

! to express his personal views on a controversial issue. Several members,'

on the union's team were of an opposing view, ,an61, as a result, this

11

).)

ro .
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dtfference of opinion surfaced several times during negotiations and

.created an unneeded obs-tacle to good human relations.

8. Demonstrate understanding of
the problem

Although many union demands are frivolous and introduced for

"padding" purposes and sllock value, sdrife demands represent accurate and

sincere expressions of credible needs and problems of employees. The

perceptive negotiator wilj detect the real and important issues and
A

proceed to deal with them: One technique in-controlling the emotional

tone of negotiations. is to demonstrate understanding of the important

issues. One way to do this is epeat the union proposal in your own

words. This techniqueivot only serve as a test of your own under-

standing of the problem; but it indicates to the union that,management

has grasped the essence of the problem under discussion. Understanding

of the problem is the first step to resoUtion of the problem:

9. r Praise the union and its Members

,Under normal 'circbmstances, human llehavior is modif40 in.a positive

r direction through praise ratlitr th61 through criticism. The negotiatiohs

!

process provides so much opportunity for ill.wtll 'that no chance for

kindness snould be over-looked. Whenever the union makes a proposal or

counterprdposal which is,acceptable to management, tne cliief negotiator

should praise the unidh for its contribution. Praise is even more'

appropriate when the uniqn offers.a solution to a particularly comptIca-
.

ted issue which has been under intense negotiations for a protracted

period of time. 'Such positive reenforcement of the union's effoks will

pa'y dividends in the process of maintaining cooperative huMan relations

at fhe bargaintng table.

94
%
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10. Learn thernany ways to say "no"

Most,of the proposals sUbmitted by the union will not be acceptable

ds presented. Consequently, management must respond with various forms

of rejection. Part of good human relations,at the bargaining tatIle

depends upon,how rejections are coMmunicated. There are many way's to

sdy "no" at the bargaining table and here are some of them:

a. Find something positive in the union's pTo.osal and stress

that, rather than that which cannot be ted.

b.
1

Suggest alternative solutions. Rather th reject lan unaccept-

able proposal, offer simple alternative solutions to the union's

problem. This is another way of stressing the positive and de-,

emphasizing the negative.

C. Retreat to limited authority. SoMe proposals ask for so much

that they maY be beyond the authority of,the negotiator. In

such&cases, the n iator may inform the union that he ,does not.

have the authority to agree to the union's proposal.

d. Play multiple choice. When a union proposal is unacceptable

you can sometimes offer two or more chojces acceptabl4e to you.

Thia js another form of offering alternatives:

It is administratiyelY unsound. Some ynion proposals are

unacceptable.because they cannot be administered efficiently.

For example, the.union may ask that the employer keep an hourly

fecord of annual leave. In mosl instances, such a proposal

would be administratively unsound.

f. The proposal concerns those outside the bargaining unit.

/*Occasionally, a union will make wyroposal which affects the

benefits or working conditions of employees in other bargaining

9,2
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units. For example, a teachers' union might ask that custodians

clean teachers' classrooms.every day after 4:30 P.M. By inform-

ing the union that such a proposal must be discussed with the

custodians, a.direct rejection is avoided.

g. It is illegal. In order to meet some union demands, illegal

action would be necessary. Fon example, to agree to a closed

,
shop would be illegal; therefore, the response of manageme'nt

is that the granting of the union's request would require

illegal action: Again, a direct "no" has been avoided.

h. Chawge the proposal. If you can't accept the proposals in the

'
state.presented at the bargaining table, change it! For

example, the union proposes a sick leave bank which is

Unacceptable to manajement which r:esponds with a proposal for

one day of additional sick leave.
0

-.

1. Cannot afford it. Although a management negotiator should-be

very 'careful in offering inaffordability as a reason.to reject
,

a proposal, there are occasions when the answer% will sufffce,
,

,

but be careful. As stated elsewhere in this book, the response'

of inaffordability opens up negotiations on the subject of

affordability and may subject the topic to impa'sse proceedings.

-,
j, The:proposal is not negotiable. In the section on the scope

of negotiations, numerous suggestions are given for amtroling
. .. ...

. the setpe of negotiations. By maintaining that a subjel is
z,

nonnegotiable, the spokesman.has. agoin avoided a direct "no."

k. Uriore some proposals. Sometimes a rejection of a proposal

can be achieved by simply ignoring the subject. After awhile,

1
,

..

A
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.
.

) the union gets the message without management ever offering

an outright rejection.

In summary, the maintenance of good human relations at the bargain-
,

'1;
ing table is jtgt as important as the quality of roposals and counter-

proposals made. The author has.observed a numb of instances when a.

very good labor co-ntraCt was negotiated more through the practice of

e
, good human relations than through the skillful use of bargaining tactics.

(

\
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V. HOW TO OVERCOME MAJOR OBSTACLES

As the American economy continues to stagnate during the 1980s, the

public sector will no longer Nave the finantial resources to support much

thakexisted.until that time. The significant development in public

service during the 1980s will be how to make do-with less! In other

words, the test of government in the 1980s will be to find how to,be

more/productive with less resources.. There, are a, number of obstaaes,in' 4

the public sector lhat are more productive with less, however. Unlike

the prtva,te sector, which, in order.to sUrvive, must be responsive to

customer demands, the public settor has a number of impediments to

improved productiv

1. Public employe s have political
power to resist unwanted im-
provements in productivity

Unlike employees in a private company who have no control over the

appointment or behavior of the company's board of directors, public

employees (teachers especially) have considerable power in influencing

both the selection arid-behavior of their employers. For example, 4n

hundreds of communities, organized teachers have played a decisive role

in who is elected to the school board. Afterbeing elected by their

,employees to such a position, these school board members are continuously

subject to political pressure when theschool board atte4ts to under-

k take productivity improvements whichwdo note meet with tlfe,approval

tlie teachers.

85
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2. . Most public employees-have collective'
bargaining rights

Not.only do public employees have the power to resist unwanted pro-
.

ductivity changes through political.activism, but they can also resisf

through collective bargaining. Naturally, most attempts at improved

productAvity involve,Changing "working conditidns,". a mandated top;ic of

. ,bargajning in almost all situations. Public employees wil. usually

4
resist slich changes aggressively, since such improvements are often seen

by employees as demands for more work.

3. The work ofpublic empldYees is ,

'often prescribed by law

The work of many public employees (e.g., policemen, teachers, fire-

Men, etc.) are qften finOd by some legal provision, such as d civil

service regulation: ore the work of these persons can be changed

substantially, those regulations m st first be amended. As a result,

improvements in public sectOr prod tivity are further haiered .by such

obstacles.

Take teachers as an exm1e. School boards are considerably
. )

restricted in their ireedom to change the workload'of teachers beeause..

there are numerous overriding provisions of law.. Most states have

imposed limits on class'size, limits on numbers of students which May

be assigned to teachers, minimum number of required classroom hours,

minimum class sizes, building requirements, curriculum mandates, ad

infinitum. Due to these restrictions, there is little freedom left to

the ldCal sc.hool board to improve productivity.

c
4
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4. Public employee evaluation, systems

are not based on productivity

In Lmparison to private sector employees, public employees are less

evaluated on factors related to productivity. One reason for this

di'sparity is that-government seems less able than private enterprise to'

define its objectives. Naturally, if there is confusion over the purpose

of an agency, there can be little meaningful evaluation of employee per-

formance--since productivqy can be measured only in terms of progress

toward objectives. As a matter of fact, most public employees are not

compensated on the bagis of improved productivity, but On job longevity,

which may well be irrelevant to' productivity'. t

5. Many public employees have .

job sdcurity

An integral part of improving productivity is,t e o to trans-

fer, reassign, or 'dismiss incompetent employees. Since large n rs of

public employees are protetted from dismissal by a variety of laws and

regulations, public service is more'likely to keep incompetent e*oyees

than i9//the case in private-,industry, where orismissal based upon incom- ,

petericy or lack of need is much more corilmon.

Public employees- have a grass-
. roots 'constituency

Firefighters, policemen, and teachers are all our neighbors. 'As

such, they have an Opportunity to influence their job welfare in a way

that a private employee does not have. Whereas, the private industry

employee-can do little politically to.infldence his job welfare, the

public employee can appeal to the voters in an attempt to improve his

%.

lot.

(-4
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7. Public employees generally resist
attempts to improve productivity

Although many workers in industry understand and support wove-

ments in productivity (Rite profit often means more pay), pubifc employees
off,`

often resis,t such efforts for a number of reasons:

a. What the employee sees as improved productivity is often

different from what t4 employer perceives.

b. Many employegs view attempts at improved productivity as

greater (*rands on tlieir own time and energy.

c. Public employees find it.narder to .see a relationship between

their salaries and productiyty. often seem to feel that

their salaries should increase even ieproductivity does not.

d. Unions, and some of their Members, seem to see improved

productivity as 'a firt step ,fo layoffs. Naturally, layoffs

are highly feared by employees in every sector:

8. PubliC service is a monopoly

Most public service must take place,by law. Most public,service

must take place year after year, despite shortcomings or diminishing

*
needs. No'matter how unproductive any public service may become, it is

likely to continue. Under such cOnditions, is it ay wonder that pro-

,
ductivity is low in government service? In this regard, government is>.

an irony. While on the one hand the federal government tries to destroy

any private company that gives even the appearance of a monopoly, the

same government operates the nation's largesmonopolies. Only a poyti-

clan Can understand such convoluted logic! But even beyond Ihe obstacles

to improved productivity inherent in public service, there are a number

I.
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Of common obstacles which can be expected to be encountered in the

bargaIning process:

8. Absence of credibility. If successful negotiations are to take

place, the chief negotiator must establish a personal credi-

v

.bility. In other words, the cbief negotiator must be viewed

by the opposing team as a person who represeqs his client with

authority and accuracy. Failure to achieve such credibility

will inevitably res'u t in unnecessary acrimony, loss of time,

and misunderstandings, all of which should be avoided.f

Credibil4ty can be enhanced in a number of ways:

4

(1.) Credibility can be improved by the demonstration of
-a

authority,qand authdrity is best demonstrated by proving

that one can deliver exactly what is promfsed or thdt one

can stop an unacceptable action, by the opponent. For

example, if the chief negotidtor for a government agency

may state that he will arrange for some time off with pay

for a meeting with certain union members, he must then not

only demonstrate his authority in delivering on such a

promise, but he must also establish a more friendly

relationship while setting the stage for a return, future

favor.

(2) Honesty estOlishes the foundation for credibility: In

.
order to behonest in negotiall410 however, oe s not

/required to tell allf -fn negotiations honesty can ,be

measimed by the absence 9f dishonesty.
)

at"'
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(3) When a mistake Irs qade ofohich the opponent is aware, it

0
should usually be admitted. The unwillingness to admit an

obvious mistake can raise serious questiots regarding the

negotiator's credibility.

b. Bypassing. Since public sector negotiations take place in,a

political arena, there is more likelihood that the negotiations

process may involve others than just the two exclusive spokes-

men. Fqr example, negotiations in the public sector.Jave been

known to include negotiations between the unton president and

the city council fhairman, or between the chief executive and

the shop steward. All such negotiations which might take place

outside of that between the two official chief spokesmen should

be.. avoided. Some of the ways that bypassing can be avoided are;

(1) The fwo spokesmen should try to enter into an understanding,.

that all negotiations will take place exclusively between

them:

(2) 'tech negotiator should educate his own constituents as to

the leadership role of the cNief negotiator.

(3) Persons who insist On trying to bypass the exclusi.ve

spokesmen should be i0entified and isolated from the

negotiations process.

Bypassing is not an experience unknown to the.author, and in a

few instanceS he was unable to,stop the,process. When this

occurred, the only avenue left was to inform the opposing
;

negotiator that there would be no concessions made by manage-

ment, except those actually made at the bargaining table by

panagement's official spokesman. Additionall?, the author had

4
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to resort to communicating with the president of the union.

The following yearovhen negotiations were reopened, the problem
i .

no longer existed.'' I

c. Lack of expertise. Every negotiator has a beginning, and at.the-

r ,

begjnAing the negot.iator is likely to make some mistakes. The
# ,

1 belt way tO avoidthe mist:ekes of the beginner is to undertake

certain preparatory steps:

(1) Attend a.s many seminars on negotiations and labor relations
. ,

as possible.

(2) Read every book available on the process of.negotiations.

MP

4

, I

b

(3) Serve on a negotiations team as a member.

(4) Undertake some lilht negotiations whenever the opportunity
II.

' ari s.

d. -ime. Time is the fixed funnel through which all human

endeavor muSt paSs. Time can neitner be lengthened nor
6 ..

shortened. It can be used, however, with varying degrees of
. 1

effAciency. Time can be4a filend or' foe. Often when its your
4

friend, it is the foe of tlie adversary,.and when time is on the'
.

,

,

side of the adversary, it is'likely against you. The point is,,

an.effective negotiator must learn to manage time. Although

some general suggestions are found,in,this'book under the s

section entitled, "How to'Manage Time," here are a few specific

4

suggestions.
,

(1) Set up a negotiations schedule. this means a beginning for'

negotiations must be established and an ending date must be
1 /

-1
_

set. The schedule must include tiMe for an impasse resolu-

tion. proces and time for
r
the parties to ratify a proposed'

.

,

1 (1 '

- ( I .

'

't
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agreement. This schedulethen, becomes the time framework

within, which negotiations tke place:

(2) The length of meetings should be limited generally to about

three Hours and the meetingS should be.restricted to the

business of negotiatiOns. This does not include frequent

0/
and le.ngthy caucuses, since such t;reaks are proof that \

)

somebody is not prepared.

(3) All meetings should be scheduled,in advance: Such a

A

schedule al.lows for proper planping and preparation.

(4) All necessary.homework shoUld be done Prior to each

meeting. There is no excuse for otherwise.

(5) Each, negotiation se6sion'should'have an agreed-upon agenda.

An abenda heTps assure-that.negotiations'will stay on the

subject and end'on target.

(6) The experienced negotiator knows how to delerte the work of'

negotiations to other team members. Team members can per-

form rewarch, run errands, prepare documents,-make

telephone calls, conduct needed interviews, prepare tenta-

tive positioRs, etc.--all of which relieves the chief

negotiatbr from chores' which might detract from his main

function.

e. Prejudice., The relationship between a labor union and a

management team at the bargaining table is adversary. This

earls that, although the parties may oppose each other's points

of view with respect to topics under discussiion, it does not

necessarily mean that the parties are enemies. After.all, the
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labor contract forms a,type of permane, marriage, so

animosities should be minimized tdevery possible extent.

Making the normal adversary relationship More'difficult, however,

.is the preconceived view thialt the other side is always wrong,and

yOur side is always rigfit. his misperception exists qn.both

sides of the table. The union frequently views management as an

exploiter of the working man, while ma,nagement often views the

union as the chief t110-eat to its eight to manage. Given such

prejudices, an air of suspicion sometimes exists at the bargain-

ing table, and cap easilylead to misunderstandings, misjudg-

ments, and an unwillingness to take riSks: if

To overcome sucH prejudices, bo

tively their own feelings and attitu , and make every

arties musteexamine objec-

reasonable effort to follow all of the rulds of good faith

bargaining. Basically, this means that both parties should

sincerely attdfipt to understand the point of view of the .

.
opponent and to seek a voluntary grrangement that is acceptable

to both parties. 411.

-

f. Econohic depression. The one ob'stacle that has influenced

collective argaining :in the pubic sector'(and the private

sector) during the past few years has been the'poor economic

state of the nation. Wh,ile America was growing in economic

strength and prosperity, -there was alWays something available

. to give public employees. That all changed, howeyer,-by the

end of the 1970's decade. With inflation becoming,an almost
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. accepted way of life, pubfic employees are fortunate just to

maihtain their current standard of living.

The 1980s will not produce an economy which provides prosperity

--for the public sector. The only way that public employees can

hope to maintain their established standard of living is to

cooperate in finding ways to'be more productive. This will mean

,
cutting back on public work forces and producing more from those

who remain. It's that simple!

Translated to the bargaining table, this means that mana,ement

should insist on union cooperation in improving productivity,

even at the expense of laying off some public employees. Lest

one fear that those latioff will starve, it is unlikely that

this will happen,.since these people will find employment

someplace in the private sector. There is no choice for,A4le

union but to cooperate in such attempts to improve productivity.

Failure to cooperate will certainly re.sult in a continuing

decline in the 4andard of living for public employees.

g. Bargaining scope. As discussed in the section, "How to Manage

the Scope of Negotiations,"sarguments over 1r scope of bargain-
.

ing,are inevitable. That sect'ion discusses in detail how to

minimize problems in this area and how to keep the scope of

bargaining reasonably limited to salaries, benefits, and

"Working/onditions."

h. Leaks. The author remembers an ocCasion.where he was authorized

by a superintendent of schools to agree to allow the establish-

ment of a sick leave bank. However, before the concession was

104.
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made as a part of a carefully prepared "package." The supe'rin-

tendent "confided" in a relative, who in furn told the union.

Naturally, as a result of the leak,,the granting of the sick

leave bank did not have 4he leverage that it otherwise would

belie carried. Such breaches in confidentiality must not be.

tolerated'. There are a number of methods which can be

employed to minimize such unfortunate dccurrences':

(1) If leaks come from the governing body, the chief negotiator

ca'n receive hj is instructions by talkng individually with
,

4 .1'

members of die governing body.

(2) If leaks cbme from members of the negotiating team, the

negotiator can "plant" a few incorrect pieces of informa-

,
tion. Additionally, team members canje reminded of the

danger to they job secuto4ty, if they are found communi:

cating with !he opponents.

(3) Of course, the primary means of maintaining confidentiality

is to restrict all crucial information to the chief

negotiator or only to those with proven trustworthiness.

(4) Once the guilty party has been identified, he should be

isolated from all negotiatio9 'transactions.

i. Discussion errors. Poor discussion habits at the bargaining

table contribute much t the Waste of time, as well as creating

misunderstandingstflugh superfluous information. By knowing

what the OW discussion errors are, the reader should be

able to take ap.propriate action to correct such habits. The

chief discussiori'errors are

1U,-;
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(1) Allowing for interruptions. If negotiations are to proceed.

smoothly, each negotiat6r must be allowed to make his point

without interruption from fiis' opponent. Although giving

such dn opportunity to one's opponent may require.consider-

able pWence and discipline, in the long run it is the

only practice to follow. If constant interruptions go un-

checked, they typically escalate into discussion habits

which are counterproductive.

(2) Debate rather than discussion. Negotiations is a methodical

process 6f each party presenting an ideal position.gna.then

searchin.g for a Common ground of agreement. The search for

a common ground of agreement consists of exchanging

counterproposals which come successively closer to the

common ground of igreement. .Negotiations is not a debate.

Negotiations is not an argument to be "won" by either side.
4 5

Debate and argument only drive the opponent into a flardened

position. And the main skill of negotiations is to entice

the adversary party awky from a given position.

(3) We-know-it-all. Often the chief negotiator will come to the

bargaining table with the view that he knows everything

about the items under discussion--incTuding where the

parties should settle. This close-minded approach to

negOtiatioAs makes conce$6ions difficult, especially if the

negotiator has convinced himself, as well as his colleagues

(and hi,s employer) that he knows all. Negotiations should

be entered into with an open mind. Anything less will

create unnecessary obstacles.
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(4) Ad hoMinem\arguments. Frequently the insecure or inex-

perienced n gotiator will attack his opponent personally,

rather than \focui on the issue under negotiations. ,j5.ome-

.

times this u ethical technique is done purposely to under-.

mjne the opp7ing nevtiator. Whether the tactic is inten-

tional or uniqentional, it should not be allowed to

. I

persist. Ad fidpinem attacks on a fellow professional,

negotiator can rily lead to undesirable results. The best

way to handle su'ph misbehavior, if private confrontation

does not correct 'it; is to openly point' olit each attack

which is personalIin nature and to show that such arguments

will lead to a favorable contract for either party.

(5) Failure .to listen. Although negotiations requires con-

, siderable creative thinking, no negotiator can do his job

if he does not listen carefully to his opponent. After: all,

if .one does not understand the problem, and the sugges-

tions being made to so1Ve the problem, how can a solution

be found? One of the best ways to test your listening

ability is to,repeat in your own words what your adversary

has just s ated. If you have misunderstood, you will

certainly e so
,

informed.

j. Ill-defined pr"orities. All negotiations have important issues

and unimportant issues. The trick is to know your own priori-

", ties and, withjut his knowing it, discover th priorities of'

\t e opponent. Failure to identify priorities on either side of
l

the table resu

away, one's chi

ts in certain impasse. By inadvertently giving

f concesSiom withou/ a response in kind, issues

197
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are left on the table w cannot be traded away. As a result,
_.

,

an impasse exists which will probably be difficult to resolve.
z

' To start with, each party should'arrange his list of wants and

rejections in priority order.* Then, through the process of,

careful questioning and intelligent listening, the priority ;list .

of the opponentLhould be sought t.lt. The party that can perform

this process best is likelg to be the "winner" of negotiations.

k. 'Union political needs. 'A labor union is a political body in that'

it. must cater to the wishes of the various ifterests withilthe

union. In larle bargaining.units, these political interests can

be diverse, making concensus very difficult. As a result;

although the union leadership may be willingpto settle on A

.contract, a portion of the membership may be so vocal as to make

. ratification impossible. Therefore, the manageMent negotiator

.
, may have to employ supreme skill in, constructing a final offer

which will vtisfy both the politic

/he governing body of the governmen

In most cases, however, a large div
.,

1 needs of the union and

agency.

rse bargaining unit can work

A to the advantage of management, since management can make

.,.

. .

, important concessions which are of value to all members of the
[

bargaining unit--leaving the union to resolve s ecial interest

arguments among its members. In such situations, the majority

of the union membership usually realizes that if it wants a

,

labor contract on.the important issues, it must drop its

special interest and minority demanps. .

.
.

/

-
..
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, v

s',.- Diffused governance. One of the chief problems which a manage-

I

ment negotiator faces in the public sector is the lack of clear

management initiative. Most government agendiesare governed

IP

by politicians and managed by bureaucrats, a combination which

can leave the negotiator in a quandary as to what concessions
_

are authorized. The best way to minimize the prpblem of

diffuse governance is to seize the initiative and show the

governing body and the chief executive exactly What must
..

be

done to reach an'agreement which is good,for both management

and the union. Such a plan usually means laying out the objec-

,

tives of negotiations in rather (*odd terms, leaving the actual

negotiations strategy to the chi:ef negotiator.

Such *an over:all set of objectives which can be laid out for the

governing body to approve could be these:

(1) The chief negotiator snall not negotiate the policy:making

functions orthe goverAing body, excdpt in the areas of

compensation, benefits, and "working conditions."

(2) The chief negotiatorcshall ensure that a good day's wOrk
,

is given for a good day's pay; that there shall be no de-

crease in th ality or quantity of work Perf rmed by the

,

workforce.

(3) All monetary corkessions shall be wi n prior specified

_ and approved guidelines.

. (4) The chief negotiator will not enter into any agreements

which removes the righeto manage the agency.

-

1

,
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(5) The chief negotiator will negotiate'a contract which
J ,

, provides labor, peace during the We of the contract and

"(

-,

gives rise to.only reasonable grievances.

(6) The chiernegotiator shall make timely reports to the

governing body.

The guidelines listed above'give the chief negotiator the

oyerall objectives of the agency, but, at,the same time,
,

%provide considerable flexibility for negotiations.
_

.
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VI. HOW TO AVOID THE MOST

SERIOUS ERRORS
,...

In his book Bargaining Tactics, the author discusses some 300

practical negotiations techniques. A moN accurate title for that book

might have been "Lessons Learned from 300 Negotiations Errors," for in

many instancei ti)e bargaining tactics discussed in the bo6k were the

%

direct results of errors made. ,Every neptiator is going to make mis-

takes: The important issue, though, is whether the.negotiator learns-

anything from the errors. Listed.below are over twenty common and

serious-errors that negotiators (particularly novice negotiators) make.

Aftee reading this list, there should be no excuse for a egotiator tb

make any of these errors. The author only wishes he ha had access to

such-44,f0Tation before he entered into the collective bargaining field.

1. Absence of a strategy plan

A negotiations strategy is an overall plan to accomplish an objec-

tive. All labor negotiations should be preceded by such an overall plan.

Just as the union usually has clear objectives it wishes to achieve, and

has developed a masbr, plan for achieving those objectives,'so should

management clearly define its negotiations objectives and develop a

strategy for achieving 'those objectives, This fundamental principle

cannot be over-stressed. Failure to have a master strategy plan will

inevitably result in wasfed effort and deteriorated employee relations.

101
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2. Failure to perform homework

Under normal circumstances, for every hour spent at the bargaining

table, at least three hours are spent in related work away frdm the table.

Although the author has known of a few negotiators who were so expert

that this general rule does not apply, the rule in negotiations is to

do one's homework. There is no single act which wil strengthen a nego-

tiator more than the act of preparing thoroughly for each item under

negotiations. Knowledge gained through homewvk is one of the most

important sources of power in negotiations. Finding'he time to perform

extensive homework can be a problem for.the negotiator, so it is essen-

tial.to learn-to use time effectively.

3. Large initial offers

Under the "Boulwarism" approach to collective bargaining, management

decides in advance what it honestly thinks it can afford to give at the .

bargaining table and what it thinks is fair to the employees. It then

makes those offers without the intermediary steps normally associated

with negotiations. Although this approach may sound reasonable from

management's point of view, and may even work in some unusual situation's,

it is not recommended for most labor negotiations. Generally speaking,

it is a serious error for the management negotiator to initially make

offers which are in real:i6; the "final" offers. Such a practice can be

ill-advised, if not dangerous, for a number of reasons.

a. Such a practice may generate an allegation from the union of an

'unfair labor practice, in that (as alleged by the union) manage-

ment is bargaining in "bad faith" by lusing to make any

compromises. When caught in such a position, management is
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/
usually under considerable presswe to make further conces-

sions--qoncessions which were not planned and likely beyond what

management should agree to. .--

1

b. .A large initial offer by management deprives the union of the

needed satisfaction to work for compromises. The union is a

pofitical body aacan keep its meTpershi0 only it the member-

ship perceives that the union is seriously working for the

benefit of workers. If.management makes quick and large

initial concessions, such action is 14kely to appear to the

a
employees that either the union is not working or that there is

no need for the union. ther view will be tolerated by the

union.
C..)

,
.

c. Large initial offers by management may go beyond what would be

necessary if negotiations were carried on in the more tradi- 4

tional manner.

4. Dialogue between the union and the
agency governing body

As-an inexperienced negotiator many years ago, I found myself in a

situation where the union was able to communicate during negotiations

directly with the chief executive of the agency. Naturally, this

arrangement,resulted in very unsuccessful negotiations. 'As a result of

these direct comminications, my authority as chief ne6otiator began to

crumble, and the chief executive was manipulated into a position which

caused some very bad concessions to be made. The general rule that

should never be violated is simple: Alll negotiations should take place

exclusively through therdesignated chief spokesman.

t

1

,
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5. Verbal agreements
. ,

In the mid-1960s, I was in Neil, York City as an observer of a strike

by some 50,000 publi school teachers. As ,the strike became more intense,

the mayor became di)rectly involved iri the negotiations process; much to

the pleasure 9f the union. Finally, television reporte that an agree-

Iment had been reached between the union and the mayor. .The television

news showed the two men shaking hands and stating that they had reached ,

an, agreement on all of the remaining critical issues. I remember wonder-

ing at the time.if the "agreement': was in writing. An hour or so later,

tht television news interviewed the union leader who described the terms

of the agreement. So far, so good. Abput an hour later, the television

news interviewed the mayor, who describedhis understanding of the terms

\ of the agreemrt. Naturally, the two men stated different terms, because,

the agreement was not in writing. Under the psychology Of closure, both

parties are in desperate need to agree; therefore, the negotiatOrs are

likely to hear and see only those things whichseem to produce agreement.

If all agreements are,put in writing, there is far less chance of mis-
.

understanding. In other words, an unwritten agreement is not worth the

paper it's not written on!

6. Unauthorized offers
tr,

No professional negotiator should ever make an offer which in his

best judgment mill not be approved by his principals. The negotiator

who cannot deliver on the agreements entered into by handshake is

likely to be soon unemployed. ,Por the experienced negotiator, broad

authority to negaiate i preferable to narrow authority. However, the.

. .

danger of broad authority is that the negotiator may agree to a specific

St
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item that the approving body will not agre t . On the other hand, the

difficulty with narrow authority is that it removes needed flexibility

fo'r negotiations. Regardless of the scope of authority given to the

-negotiator,. however, the negotiator must bring back a proposed agreement

which, to the negotiator's knowledgk is within the authority granted by

the employer. Failurt to do so will serioUsly Undermine the negOtiator,

'embarrass the governing bddy, -and dahgerously complicate final settle-
.

ment. 1

The author recalls one experience in upstate New York, wliere flie .
,

governing body authOrized a certain percentage increase,for employees.

An agreement was brought in at that *percentage, only to discover that

the overning body meant that the percentage increase was to have

included the annual (merit) step increase. Needless to say, there were

some heated arguments before the misunaerstanding was finally worked

oat. Incidentally, the author was not asked to return to that commUnity

for the next year's negotiations.

7. Surprise disputes

One of the main pueposes of labor negotiations is to arrive at a

written contract governing benefits and working conditions so that there

will be no misunderstandings about who is to do what. Therefore', before

the final agreement is prepared for printing and presentation to-the two

approving bodies, there should be a careful "joint" reading of the

proposed agreement. The "reading" is a.session where the final contract
4P

,is read in its entirety to be sure that there are no misunderstandings.

In one situation when this reading was by-passed, it was not discovered

,
until the final printing that an item had been left out which the union

A'

1 1 5
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maintained was aR item of agreewnt. AlAhough it will never be known

for sure who was right and who was wrong, the misunderstanding did create

a serious problem, and it could have been avoided by simply taking the

time for a joint reading.

8. Rejection of a reasonable offer

Not all negotiations proposals are rejected for good reason. Some

are rejected due to stubbornness, while others,may be rejected on a,whjm.

In negotiations, some proposals are rejected because they are included in

a negotiations "package" offer. Had the same offer been considered on

its own,individual merits, it might have been accept0. In some cases, a

few proposals are rejected as a form of retaliation. Under ideal cir-

cumstances, none of these rejections shbuld take place, but in real life

they-do. 'Ideally, all negoti should be reasonable at all fimes and

should accept all reasonable offers; but, unfortunately, not all nego-

tiations exchanges are reasonable.

The rejection of a reasOnable dethand usually creates problems at

the bargaining table, since the party whose demand is unreasonably

rejected develops a feelinge1 being treated unfairly. Quite likely,

these negative feelingS will' interfere with the progress Of negotiations.

F,urthermore, either party runs the risk of losing a good contract for its

refusal to accept a "reasonable" proposal. The author can,cite many

situations where the employer turnecNown a reasonable offer by the

union, only to accept the same pffer later under the threat of a strike

or as the result of a strike. In summary, reasonable offers should be

taken advantape of, and the parties should move on to reaching a'final

settlement.
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9. Overreacting to stress
as J

. c \

The process of negotiations can produce stress among the partici-

/
yants. Some meetings are long, creating a state of fatigue. Some nego-

.
,

,
.

tiations problems are so complex that there seems to be rio solutiOn,

creating a sense of frustration. Some sessions include thre4s, which

often create a sense of fear. When concessions are made under stress,
,

_the chance for error increased considerably. The best way to avoid

.1

suCh errors is.to minimize stressful situations and to be aware that

when you are under stress that you think less clearly than you would

under more,normal conditions.
.-

..

There are many ways to avoid and reduce stress. As a matter of

fact, most of the suggestions for effective negotiations either directly

i

or indirectly avaid or reduce stress because the suggestions result in

skills which help the negotiator control the nature of the negotations

process, and stress is less likely when one is in control of the situa-

tion. However, here are soMe brief suggestions:
,I

a. Keep meetings brief, usually no more than three hours.

b. Have meetings when real negotiations progress will take

place.

c. Prepare carefully for each meeting so that you are the most

knowledgeable person present on whatever issues are under

cohsideratjon.

d. AllowLyourself ample time to negotiate.

e. Take a caucus when tensions arise, or recess the meeting

..

until a later date. .

,
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10. Agreement based on inaccurate
information

,

As pOtviously stated, knowledge is strength in negotiations. The_

negotiator who is better informed on all issues than anyone else at the

bargaining table has the best chance of being in control of the situa-

tion. Failure to be completely informed on all topics can lead to some

s,

serious and expensive errors. The'most usual area whet4e errors are made

is compensation, since a number of factors must be considered in anti-

cipatjng salaries.in the future--such factors as turnover, salary vacancy

factors, step increases, salary upgradings, variations in numbers of
_

employees, job reclassifications, etc. Generally speaking, the larger

the system, the more difficult to predict with accuracy what the a5,tfial

cost of a given salary offer will be in eighteen months.

But not all mistakes are Measured solely in terms of dollars and

cents. For example, in an East Coast school district, a school board

negotiator agreed to grant a conference to all teachers who did not

receive their requested transfer to another school or to a Aifferent
t A

assignment with'in the school. The negotiator agreed to this becau;e of

indication5 that teachers generally were not interested, in taking advan-

tage of such a conference opportunity,: The conéession pas made on in- lp

accurate information. Almost all the teachers who did not receive the

fib

/

,

requested transfer requested a copference. Not only did the conferences'
4

take tiMe away from administrators, which they could ill afford to give,

but the conferences produced a number of grievances, ba,sed'upon the
t

information obtained in the conferences. The negotiator later admitted

that had accurate infomation been received, the concession would not

have been made.
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11. Lying (and worse, getting caught)

The conduct of human relations based upon 1 i es can only lead to

mutually dettructive relationships. When exchanges between members of

society are based upon deceit, all.civilized rules fall by the way and

man resorts to brute strength in order to get his way. If negotiators

cannot trust information given by the other, the entire negotiations pro-

cess breaks down: For labor and mAnagement to reach mutually agreeable

solutions under which both can 14e, there must be an exchange of truth.

-7Nts must be presepted so thap accommodations can be Worked out. The

very foundation of negotiations is based upon an assumption that each

party is being honest. Lying, then, becomes a quick way to destroy the

'negotiations process, especially if caught!

12. Improper use of management demands

Prior to mandated collective bargaining in the public sector,

governing bodies of public agencies were generally free to determine

working conditions and set wages based upon judgments made by the

governing bodies. When collective bargaining was introduced into the

public services, governing bodies for the first time were required to

negotiate before making decisions concerning compensation; benefits,

and working cdnditions of public employees. Consequently, collective

bargaining, as perceived by the public employee unions, is baiically a

one-way process. The union is the moving part', making demands of

management, while management generally is in a responding.position.

Consequently, when management attempts to use the collective bargaining

process to make demands of its employees, there is understandat6le

resentment. If such demands are carried very far, the union wiWvery

1 1')
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liikely respond with effective hostility. That is the main reason that

L
governing bodies should not rise the bargaining process to achieve its

goals for the use of the workforce. After all, management already has

the right to direct the workforce, and,one of management's main objectives

in'negotiattons is to retain that right,

But there are other reasons why management should avoid generally

the use of management demands:

a. By imoking its own demands, management may inadvertently expand

the scope of bargaining beyond that which is required by law or

beyond that which is advisable. For example, in a recent nego-

tiations situation, the governing body of a public agency, which

had an inexperienced spokesman, decided to demand that employees

be evaluated twice each year, rather than the existing annual

evaluation. The first consequence of this error was that

management introducecHa topic beyond the required scope of

bargaining, and as a result, made employee evtuation a topic

of bargaining forever more. Second, the demand infuriated the

union, which led to serious negotiations difficulties. The

thifsd consequence leads to the next-point.

b. When management introduces itsotWn demands, it may be required

to pay far it. In the case referred to above, the union

resOnded that it would agree to birannual evaluations, but only

if management would change the nature of the evaluation process.

At that point, management found itself in the positi.on of

having to pay for a right whiCh it had at the outset.

The union might accept managements demand. As experienced

negotiators are aware, some demands are introduced for "padding"
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to have something to give up in the negotia-

However, in the-rush of negotiations, it is

possible that the union might accept.the demangl before it can be

withdrawn. ,A s'tuation such as this developed in a school' i

district, where

teachers submit

had read 'during

the school board introduced a demand that all

a report of professional books which teachers ,

the year: Before the demand could be with-

drawn, the unioh had agreed to it. Consequently, teachers were

required to wrilte reports they resented, and administrators were

t

forced to read reports ih which they had no interest, or time,

to read. The following year, the school board was in the awk-

ward posiVm cA suggesting that such reports would no longer

be needed.
,

13. Disclosin9 confidentid information

Basic to the strategy of all negotiations is not allowing the
..... ,

adversary to know your goals, objectives, strategies, and weak points.

, .

, )

For example, if the union knows in advance of negotiations that the

1
employer is willing to gO as far as a 10 percent salary increase, the

union is certainly going to expect no less than 10 percent. Therefore,

management will certainly have to settle for more than 10 percent. In

one particularly difficult set of negotiations, when the author was

,

asked by the governing bOdy to "clean up" the labor contract (there was
I

much bad language in the contract), the linchpin of Management's team,

strategy was to finally agree to binding arbitration of grievances, in

return for numerous langOage changes in the contraCt. The strategy was

4
working fine until about halfway through the. negotiations when the unibn

attitude seemed to harden. The reason for the changed attitude soon came

1 9. b.. 4.

t

I.
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to light. A membei- of the governing bogy had naively told a union
. .

member thaf the employees should be very happy next year, since their

grievances would be settled by an impartial arbitrator! .

1 4. One-on-one negotiations

- There is a popular myth that negotiations deals are made privately

in back rooms and bars. Although such actions may take place occa-

sionally, they are not the norm, and rightfully so. When the two chief

negotiators me one confidentially to work out a deal, there are a

number f dangers:

a. Since no witnesses or team members are present, there is An

increased possibility of misunderstanding as to what was

agreed.

b. Union members might find out about the meetings.and conclude

that their best interests were being sold 'away.

c. Such meetings deprive the negotiators of valuable assistance

from their team members.

15. Reneging
-4

Althoughlt11 agreements reached during the prOcess of negotiations

are tentative pending final approval of the two governing bodies, such

agreements are, for all p1 1actical, purposes, binding on the negotiators--

assuming no valid reason o change one's po,sition. Therefore, reneging

on tentative agreements. simply not done by experienced and profes-

siona-negotiators. Rene ng destroys trust, undermines the credibility

of the negotiator, and makes the negotiat.ions Process otouestionable

value. For example, the author was forced to renege on a promise that

accumulated sick leave would appear on employee paychecks. As it turned.

9 0
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out, the payroll office could not arrange With data proCessing to provide

such a service. Unfortunately, one of the concessions made by the union

was offered under the condition that such information would appear on the

, paychecks. Understandably, the breaking of this promise created a

credibility obstacle in futurg negotiations.

f44.-

16. Underestimating seriousness

As stated earlier, the experienced and perceptive negotiator is able

to determine what issues are most important to the opposing party.

Fatlure to identify the important issues, and failure to listen care-

fully to concerns expressed by the union can result in, a misjuOging of

what the union will do. Many yeärs ago when the author represented an

employee organization, the 'governim body decided that all teachers

- should be required tp take a loyalty oath. The governing body was

informed that such a demand would.never be accepted by the staff,.but

the govekliihg council seemed not to understand the seriousness of the

matter7--As a result, the employees held press conferences, letters were

written by th e dozens, telephone calls were'made to the homes of the

council members, and demonstrations wei..e held in public Paces. As a

,
repu1t, the g6verning body was made to look foolish And it e'yentually

had to back down. The whole affair turned out to be a real loss.for

management.

Many public emp1o4e strikes have been precipitated by the employer's

failure to understand.the serioUsness of the unresolved itsues as well as

the seriousness qf the,union's threats to strike. In too many situa-

tions, the employer made a concession' during the strike which it could

have made priot to the strike. Such concessions have a tendeay to teach

employees that such actions pAy off.

12
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17. Dealing with nonngotiables ,

Labor negotiations in both the private and public sector gerkrally°

cover the topics of compensation, benefits, and working tonditions as
,

subjects for bargainag. In the private sector, all 'negotiations fall

into one of three categories: --__

a. The topio is a mandatory topic of bargainin1g, which means that

both parties are required to negotiate on that topic if either'

party so requests. Salary is thl best example of a mandatory

topic of bargaining.
.

b. The topiC is a permissive subject for bargaining, which means

thdt although negotiatio are no; required to take place on

. .

that subject, negotiatto

(
may.take place voluntarily. .

c. The topic is a prohibited subject for baigaining, which means

'that no negotiations may take pJace on.that topic, regardqess

of the wishes of the parties.
. .

Although these classifications that'are used in the private sector .

p.
,

do not apply to the public sector, a similar concept exists under many

state bargaininig laws..
)

When a topic is prohibited frow ilegotiationsin the public sector,

or when the employer does not wash to negotiate a permissive topic,

certain precautionarrprocedures should be folldWed. Discussion on the

toOic'should be narrowly restricted to explaining why the employer

refuses to negotiate on the topic. After offering such an explanatioR,
. .

the chief negotiator should clear the record by s'tating, "We decline to

negotiate on this propogal sinte it is not a required topic of bargain-

ing." Or, "We decline to bargain on this topic because it is a legally

prdhibited to0C.".
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The following experience should be of interest to the reader. The

author was serving as a negotiations consultant to a schoofdistrict in

the Midwest, where the chief negotiator for the school board had little

experience in labor relations. As the consultant was not always actually

present to guide the management team, much of the consultation took place

by telephone. One of the items proposed by the uniOn was to reduce class

size. I advised the chief negotiator for the school board that class

size was a nonnegotiable topic, in my opinion7which he seemed to under-

stand and accept.

During the last stages of negotiations, only-a few items were left

on the table, and class size was one of those items. I advlsed the

management negotiator as to some tactics to use to bring final closure,

and'again admonished him that class size wa'S a nonnegotiable item. A

few days later, I received'a telephone call from the management negotia-

tor, who informed me with some happiness and pride thatte had achieved

a very good 'settlement. I congratulated him and asked why the union gave

up its demand for a reduction in class size. He responded that he had

made a final salary offer contingent upon the union dropping its class,

size proposal and the union accepted the offer. I was concerned about

the manner by which closure was settled but said nothing, since I did not

want to upset his feeling of satisfaction after difficult and protracted

;-

,riegotiations.

The following year when negotiations reopened, the management nego-

tiator called me on the phone late at night to go over some strategy

plans, and in the process informed me that the union had again demanded

to negotiate on class size. When the management negotiator responded-

..
that the issue was dead, since the management had explained its position
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last year and the union had agreed. "Not so!" said'the union chief

spokesman. According to the union spokesman, the school board had

negotiated class size the ptevious year when it made a final offer

contingent upon the union dropping its class size proposal. In other

words, the union claimed that the final offer made by management was

actually a negotiations offer -which. included class size. I informed the

management negotilor that J thought ie union was probably correct in
.

its assessment, but that management shó.uld persist and see what 'happened.

As it turned out, negotiations, ended in an impasse and class size

was still on the table os far as the'union waS concerned. The unresdlved

issues were reviewed by an impartial factfinder,' who inquired carefully

into the final offet of the school board the previous year; in which.

class size was; mentioned as a condition. The,factfinder's final report
, .

stated that ciass size was a negotiable topic .since the school board
4 ,

!1.-
had actually negotiated on the subject the previous year.

;
, 0

18. Introduction Of affordability

To the knowledge of the author, there is no state collective

bargaining law which states that the ability of the employer to afford

salary increases, is a required topic for negotiations. In order to

understand this issue more.fully, one needs to look at the way negotia-

tions are conducted in the private sector under the National Labor

Relations Act. In the private sector, if a company spokesman at the

bargaining table should state that a certain salary demand of the union

is unacceptable because the company cannot afford the increase, the com-

pany would be required td open its financial books to the union--if such

a request should be made. Naturallyi this is the last thing that the

(

company would want to do, because disproving affordability is generally
..

12. (3

,

. 1,
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an impossible task, since affordability is generally determined by

priorities. Although the National Labor Relations Act does not apply to

the public sector, the same principle should be applied. The chief nego-

tiator for a public agency should never give as a reason for rejecting a

proposal the fact that the employer cannot afford to fund the proposal.

As soon as the employer introduces the subject of affordability, it

becomes q topic for negotiations. Rest assured, there it no winniro an

argument over affordability, because the union will always find ;items in

the budget which it claims should be deletq tn order to pay,,,fO4r the

union proposal.

Naturally, soMe proposals must be rejected because the employer

cannot afford them, but thechief negotiator should find other words to

reject the proposal. For example, the negotiator Can say, "According to

, our budget priorities, this proposal cannot be funded." Or, "Considering

all of the demands on our budget, we simply cannot accept this,proposal."

A canny negotiator can find many ways to-say, "We can4t afford it,"

without actually saying it.

There are two other ways to deal with affordability without making

it a negotiable P

a. Information can be released to the press outside of negotia-

tions regarding the plight of the agency's budget, inferentially

indicating that lack of-funds is responsible for offering less

than the union is demanding.

b. If negotiations end in an impasse over wages, and lack of

sufficient funds is the underlying reason for not being able to

grant the union's request, the governing body can wait for the

recommendation of the impasse panel (or fact-finder) and,then

1'2 i
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reject the recommendation (if it's more than can.be afforded)

by simply stating that the recommendation must be rejected by the'

governing body because insufficient funds exist. Naturally, this

statement takes place after negotiations are over and the time

has come for the final decisions'on'all topics under negotiatibns.

This approach will sometimes cause the union membership to accept

the fact that there are not sufficient resources to fund pay for'

their salary demands.

19. Quotable misstatements

Some union leaders seem to attempt to undermine hecredibility of

the management negotittor in order to damage his effectiveness. One way

to accomplish this is to take statements of the management negotiator out

of context and spread them across the front page of the local newspaper.

Statements which are innocent and well-intentioned can be twisted to take

on a different meaning. The management'negotiator should be on guard

constantly, especially if the opponent has shown that such unethical

tactics are commonly employed.

In a case some time ago, the author was faced with an impasse hearing

where it was:necessary to present charts and written testimony to the

mediator, in order to persuade the mediator to agree to management's

position. Part of the presentation mentioned that salaries of public

. employees and private sector employees were not always comparable, and t

information was introduced to justify this conceRt. A few days later, an

article appeared in the union newsletter which stated in boldface type

that the management negotiator, speaking on behalf of the employer, had

stated that the employees in this particular public agency were not as

128
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good as similar employees in the private sector. Naturally, the mis-

quotation was deliberate, the purpose being to keep the troops convinced

that the employer is at faillt and therefore, the union is needed to pro-

tect the employees. Although this particulr problem eventually resolved

itself, the,reader should be aware of the lesson taught here and be very

careful about making statements which can be easily twisted and used

against the speaker.

20. Ad hominem attacks

The process of negotiations is a methodic process of two parties

exchanging proposals and counterproposals in an attempt to reach an agree-

ment under which both parties can live. Negotiations is not a skill that

fjust anybody has. It.is,a complicated skill which deserves th same .

respect as any sophisticated skill possessed by a competen t professional.

All labor negotiators should deal with their opposing negotiators with

complete respect, until it is proven that the opapition is undeserving of

such respect.. Therefore, there is no excuse for two professional nego-

tiators to engage in ad hominem attacks. Negotiations should deal with/i

the issues on the table, and not the personalities involved. True, some

negotiators will test one's,Tatience, but the best course of action to

generally follow, when an opposing negotiator becomes obstreperous, is to

. remain composed. However, occasionally one will be confronted by an

opposing negotiator who simply is beyond redemption, and in such cases

there appears to be no consistently successful solution, other than to

bear with it and to make.the best.of the situation.

12 3
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21. Violating management rights

If a governing body is to carry out the mission assigned to it by

the taxpaydrs, it must have the right to manage--the.right to manage

prbgrams, the right to manage finances, and the right, to manage the wotk-

force. .Without these rights', there can be no effective government. The

most serious mistake that a negotiator Can make is to undermine that right.

The author has examined hundreds of labor contracts from all over the

United States and Canada, and is constantly amazed by the numb ro-

visions in these contracts which have to some degree weakened the right of

management to manage.

The primary function'of the management team is to dinect the work-

force so that the mission of the government agency is accomplished

efficiently. This task is difficult enough wfthout the presence of a

labor contract which tontains various encumbrances on-the freedom to.

manage. Collective bargaining is not a process (from the point of view

of management) to determine how the agency shall be managed. The purpose

of collective bargaining (again from management's point of view) is to

decide through negotiation what shall be the rewards (salary and benefits)

given to employees for their performance of the tasks assigned to them.

The management negotiator who does not recognize and support the over-

'riding need of management to manage is a negotiator who should change

careers. Employees are hired by government agencies to perform needed

tasks.`-The employees are not hired to decide how the agency should be

run.
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22. Not knowing when to compromise

The heart of negotiation's is compromise. The art of negotiations is

to know when and how to compromise. The ability to know, when and how to

compromise is so fundamental to the negotiations proces's that the absence

of the skill renders the negotiator impotent. A prerequisite for compro-

mise is the knowledge of how far one can go on any item under negotiation.

If the negotiator knows the settlement point on each issue, he is in a

much better position to knowwhen to accept an *offer from the union.

23. Can't sell agreement

The negotiator should be clothed in all necessary authority to make

offers, to make compromises, and to enter into tentative agreements with

the full understanding that such tentative agreemehts will be approved by

the governing body. If the negotiator fails to deliver to the employer a

proposed agreement which the, employer can confidently accept, a serious

error has been made. Either the employer has changed its mtrld. (which is

inexcusable), or the negotiator has failed to follow the instructions of

his employer (which is also inexcUsable). Not only will the failure to

sell the agreement to the governimg body result'in continued negotiations,

but it will likely seriously harm the credibility of the chief negotiatOr,

making future negotiations more difficult. .The failure to sell the

agreement will likely invite the union to try and,negotiate directly With

the governing body--a bad move in any situation.

Should the governing body reject the recommendation to ratify the

proposed labor Contract, the negotiator has no choice but io ascertain

the exact terms for settlement and take those terms back to the union.

When the management negotiator does that, he should be prepared for a

)1r

long and embarrassing night!

1 3 A
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24. Unrealistic quid pro quo
A

There is a sound rule in negotiations wh)ch states, "Never give any-

thing away free." The term quid pro quo means something for something.

As applied to negotiations, this rule means that for every concession

made by the employer,,there must be an equal concession by the union.

Although this rule cannot be followed rigidly, since the union is the

party which ma_kes most of the demands, the rule is, nevertheless, viable.

For example, the granting,of binding arbitration of grieVances to the union

in exchange for the union dropping its proposal for an extra holiday

would not be a fair exchange. However, giving employees $50.00 per year

to take job-related courses, in lieu of increasing the salary 'scale,by

$50.00, might be a very good trade. Knowing what constitutes a good trade

in negotiations represents the essence of negotiations. Failure to recog-

nize a good quid pro quo can result in a very one-sided labor contract.

In summary, this section has discussed twenty-four common serious

errors made by negotiators. Hopefully, after perusing the suggestions

for avoiding these mistakes, the reader will be able to avoid the most

1
common pitfalls in negotiations.

*

s
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VII. HOW TO MANAGE THE SCOPE

OF NEGOTIATIONS, i

A. The Private Sector

Some twehty years ago, Arthur Goldberg, when he was General Counsel
,.

for the steelworkers union, stated:

The right to direct, where it involves wages, hours or

working conditions, is a procedural right. It does not imply

some right over and above labor's right. It is a recognition

of the fact that somebody must be boss; somebody has to run the

plant. People Can't be wandering around at loose ends, each

deciding what to do next. Management decides what the employee

is to do.1

Dr. Goldberg's statement is described by a U.S. Department of Labor

publication in the following manner:

The sense of Goldberg's statement that managerial authority

to direct.the work force does not imply some right over and

above labor's right deserves elaboration. It means, first of

all, that there are aspects of the management function that

are legitimate topics for review by the employee organization.

These managerial rights are shared functions which fall within

the scope of negotiations, become part of the bargain wrought

by the parties. They are matters, bargainable as to substance,

such,as salary levels, upgrading, transfers, layoff procedures,

e/

employee discipline and discharge, etc.

It 's, however, the functional role of management, its pro-

cedura right to direct the work force, that uniquely charac-

terizes and provides the form of the collective relationship

between the parties. We may ask: What precisely is this

procedural aspect to which Goldberg refers? Procedural, as

distinguished from the te'rm substantive, relates_ the form or

method by which management directs the work force.

1 Theodore Kheel, "Strikes and Public Employment," Michigan Law

Review 67 (March 1969), quoted in Robert Stutz, "The Resolution of

Impasses in-the Public Sector," Urban Lawyer 1 (Fall 1969): 322.

123 e't
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Managemqpt does not, in its normal function, deliberate
with the union as a de facto partner in the organization to
decide jointly how the mission of the organization will be
effectuated. The organization is not a debating society, a
utopian commonwealth where decision-making is shared on a -

communal basis. Procedurally, management gives orders and
employees are expected to comply with orders, reserving their
protests for the grievance procedure after the orders have
been carried out. There are, of course, exceptions to this
rule as when the employee honestly believes that to carry
out the order would endanger his safety, health, or morals.

The key to management's role in the relationship is
discerned in the term "administrative initiative." Manage-
ment initiates the action; it directs the work force. The
union, on its part, functions as the advocate of the
employees' interest, epresenting their short-term and their
long-range goals. The rights of both parties in the bargain-
ing'relationship are of equal stature, but, in Goldberg's
words, "To assure order, there is a clear procedural line
drawn: ThexImpany directs and the union grieves when it
objects.2 -3

While a long history of collective bargaining in the private sector

has made almost all topics negotiable, the same is not true in the public

sector for a number of reasons, which will be discussed later in this

section.

The scope of bargaining in the private sector finds the origin of

its limits in section 8(d) of the National Labor Relations Act, which

reads:

For purposes of this section, to bargain collectively is
the performance of the mutual obligations of the employer and
the representative of the employees to meet at reasonable times
and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and 6ther
terms and conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an
agreement, or any question arising thereunder, and the execution .

2
1:Scope of Bargaining in the Public Sector--Concepts and.Problems,"

Report submitted to Division of Public Employee Labor Relations, Office
of Labor Management Relations Services, United States Department of
Labor lv Paul Prascow and Others, Institute of Industrial Relations,
University of California, Los Angeles, California, printed in Public
Sector Labor Relations Information Exchange, 1972.
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of a written contract incorpoating any agreement, reached if

requested by either party, but such obligation does not compel

either party to agree to a prdposal or require the making of a

concession. . . .

We have all heard thal negotiations.must be carried out in "good

faith." Although "good faith" is not clearly defined gecierally in the

public sector, the concept is best descritied. for'the private sector,from

the National Labor Relations Board Trial ExaMine'r's ruling on an unfair

labor practice charge brought by th International Union of Electrical

Workers against the GeReral Electri Compan/(l963), in which GE was

charged with not bargaining in "good faith." The Trial Examiner's report

reads:

Good faith requires the parties to negotiation not.only to have

sincere desire to reach agreement, but also to make an earnest

effort to reach common ground through the processes of collective

bargaining. The latter requirement does not mean that an employer

must yield his freedom to reject proposals or to refrain from

Making concessions unacceptable to him. But it does mean, inter

-alia, that the negotiating parties must approach bargaining with

a mind accessible to perSuasion; that they must follow procedures

increasing the prospects of a negotiated settlement; that they

must regard all proper issues before them as.issues to be

resolved through the processes and procedures of collective, ).

bargaining; that they must be willing to discuss freely and

fully their respective claims and demands, and when these are
pposed to justify them on a reason, and that they must be

willing at l.east to consider and explore with an open mind

compromise proposals or other possible solutions of their
differences in an effort to find a mutually satisfactory basis

for agreement.

B. Constraints on Public Bargaining

The Borg-Warner decision of the U.S. Supreme Court (NLRB v. Wooster
,t

pivision of Borg-Warner Corp.) established three categories for bargaining

in the private sector: (1) subjects which are mandatory topics of

bargaining, (2) matters which are,permissive subjects of bargaining

(i.e., by mutual.greement of the parties), and (3) topics which are
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illegal to bargain over. Although the concept defined by the Borg-

Warner case is not legally applicable to the public sector, its concept

is found in a number of state bargain*g laws. However, the Borg-Warner

approach to scope of bargaining in' the, public sector is influenced by a

number of factors, among which are the following.

1. The federal government and many state an'd local governments deal

with public employees according to "merit systems." This means

that any of the "working conditions," which might be subjects

of bargaining in the private sector, have been preempted by

merit ordinances and regulations in the public sector: The

conflict between bargaining laws and merit regulations continues

to this day to be a source of conflict in numerous governmental

agencies.

2. Public sector bargaining must deal with the "sovereignty" issue.

'Unlike a private company, a government is obligated by-law to

make laws and regulations to 'serve the public. Under such an (

I

arrangement, the scope of bargaining must be necessarily more

limited than that in the private sector.

3. Many of the public employees who dome under public sector

bargaining laws are "professtonal"l'employees, e.g., nurses,

teachers, social workers, etc. As "professionals," these people

have-a special obligation to their clients. As a resu1t,:these

employees sometimes try to use collective bargaining to take

care of the best intetests of their clients: This.approach to

bargaining invaria6ly spells conflict.

4 Special' problems of.enforcing the funding of labor contracts

exist in the public sector. For example,

136
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§ 204-a.1 requires that all contracts include this written

provision: "It is agreed by and between the parties that any

proiersion of this agreement requiring legislative action to
,tangir

permit its impLementation by amendment of law or by providing

additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until

-the appropriate legislative lody has given approval."

The best way to gain insight .1110b the scope of bargaining in the

public sector is to lo k at the laws and agency rulings in three states

which have sOphistica ed'b n9aining laws and at least ten years experience

with collective bargaining. Those states are New York, Michigan, and

rennsylvania. We will 4,1to briefly review the scope of bargaining in

federal employment7.

C. The New York Law

In 1972, the New York State's highest court ruled in the landmark

Huntington
1

case that: "The validity of a proVision found in a collective

agreement negotiated by a public employer turns uponiwhether it constitutes

a term o condition'of empldyment. If it does, then, the public employer

.

must neg iate as to such term or condition and,,upon reaching arr under-

standing, must incorporate it into the collective agreement unless some

statutory provision circumsCribes it power to do. . . " Under the

Taylor Law the obligation to bargain "as to all terms and conditions..of

'employinent" is a broad and unqualified one and there is no reason why the

mandatory provision of that act .should be limited in any way; except in

cases where some other applicable statutory provision explicitly and

Board of Education v. Associated Tepcher'g' of Huntington, 30 N.Y. 2d

12, 282 NE 2d 109, 331 N.Y.S. 2d 17 (1972) at 21.and 23.
.4
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definitely prohibits the public employer from making an agreement as to

a particular term or*condition of employment.

However, in 1974, the New York Public Employment Relations Board in

its West Irondequoit decision, ruled that class size,-as such, was not a

"term and condition'of employment" but a management policy right. PERB

did rule, however, that the impact of the school board's decision on

class size, as that decision affected the working conditions of teachers,

was a mandatory bar6a1ning:tOpic. The PERB ruling was later upheld in

the state codrts.

D. The Michigan Law

Collective bargaining in the public sector of the State of Michigan

follows two basic rules in determining whether or not a tOpic is within

the mandatory scope for bargaining: "1) IS the subject of such vital

concern to both labor and management that it is likely to lead to contro-

versy and industrial conflictand 2) Is collective bargaining ap*-

priate for resolving such issuesn (7 MERC Lab. Op. 313, 1972). This

unusual decision seems to imply that any employee union could force

bargaining on any topic by threatening to
Y
strike. In fact, the labor

history of Michigan seems to bear this out.

E. p The Pennsylvania Law

In Pennsylvania, the scope of bargaining in the RubliC sector is

governedbby the following sections from the state's bargaining law:

Section 701. Collective bargaining is the performance of the
mutual obligation of the public employer and the representative
of the public employees to meet at reasonable times and confer
in good faith with respect to wages, hours and other terms and
conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an agreement.or
any question arising thereurfler and the execution of a written

\
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Contract incorporating any agreement reached, but such obligation
does not compel either party to agree to a proposal or require

the making,of a concessiod.

Section 702. Public employers shall not be required to bargain
over matters of inherent managerial policy, which shall include
but shall not be limited to siich areas of discretion or policy
as the functions and programs of the public employer, standards of

of services, its overall budget, utilization of technology, the
organizational structure and selection and direction of personnel.
Public employers, however, shall be required to meet and discuss
on policy matters affecting wages, hours and terms and conditions
of emp.loyment as well as 'the impact thereon upon request by

public employee representatives.

Section 703. The parties to the collective bargaining process
shall not effect or implement a provision in a collective
bargaining agreement if the implementation of that provision would
be in violation of, or inconsistent with, or in conflict with any
statute or statutes enacted by the General Assembly of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania or the provisions of municipal home rule

charters.

Section 704. Public employers shall not be required to birgain
with units of first level supervisors or their representatives,
on matters deemed to be bargainable for other public employees
covered by this act.

Section 705. Membership dues deductions and.maintenance of
membership are proper subjects of bargaining with the proviso
that as to the latter, the payment of dues and assessments while
members, may be the only requisite employment conditidoa.

Section 706. Nothing contained in this act shall impair the
employer's right to hire employees or to discharge employees for
just cause consistent with existing legislation.

In the case between the Pa. Labor Relations Board v, State Col

Area Board of School Directors, the Pennsylv'ania Supreme Court held that
re

an employer may not refuse to bargain-on a topic simply because the topic

involves management policies. However, the Court left to the Pa. Labor

Relations Board the responsibility for deciding which of the twenty-one

items at dispute in 1971 between the teachers and the school board were

mandatory.subjects of bargaining. Although Pennsylvania's public sector,

law requires that negotiations take place on Naga), hours, and terms and

13 Li
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conditions of employment," that same law eliminates from bargaining

"matters of inherent managerial policy," as well as any matter in conflict

with law or municipaYtibinie rule charters. The Pennsylvania Supreme

Court ruled that: "Where an item of dispute is a matter of fundamental

concern to the employee's interest in wages, hours, and other terms and,

conditions of employment, it is not removed as a matter subject to goN\

faith bargaining under Section 701 simply because it may touch upqn

basic policy.

It is the duty of the Board (PLRB) in the first instance and
.the courts thereafter to determine whether the impact of the
issue on the interest of the employees in wages, hours, and terms
and conditions of employment outweigrs.its probable effect on
the basic policy of the system as a whole. If it is determined
that the matter is one of inherent managerial policy but does
affect wages, hours, and terms and conditions of employment,
the public employer shall be required to meet and discuss such

subjects upon request.

The net result of this decision has been that many items of questionable

negotiability are reviewed apart and separate from the bargaining table

in "neet;and-confer" sessions, where good faith bargaining rules do not

apply.

F. The Federal Law

In 1962, President John F. Kennedy signed Executive Order 10988

which mandated collective bargaining in federal employment% In 1970,

Executive Order 10988 was replaced by E.0; 11491. In 1980, about 65

percent (1.3 million) of all eligible federal employees were being

represented for purposes of collective bargaining in approximately 3,500

bargaining units.

Under E.O. 11491 the scope of bargaining generally covers personnel

policies, practices, and matters affecting working conditions to the
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degree such topics are not in conflict with federal law or government-

wide regulations. Under this arrangement wages are excluded from bargain-

ing, since the federal salaries are based on a government-wide wage plan

approved by the U.S. Congress. Additionally, the scope of bargaining

under E.O. 11491 is further limited, bi protected management rights.

According-to E.O. 11491, no agreement shall affect the au6lority of any

management Official to:

(1) to determine the mission, budget, organization, number of
employees, and internal security practices of the agency;

and

(2) in accordance with applicable laws:
(A) to hire, assign, direct, layoff, and retain employees in

the agency, or to suspend, remove, reduce in grade or pay,

or take other disciplinary action against such,employees;

(B) to a'ssign work, to make determinations with respect to
contracting out, and to determine the personnel bywhich
agency bperations shall be..conducted;

(C) with respect to filling positions, to make selections
for appointing from:
(i) among properly ranked and certified candidates for

promotion; or
(ii) any other appropriate source; and

(D) to take whatever actions may be necessary to carry out the

'agency mission during emergencies.

This section of the E.O. 11491,'however, does not preclude federal

agencies from negotiating the procedures by which such management actions

are taken.

In summary, collective bargaining n the public sector encompasses

a scope of bargaining which varies from the very narrow to the almost

unlimited. Although every state bargaining law, as well as federal

E.O. 11491, contains a statement on the scope of bargain' g, it should be

noted that:in_many situations, the actual scope of bargaining is con-

k

trolled by the parties themselves. Whether or not a toric is includtd in

-the final labor contract is often less a function of what the law permits

(or requires) than a function of power and cooperative re'lationships
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between the parties at the bargaining table. In almost all situations,

the sppe of bargaining is determined by what the parties agree to.

G. Conflict Over Scope

The dispute over what is negotiable seems to be more pronounced

among the "professions" such as teaching, nursing, and social. work. In

these and similar professions, the employees bring to the bargaining

table more than just "bread and putter" issues. As professionals, they

have a definite ethical and moral commitment to their profession and the

persons they serve, Consequently, it is not uncommon for such groups to

make proposals which go beyond the scope of bargaining as delineated by

the state law or as restricted by other laws and regulations. For example,

it is common for teachers to make proposals based on what they perceive .

to be the best interest of students. A teachers' union will frequently

propose smaller classes because they feel such a proposal is good for the

students. Similarly, soefeliworkers will often demand small case loads,

in order to provide better services to those in need of social welfare

assistance.

On the other hand, "blue collar" employees are less likely to make

such proposals. Such employees do not have the clear professional

commitment to serve directly the needs of clients. This is not intended

to demean the blue collar workers and their work. They, too, can be

"professional," but their occupation often lacks a clear obligation
I.

directly to a client.

In the typicaf disp4 between the union and management over the

scope of bargaining, the union will maintain that a given topic is

negotiable while management will take an opposite position, claiming the
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item is nonnegotiable. This is understandable. On the one hand, the

union wants to bird management on a broad spectrum of matters which

deprive management of the power to arbitrarily control the work day of

employees, while management, just as committed to its views, strives to

retain its managerial freedom to direct the work force withQut inter-

ference by contractual encumbrances. Unlike the private sector, however,

where such disputes are resolved through negotiations, the public sector

places a number of restraints on the scope of bargaining. These

restraints have been discussed earlier.

Despite legal restrictions to the contrary, the scope of bargaining

in the public sector is greatly influenced by the strehgth of the parties.

Unless either party refuses to agree, what is negotiable is determined by

what the parties negotiate. It is certainlynot uncommon for govern-

mental bodies to negotiate on items that are not mandatory. For example,

the number of children assigned to a classroom is not a mandatory topic

of bargaining in most situations. Nevertheless, class size clauses

appear in many public school labor contracts. Frequently, a given

"nonnegotiable" item is included or excluded from an agreement, simply on

the basis of either party's superior negotiating skill or strength. In

short, the relative power of the parties is a very important factor in

determining what is negotiable.

The numerous conflicts over the scope of bargaining express them-

selves in the following areas:

The union will normally interpret "working conditions" very broadly,

while management will have a tendency to take a more narrow interpreta

tion. 'Often the union spokesman (especially for professional employees)

will maintain that anything t at affects the members' working conditions
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is negotiable. The, management spokesman often rejects such a rationale

and seeks some argument, such' as sovereignty, to support management's

case. The union will frequently seek to negotiate definite restrictions

on management's freedom to direct the workforce. Management, taking a

different point of view, will claim that negotiations should be restricted

to the compensation and benefits to be paid to employees for performing

the work assigned to them by4mAnagement.

Typically, the union will seek to negotiate-a "past-practice" clause

or a "maintenance-of-standards" clause. Such clauses attempt to incorpo-

rate into the written agreement a host of unspecified benefits and past

practices. Management's frequent response to such proposals is a strong

demand for a "management rights" clause. In brief,*such a clause states

that unless specifically agreed otherwise in the agreement, the agency

is free to conduct affairs as it sees fit.

Frequently, unions which represent nurses, teachers, social workers,

and similar professionswill make proposals designed to improve the

welfare of the persons being served by the profession. Since such

proposals are usually made in good faith, it is difficult for the pro-

fessional employee to understand why such proposals are sometimes viewed

by management as "nonnegotiable." Such rejections are often received as

affronts to the profession, thus adangering a friendly and cooperative

attitude between the negotiating parties.

Sometimes Management will attempt to bypass the union by establish-

ing various employee relations committees. Often such arrangements are

designed to minimize the number of complaints and proposals which must

be dealt with ,at the bargaining table. A union will frequently try to

counter this tactic by negotiating language which requires that the union

1 1,/
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be directly involved in such arrangements. When this action is taken by

the union, management will often counter with language that the labor

contract shall not be interpreted to prohibit management from having sUch

arrangements with it3Lemployees.

Occasionally management will try to trade off a union proposal

which management considers nonnegotiable. This tactic sometimes works,

but it can backfire. Management claims an item is nonnegotiable, but

then proceeds to use the process of negotiations to eliminate the

,proposal! An alert union negotiator can turn this tactic to his advantage.

Both management and the union should keep themselves informed on

what is negotiable. This can be done by:

1. Becoming familiar with what other jurisdictions have negotiated.

2. Keeping abreast of applicable:court decisions and state board

rulings.

3. Studying arbitration texts.

4. Becoming familiar with those areas in which the other laws have
-4

preempted negotiations.

Although labor'contracts frequently go beyond the scope of topics

required for bargaining in the state law, there is a broad group of

topics normally not required in negotiations. These tonics include:

1. Nonnegotiable topics

In order to help the reader better understand what is negotiable,

some topics have been listed below, which in the judgment of the author,

are not required subjects of bargaining in a public school district;

xcept as they may impact (in some states) upon the wages, hours, and

Working conditions of those in the bargainjxrinit. Naiurally, the list

143
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is only a small sampling, in that a complete list would be

impossible.

a. Gradt)tion requirements of students

b. Discipline code for students

c. The establishment of performance standards

d. The determination of evaluation criteria and the application

thereof

,.
,

e. The school calendar

f. Contracting out
0.

g. Certification requirements

h. Establishment of promotional criteria and the application.

thereof .

i. The creation of new and added position

j. The Operation of the school bus program

k. The grading system for students

v. The establishment of the school curriculum

m. The design, location, and construction of schools

n. The conduct of school board meeting

o. The purchase and use of technological equipment

p. The overall selection of empoyees

Although the list presented above applies to a public school district, a
,

similar list of ponnegotigble items can be prepared for any public sector

jurisdiction.

As stated previously, what is negotiable is determined finally by

what the parties agree td. Under tha(concept, any of the above topics

could be negotiated. Furthermore, keep in mind that several states would

4

1 46
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require that negotiations take place on the above topics to the extent

that such inherent managerial rights impact on wages, hours, and terms and

conditions of employment.

i

H. Tips

f

or Lirnithng Scope

A management negotiator c n limit the scope of bargoining by

following the ensuing rules:

1. Incorporate a s,trong management rights clause into the labor

contract. Such a clause will be,a constant reminder to the

union that it is the governing body that must finally run the

agency. Furthermore, a strong management rights clause will

be of inestimable help in ,the final determination of grievances,

since many grievances are a test of the school board's final

authority to manage.the a4airs of the district'.

2. Include a good grievance procedure in the labor contract.

Although this article cannot explore the ingredients of a "good

grievance procedure," the most important ingredlent is the

definition of a grievance. Grievances should he limited to
tv

allegations that there has been a violation of;the specific

terms of the labor contract. Such definition jimits the union's

ability to deal in areas which are reserved to management,

assuming the labor contract has been similarly limited to wages,

hours, and terms and conditions of employment.

3. Establish channels of communications where ndnnegotiable topics

can be discussed. This will give the union a chan'ce to express

itself regularly, but will not require that the management

negotiate on such items. This is a good trade off, considering

thelikely alternatives, i.e., labor strife.

1,1
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4. By-pass the union and involve employees in litters of their job

i9terest. This will not only-give the governing body some good

advice, but itwill enhance the loyalty of emplsyees to their

employer and undermine the union's control 'ffver the employees.

5. Set up joint committees where appropriate. Such committees, if

properly establiShed and operated, can keep the union out of non-

bargainable areas.

6. Do not put a "past-practice" clause into the labor contract.

Such a clause biriethe jurisdiction to unknown subjects, some

of which may be nonbargainable. The same advice applies to the

"maintenance of standards" clause.

7. Be very careful in using quid pro quo to rid the table of non-

bargainables. If the management negotiator is not careful, such

a practice can be interpreted to be willingness to bargain.

8. Restrict the labor contract to matters which affect only those

in the bargaining unit being negotiated with. For example,
w

don't put in a teachers' labor tontract a clause which describes

how custodians will clean the teacher's room, especially if the

custodians are organized and represented in a separate bargain-

ing unit.

9. Cooperate with other jurisdictions on holding the line on non-

bargainable topics. This can be done by establishing a con-

sortium and holding regular meetings, at which certain "under-

standings" are entered into.

10. Do not negotiate administrative procedures to,be used in

implementing a term of the labor contract. Such matters should

be under the purview of management.

Ilj
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11. Keep abreast of all rulings handed down by the state agency

which oversees thg state's bargaining law. Similarly, keep

appraised of all state court rulings which pertain to the scope

of bargaining.

12. Although fact-finding recommendations and grievance arbitration

decisions are not binding on other public agencies, such

findings should be reviewed as they come out. Rest assured, the

union is also reviewing them.

13. Become thoroughly familiar with topics which have been preempted

from bargaining, e.g., employee certification, construction of

buildings, agency organization, performance standards, etc.

Once you are familiar with the many-automatic exemptions for

, bargaining, yqu'll be surprised how often,such knowledge helps

you avoid unnecessary bargaining.

14. Be very careful in making an initial "board demand." Sometimes

the uninitiated negotiator may introduce unwittingly topics

which should not be bargained.

15. Do not enter into verbal agreements on nonbargainable'topics.

Such verbal agreements might be determined to be negotiated

agreements.

16. Finally, an effective management negotiator controls the emo-

tional tone at the bargaining table. Although this section

cannot elaborate in detail how this is done, suffice to say

that the negotiator should take any reas:onable action which

indicates a sincere interest in the problems brought to the

bargaining table. k

143
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I. A Final Word of Caution

As stated at the outset of this section,,topics_can be generally

placed in one of three categories for purposes of negotia.eions, i:e:,

mandatory, permissive, and illegal. If a topiCis mandatory (that is,

required by law), there is very little that can-be done abbut the topic ,

being negotiated. If the topic is permissive, it can be negotiated only

if management voluntarily agrees to do so. If management agrees to nege-

tiate on a nonmandatory (but not illegal) topic, then management shobld

exact a trade off from the union. If the topic is an illegal topic for

bargaining, then very little needs to be said; except that,the mpion.is

likely to try to, persist anyway by employing various techniques to obtai4

a concession from management.

-
If, in the final analysis, management wants to refuse to bargain on

a topic,-there should be no negotiations on'that topic--and very little

discussion. The only discussion that should take place should be a brief

explanation of why the topic is not a mandatory topic oftargaining and

why management refuses to bargain on the matter. Beyond that, hold your

discussion for the mediator, or the judge!

J. A Special Note Abo "Working Conditions"

In its simplest concept, collective bargaining is designed to.attempt

to determine the wages and benefits that employees are to receive in

return for the time, energy, and skill wbich they,give to the emplOyer.

In other words, in return for doing the work assigned to themkby manage-

ment, certain wages and benefits are agreed upon through the process of

negotiations.

N.
4.
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Under this concep* one may reasonably ask, "Why are working conditions

hegotiable?" As stated above, wages and certain benefits are agreed upon

at the bargaining table in setutn for the employees performing tasks

assigned to them by the employer. However, unlessilhe employees have some-
, .

idea Of the tasks which will be assigned to theM-and some idea of the

conditions under which these tasks shall be.performed, it is difficult

for employees to know what are acceptable benefits and wages.

For example, how could a group of custodians agree to salary and

''benefits if there is no agreement on the number of hours to be worked tor

the salary and benefits? If a custodian is offered $300.00 pier week,

shouldn't the custodian know how many hours must be worked for this

salary? This example shows, how the "conditions" of'sthe job (that is,

hours of work) can-influenc&the employee's attitude toward wages and

benefits. Therefore, before a union will agree to. wages and benefits,

the union can be expected to want an answer to the question: "What

the working conditions of the job?"
./

, As discussed elsewIlere in this section, not everything theithion

so labels is necessarily a "working condition." In the public sector

there are many state laws and civil service regulations which specify

'certain working conditions. Furthermore, in the public sector, many state

.laws clearly specify certain' "management rights," thereby prohibiting

negotiationsefopics which might be negotiable "working conditions"

in the pr4vate ktor. For example, in private schools, class size is a

4

negotiable topic.,'whereas, under New York's public sector labor law (by

way of one example), class size is not a mandatory topic of bargaining.

15



VIII. HOW TO RETAIN THE RIGHT TO MANAGE

The main function of mangement is to manage. The main function of

workers is to work. Anenever should the two be confused. The function

of the supervisor is to supervise and to ensure that others do their work.

The function of collective bargaining is not to determine how managers

shall manage or how supervisors shall supervise. The function of collec

dr
tive baraaining is-to determine through negotiations what shall be the

A
.uwards and benefits for employees who perform work assigned to them and

under what "working conditions" those task assignments shall be performed.

rherefore, the labor contract should not contain provisions which deprive

management of the rigk to manage the agency.

Natura?c,.some unions, particularly those which represent,"pro-

fessional" eMployees, such as teachers and nurses, have a real desire to

participate in management functions. Frequently such unions seek such

management involvement through the labor relations process. Such attempts

should be resisted. If the employees wish to involve themSelves'in policy

development and policy implementation,, and if management agrees to such .

inVolvement, a procedure separate fro lective bargaining should,be

established.

The right,to manage, means that the management of a public agency

must t4main unencumbered and discretionary in numerous areas, such as the

right to:

142
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1. Discipline employees
1

The control of any workforce involves, among other methods, the wise

use of rewards and punishment. If employees do well, they should be

rewarded. Similarly, if an employee makes a serious,error, particularly

one that is intentional or negligent, that employee should be disciplined

in an appropria.te manner: Discipline actions can include loss of pay,

imposition of fines, forced leave, reassignment, or letters of reprimand.

. t)-

2. Discharge employee

In order to achieve its objectives, a public agency must have the
4,--

freedom (as long as exercised ilia legal and nonarbitrary manner) to

employ the best qualified persons and dismiss those who do/not function

satisfactorily. The loss of the'right to fire personnel for good cause

probably is the most serious loss an employer can experiende.

3. Transfer employees

In order to place employees where they are needed and can perform

est, management must have the freedom to transfer employees. If

ployees are allowed to stay in positions where they are not functioning

satisfactorily, then the overall _efficiency of the agency is impaired.

4. Promote employees
'

Promotion is an important part of the personnel function of any

agency, and any interference which impairs the promotion of the best

qualified person can have long-lasting negative results., Promotion is
.

just another form af transfer action, an attempt to get the right person

in the right job.

,

i

1
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5: Hire employees - ,

All the work of any public agency takes place thrbugh people. In

order to accoMplish the work of the agency, the agency heads must have

the right to choose those persons who will perform best in the available
N,

positions. Allowing a union to choose employees, or influence their

,

choice, would inevitably result in inferior workers being chosen.

6. Assign overtime

Few places of work can be run so Orderly that-J work takes place ,

N.

dt all times during the regular work day. Even in the best of managed

agencies, emergencies occur which make it impossible to accomplish the

required work within normal working hours. In some agencies, if manage-

ment could not freelyassign overtime, the work would never be Alteed.

While just how much an employee is to be paid for etguired overtime is a

negotiable topic, but the assignment of overtime is not negotiable in .

most situations.

1

\

7. Schedule 'operations

Obviously, management should retain as much control as possible over

the planning and scheduling of operations. Many contracts are silent on

scheduling (unless it is covered in a management rights clause)., the

employer considering it his exclusive right. But if the subject should

arise at the bargaining table, a simple, but broad, clause can remove any

doubt. For example, the following clause would suffice: "The planning

and scheduling of production shall be the exclusive function of manage-

ment." .

. 15.?
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8. Control production standards

Normally, management retains the right to control production

standards without any question. However, in pubbic agencies where there

are assembly line type operations (s&tation departments, government

printing offices, etc.), the union may challenge changes in production

standards because of the direct impact on working conditions in relation

to compensation. Should the issue arise, the following contract provision

should do well for management: "The right a the agency to establish

and determine and to maintain and enforce standards of production is fully

recognized." '

9. Evaluate employees

4 Pie evaluation of employees serves a variety of functilans, such as

identification of strengths and weaknesses, identification of those
,

eligible for.promotiort, or determination of compensation. All aspects

of employee evaluation, if handled properly, result in a'more efficient

operation. Should the union be allowed to interfere with the'objective

evaluation izi employees, management loses a vital source of power in the

management of the workforce. ,

O. Make technological changes.

Increasingly, technology in all forms is a requirement for the

efficient operation of government. Unless government is left free to

employ technelogy when it is more efficient than manpower, the.effective-

ness of public service is thereby limited. Frequently, unions will

resist any technological change which 'threatens the job security of unit

members, or threatens to make unit members work harder. Although

management should be willing to discuss changes in technology with the
.

-.,
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union there should be no negotiations on the introduction of new technol-

ogy at the work site.
a

11. Subcontract

An employer usually has te right to subcontract (or contract out)

work in the absence of a specØic contract provision for bidding such

action. But if the union insists on a "no-subcontracting" clause,

management should try to avoid an outright prohibition. The union is

primarily interested in the job security of its members. Usually a

promise that no layoffs will result from subcontracting is sufficient to

satisfy the union.

12. Suspend employees

An important part of any personnel discipline policy is the right

to suspend employees for good cause. Suspensiln's not only a form of

punishment which should discourage employees from repeated mistakes, but

it is a way of temporarily removing an employee from a situation until a

problem is resolved. Loss of the right to suspend employees is the same

as forcing an employer to pay a person who is not eniitled to be paid.

13. Schedule leaves

Employees are hired to perform specific jobs and should be required

to be present when needed. This is not to suggest that employees should

be denied access to leave when needed and when wanted, if the employer

can make appropriate arrangements. The point is that the employer must

retain.the right to glecide'when employees will be released from the job

for leaves other than sick leavIte and similar emergency leaie. To allow

15 G
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employees to take leave at their discretion would be i.rresponsible on the

part of management.

14. Punish illegal strikers

Although there is no carte blanche right to strike in the public

sector, there have been hundreds of strikes in the public sector since

the introduCtion of collective bargai ing in the mid-1960s. Almost all of

these strikes have been illegal, and 4n t cases they were carried out

absent any serious punishment to the perpetrbç Since there is no,

clear legal right to strike in the public sector, any labor contract that

would allow such action would likely be an illegal contract. Should an

illegal strike take place, management should take all appropriate steps

to terminate the strike without concessions and to discipline its

participants.

15. Require obedience to work rules

Although it's not necessary to put such a provision in the labor

contract, a public employer has the right to expect that all.employees

will obey the policies, regulations, and directives of the agency,

unless such provisions are illegal--contrary to the labor contract--or a

threat(Vo health and safety. In such a case, the grievance machinery

should be used to contest the order. Normally, the work rules of an

agency should be left out of the labor contract and placed unilaterally

in the agency's regulations and handboOks. Once negotiations begin to

take place on day-to-day work rules, there is no end to negotiations,

and management can only have its right to manage eroded.

15
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16. Award prierit wage increases

Although many public agencies do not have wage increased based

solely upon meritorious.performance, a niper of government agencies do

have merit "step" increases, which are granted based Upon meritorious or

satisfactory service. Whatever the case may be, an employer should

retain its right to give merit_pay increases for meritorious perforMance,

In 1948, the U.S. Supreme Court approved the rule that an employer

in the private sector is obliged to bargain 'on the subject of merit wage

increases to employees. lAlthough this rule is not applicable to the

public sector generally, there are a number of states where management's

desire.to use merit pay could be a mandatory topic of bargaining. This

does not mean-, however, that management must give up .;11 rights on the

subject. But it does mean that the agency negotiators upon demand from

the union must sit down and discuss the matter. Unions generally do not .

like merit pay. Frequently, the union's position will be that pay

increases should be automatic based upon senioray.

17. AssiAgn production work to foremen

In many work places it is impossible to restr-ict a foreman from all

forms of work normally performed by those under his supervision. Under-

standably, many unions do not want foremen to perform work normally

assigned to unit members. In the absence of a contract clause to the

contrary, most employers feel that foremen can do a certain amount of

production work in addition to their supervisory functions.
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18. Reduce the workforce
qr.

As government agencies change and as the economy declines, the right

to lay off employees is an imperative right. The only way that government

agencies in the 1980s will be able to stay within their budgets will be

to lay off employees. Anything less would result in the taxpayer being

forced to support another unnecessary person. Although a public agency

should be willing to discuss the procedure (e.g., the role of seniority

in layoff), the employer should not negotiate away the initial right to

reduce the size of the workforce for cause.

A. Some Threats to Mapagement Rights

The aufhor has examined hundreds of labor contracts, and although

X
many of them confain clauses which unreasonably restrict the right of the

governing body to manage the agency, most of the aintracts deal primarily ,

with wages, benefits, and "working conditions." Although there can Ile

no complete list qf the clauses which erode the right to manage, here are

some which should be avoided:

1. "Just cause"

The phrase "just cause" is found too frequently in provisions

governing all types of personnel action from assignment to,dismissal.

The danger in using such a phrase is that "just cause"-has no clear

definition, and if the labor contract has binding arbitration as.the last

step in the grievance procedure then'an arbitrator will decide what the

term.means7-and the arbitrator's decision may be quite different from
0

what management had intended.

For example, let's suppose that a labor contract has the following

clause in it: "No employee will be disciplined without just cause."
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Unless the underscored phrase is defined elsewhere in the labor contract,

any other definition would be ambiguous. What is "just cause" to the

eigloyer will certainly not be "just cause" to the employee. Incident-
/

ally, the sample clause above has no definition for the teem "disci-

plined" either. The best rule to follow is to spell out the meaning of

"just cause'."

2. Criteria for employee evaluation

As stated previously in this section, the evaluation of employees is

a management right. This is not to say that no aspect of employee evalu-

ation is negotiable. Normally, some parts of employee evaluation are

negotiable; such as the right to see the evaluation form, the privilege

to discuss one's evaluation, etc. However: the determination of the

criterja upon which an employee is to be evaluated and right to measure

performance on that criteria are rights that are indispensable to manage-

ment.

3. Maintenance of standards

A number of labor contracts have provisions in which management

promises not to "diminish any benefits heretofore enjoyed by employees."

Such a Clause, sometimes referred to as a "maintenance of standards"

clause, is'a provision which has no clean definition. It imposes an

unnecessary restraint on management and presents an open invitation to

employees to grieve any action of management which changes an existing

"benefit."

"Past practice" clauses are'just as dangerous, in that such a clause

pr7ises tpg\employees that managementvill continue to adHere to all

- "past practfCes" noaddressed in thv labor contract. Obviously, such a
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clause commits management to future unknown prac4ices le is also an

open invitation for grievances. Although the union will have several well

contrived arguments for such clauses, they should be-rejected at all

costs.

4. Staffing guarantees

A disappointing number of labor contracts in the public sector,

particularly those in public education, have provisions which guarantee

that a given number (or proportion) of employees will be retained on the

agency payroll. Although such a protection mighttappear to be advan-

tageous to the union on the surface, the likelihood is that such.a pro-

vision in time of economic depression (or high inflation) will result in
.1

salaries being lower than would have otherwise been the case. Obviously,

if the employer is forced to keep-persons on the payroll beyond what is

affordable, their pay will come out of that due to other employees. On

the other hand, if the employer were permitted to reasonably lay off

employees, the money saved by such layoffs could be transferred to those

who remain.

5. Job desci-iptions

Most public employees should be employed in positions for which there

are written job descriptions, and hopefully that job description is'

properly constructed and includes a provision for "other duties as

as.signed." These job descriptions should be unilaterally developed by

management7-and should not be a part of the labor contract--but should

be distributed through the agency's normal channels of personnel com-

munications. Once job descriptions become a topic of negotiations, or

are incorporated into the labor contract iv reference, there will.be no

1 Oi.
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limit to negotiating the actual work of employees. Such a restriction

effectively destroys management's freedom to assign tasks as needed in

order to ,carry out the legitimate services of the agency.
\

6. Job classifications

If management is to put employees into the correct job and assign

the correct salary to that job, then there must be some form of job

class*ication. The determination of what jobs are the most important,

and thus deserving of the highest pay, and the jobs that are least

important, and thus deserving of the lowest pay, is a responsibility of

management. How much salary is paid to the persons in those jobs, once

the jobs have been classified, is a negotiable topic. Some governmental

agencies have made the serious error of incorporating the classification

system into the labor contract by inference. Naturally, once the system

is in the contract, it is there permanently.

/*
..4

7. The agency budget

All state collective bargaining laws make wages a mandatory topic

of bargaining. (The federal Executive Order No. 11491 does not allow

bargaining'on wages, however7, wages being set by the U.S. Congress.)

There is no stab bargaining law, however, which specifically states

that the budget of the public agency is a mandatory topic of bargaining.

Unfortunately, howevei-, some jurisdictions seem to believe, at least
,

according to their labor contracts, that they have some obligations to

negotiate various aspects of the agency budget. Agreeing to give

employees a 10 percent salary increase is one thing; agreeing that the

salary portion of the agency budget shall be $1 million is quite a

different matter.

4t
k.... ,...,
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B. Should You Have a Management
Rights Clause?

The issue of whether or not a labor contract in the public sector

should contain a management rights clause is very controversial.

According-to some expertsthere is no need for such a clause because

governments are sovereign, and as stich do not need a management rights

clause to retain the right to govern (manage). Comparable experts main-

tain the reverse; however, that is that such a clause is needed to make

it clear that the governmental agency shall rule as it sees fit, unless

specifically prohibited by a specific provision of the labOr contract.

Among .thesa 1.atter experts the only question is whether the management

rights clause should be long or short, broad or.narrow.
.P

For example, a short management rights clause could read: "The

governing body shall retain all rights to manage unless otherwise pro-

vided for by the terms of this agreement." On the other handfa long ,

and comprehensive management rights clause (for a school district) could

read:

The school board, on its own behalf and on behalf of the electors
of the district, hereby retains and reserves unto itself, without
limitation, all powers, rights authority, duties, and responsi-
bilities conferred upon and vested in it by the laws and
Constitution of the State and the United States, including but
without limiting the generality of the foregoihg, the right:

1. To the executive management and administrative)control of the

2,4 school district and its properties and facilities;

2. To hire all employees and, subject to the provisions of law,
to determine their qualifications, and the conditions for
their continued employment, or their dismissal or demotion;
and to promote, and transfer all such employees;

3. To establish grades and courses of instruction, including -1(/

special programs, and to provide for athletic, recreational
and social events for students, all as deemed necessary or
advisable'by the Board;
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4.. To decide upon the means and methoI of instruction, the

selection of textbooks and other teaching aids of.every
kind and nature;

5. To determine class schedules, school hoursand the duties and
responsibilities and assignments of teachers and other

employees with respect thereto, and non-teaching activities.

The exercise of the foregoing powers, rights, authority, duties and
responsjerties by the Board, the adoption of policies, rules,
regulations and practices in furtherance thereof, and the use of
judgement and discretion in-connection therewith shall be limited
only by the express and specific terms of this agreement and then
only to the extent such s_pecific and express terms hereof are in
conformance with the Constitution and laws of the United States.

Nothing contained herein shall be considered.to deny or restrict
the Board of its rights, responsibilities:and authority under the
state school laws or any other national, state, county, district
or local laws or regulations as they pertain to education.

ti+

C. Conclusion 1

In summary, the single most important function of the management

negotiator is to protect the right of the governlng body to govern, and

the right of the management and the supervisory staff to manage. Failure

to protect this vital right results in an erosion of management efii-

ciency, and ultimately works to the disadvantage of the employees-them-
.

selves. Therefore, it is of paramount importance that the competent

negotiator take steps to protect this management right.

4
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SIX. HOW.TO EVALUATE DEMA DS

An important step in preparing responses to union demands is the

evaluation oftbose demands. But just exactly how are demanCis evaluated?

SOH* nMotiators seem to assess bargaining demands instinctively; while

,

others appear unable to grasp the true,significance of negotiations
4

proposals. Personally, I never gaVe the question much thought until very,,.

late one night in a motel room I asked myself the questions: "What are

the relevant factors to consider in the evaluation of negotiations,

prOposals?" I
reviewed carefully a number of lists of union demands from

vrious bargaining situations and noted under each demand all of the

factors I had considered before arriving at a position on each individual

demand.

After several hours of work., I discovered that there are only about .

ten relevant.factors to consider in evaluating demands in labor nego-
.111

tiations: If these ten,fastors are applied to each demand a negotiator

wild syldom make a serious mistake in his responses. The relevant

factors which should be considered.in the evaluation of,all demands are:

0

.
' 1. VVhat effect does the demand have

on the employees? - .

' ,

.

. ,

,

. By understanding what impact a,proposal would have on the employees
.4

the management negotiator is in a strengthened position to decide how to

handle the proposal. For example, a proposal that would materiatily

elduce the amount,of work performed by employees should be T....ejected.

, 155
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It

However, alroposal wfiich producys more Work from employees should be

looked at with interest. N\
'

Union demands, if accepted by management, can have various and some-
.

limes surprising effects on employees:

a. A union demand which treats some members better than others can

divide the union membership; and while a divided union meMber-

shi.p miglit be ,to the advantage of management, it might also be

to the disadvantage of management. For example, a oiion demand

which gives special s)ary increases lo the union leaders might

alienate the gener.al membership from the union leadership and

make ratification of the contract impossible. On the 'oder

hand, if the union leadership views the proposed contract as a

good one, there is greater chance that the contract will be

ratified.

b. A uniort demand,which is highly popular,among a majority of the

union members can coalesce the membership into an acceptance of

1

a contract which might lie very favorable,to management. On the

other hand, refusal of,management to accept such a proposal

mi9ht alSo drive the union on to the picket lines

2. What is the legal effect

of a union demarici?

...41ccasionally, a union demand will call for a concession whichNwould

.be illegal if accepted. A demand by a teachers' union that classroom

teachers be given the final'authority to expel students from their

clasSes would be illegal. Or; a union demand for e.closed shop would

also be illegal. All such illegal demands must be rejected, but With

7

one special caveat. If a demand is to be rejected because it is illegal,.
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the.rejection should be accompanied by at least one other reason for

rejection; otherwise, if the allegation that the proposal is illegal

turns out to be incorrect, there is no other reason left to fall back on

to teject the proposal.

3. Is the demand negotiable?

All negotiations proposals in the private and public sector fall

. into one of three categories:

a. The demand is a mandatory topic for bargaining, i.e., negotia-

tions are required by law. Wages are the best example of a

, mandatory topic of bargaining -(eugpt in the federal sector,

/where wages are unilaterally set by the U.S. Congress).

b. The demand is a permissive topic of bargaining, which means that

the topic is bargainable by mutual agreement of the parties.

The evaluation of employees is a good example of a permissive

topic of negotiations, in that it is,neither a required topic

of bargaining, nor'is it a prohibited topic of bargaining. It

is a tOpic (in most:instances) which may be bargained by mutual

agreement of the parties.

c. The demand is a prohibited topic of bargalning, which means

that all negotiations on the subject A prohibited by law. A

good example in the public sector Idould be a proposal to allow

for strikes. Negotiations on that topic would be prohibited

in all states and the federal government.

A word of caution is in order, however. Negotiability,is less a

factor of law than of what the parties actually agree to. Generally

speaking, anything the paillies negotiate on becomes a negotiable topic,

regardless of'.what the law may say.

1..

1
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4. What are the monetary costs
(of the demand?

No union demand can be granted without some type of monetary cost.

Nothing is free of some form of cost. Either the proposal has a direct

tost, or it has an indirect cost. Either the proposaV has an immediate

cost, or it has a long-range cost. Either the proposal has an obvious

cost, or it has a hidden cost.

By understanding fully the monetary and .nonmonetary cost of each

union demand, management can compute the total true cost of the union

contract proposal. Then management can compare this total cost with what

it is willing and able.to afford and begil;1 to establish priorities, which

in turn assist in identifying which proposals must be rejected and which
1

can be accepted. Although the union will invariably insist that-the

costs estimated by management are high, the costs computed by the union

are invariabfy lower than the true costs. For those who wish to learn

more about how to cost'a union contract proposal, read the section on

costing proposals in the author's book, Bargaining.Tactics.,

5.. What is the effect of the
demand on the client?

Most government agencies provide rather-specific.services to specific

populations. For example, the Oblic schdols provide education to persons

generally between the ages of five and eighteen. Public hospitals pro-

vide services to sick people. Welfare agencies provide services to poor

people. The sanitation department collects trash from homeowners, and so

on. In most cases of public service there 1§ a clientele involved to whom

the government service is directed.

ci
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'A

Since government is created to serve the citizens, management

should always considr the impact of the union proposal on ;he people

for whom the government agency is designed to serve. For example, 8

proposal by a policemen's union tdkrestrict the work of policemen to the

hours of 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. would be a drastic and dangerous dis-

service to the people whom the police are pledged to protect. Of course,

such a ridiculous proposal would be rejected without hesitation.

A union,proposal which has a positive impact on services to the

citizens being served should be examined carefully, and if the right

conditions can be met, the proposal likely should be approved. However,

a proposal which hinders service to citizens should in most cases be

rejected.

Some public employees have a direct client relationship which can

complicate the bargaining relationship between the union and the govern-
s,'

ing body of the government agency. For example, teachers will often

make demands designed to improve education,for children. Similarly,

nurses will often make demands at the' bargaining table designed':to improve

the welfare of patients. But,'stgdents are not in the bargaining unit

represented by the teachers"*unian, just as patients are not in the

bargaining unit represented by the nurses' union. Therefore, proposals

designed to improve the lot of the cliene'being served should be rejected

in most cases, Neurally, professional employees are concerned with the

melfare of their clients, as is management, but that concern is not

solved at the bargaining table. Those concerns are solved each day on

the job. 4.
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6. What is the impact on the
employer's authority?

Some unions, particularly those which represent "professional"

workers, such as teachers and social workers, oft&I make demands on

issues beyond "bread and butter" interests. As explained earlier, this

is dune for two reasons:

a. Professional employees feel that they should participate in

management decisions, and

b. Professional employees often have a direct c lent interest and

view the bargaining process as a means to mak policy decisions

which assist the client.

This phenomenon is not necessarily restricted to " fessional"

workers, however. It is common practice for many unions, regardless of

whom they represent, to make pr*sals which deal with ma agement func-

tions. Such proposals, if granted by management, can res ict manage-

ment's freedom to direct the workforce. The less freedom management has

to direct the workforce, the more opportunity for employeesto do as they

wish and the more opportunity for the union to give directiOn to.the

workforce. Any loss of management rights is almost always a gain for the

union and itS 'members.

Therefore, as discussed in the chapter dealing with management

rights, any attempt by the union to lessen the right of the governing

body to govern and the executives to supervise should be resisted actively.

The labor contract should leave the governing body free to adopt any

reasonable policy needed to carryAut the function's of the government

agency. This admonition, however, should not be interpreted to mean that

any agency can violate its labor contract with the employees all in the
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name of serving the public. A labor contract prevails and cannot be

violated no matter how sincer the governing body or how urgent the need

for change in some agency pol.

Any union proposal which would mean any significant diminution in

management rights similarly should be resisted aggressively. The func-

tion of the administratiye staff of any government'agency is to oversee

the workforce and give needed directions. Any interference with that

function can result in a deterioration of the overall efficiency of the

agency. Any proposal which limitg management's power to assign employees,
4

transfer employees, dismiss employees, determine performance standards,

schedule work, etc. should be rejected. . As stated previously, the func-

tion of supervisors is to supervise, the function of the workers is to

work. The function of the union is to negotiate the rewards that will be

given to the workers for doing the work assigned to them by management.

7. What is the effect of the demand

on other bargaining units?

A bargaining unit is a group of employees to whom the labor contract

applies. A bargaining unit is usually composed of employees who have

certain common attributes. For example, a teacher's union usually repre-

sents only teachers and related personnel. Employees find themselves in

different units from other employees because of some significant dif-

ference between the groups of employees. For example, although policemen

and firemen may have the same employer, they practically are never in the

same bargaining unit, because they have little in common to bargain over.

Despite the fact, however, that different units contain types of

employees, no experienced negotiator would enter into negotiations with

one bargaining unit without regard for all other bargaining units in the

1 7 A
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agency. The dangers in negotiating with one bargaining unit without

regard for others are as follows:

a. An agreement with one ba_ rgaining unit may be a disagreement with

another bargaining unit. For example, an agreement with a

teachers' union to have classrooms cleaned every day only after

school hours could be a violation*of the labor contract with.the

custodians. A demand by city warehousemen that truck drivers

unload their own trucks could be a violation of the contract

with truck drivers. Fortunately, when such conflicts are dis-

'covered in union demands, the union ofte.n will modify its demands

in order to protect the rights of brotherhood members.

b. An agreement with one bargaintng unit may.be a precedent for all

others. For example, an agreement with municipal machinists to

increase the city's contribution to payment of health insurance

premiums wOuld likely precipitate a similar demand by all other

bargaining units, since hospitalization is one of several

benefits which are usuallY pplied e ally across all bargain-

ing units.

c. Generous concessions to one bargaining unit might drive nonA

union employees into a union in order to obtain -similar advan-

tages. Whenever within the same employment agency there are

some rank-and-file employees unionized, while others are not,

,

the nonunion members watch carefully the progress of those

repesented by the union. Therefore, management musttake this

situation into consideration in making concessions at the

bargaining table.

I-\
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8. 1Vhat is the priority of

the demand?

As stated previously, each proposal must be assigned its respective

place in relation to other proposals. Its priority should be both in

terms of its value to the union and its importance to management. By

determining such 'priorities the negotiator can begin to identify items

e'
(where agreement is likely and items where likely there will be seriouS

differences. For example, a union request for partial pay for unused

sick leave upon voluntary termination of employment might be a valuable

benefit for both the union and management. On the other hand, a unon

demand for an agency shop might be of high priority to the union for

acceptance and high priority to management, but for rejection. Such a

proposal would be headed for serilbus dispute.

The assignment of priority-to the various demands is very helpful

in the develvpment of effective bargaining "packages." For example, if

the union desperately wants 4 sick leave bank, art management is willing :()

to grara such a request, management has a real opportunity to negopate

by bUying out of the union's proposed contraft a number of items un-

acceptable to management.

9. Whatlis the effect of the demand

on final settlement?

.Every union demand must be evaluated in terms of how it will On-

4
4

tribute to the-final settlement on a total'contract. If concession on a

given proposal is irrelevant to the final agreement, chances are that it

should be given very little cOnsideration. However, an item that appears

to be one thdt the union would strike over should be given.serious

attention. ThiS is not to suggest, however, that concessions should be
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made on the basis Of intimidation, Concessions should be made only

because they lead toward an amicable agreirent.

10. What impact does the demand
have on the union?

.

Unions-are political organizations. They are directed by the
4.

. expressed wishes of the members. As such, the union is, in a sense,

the alter ego of the employees. It not only speaks for the employees,

but it can lead the employees. Therefore, management should 11 with

the union respectfully, and before responding to union demands should

carefully examine the impact of the demand on the union with a number of

points in mind:

a. The response of management in rejecting a tfon demand should

not humiliate the union, There are many ways to say "no," as

discussed elsewhere in this book. In rejecting a union

proposal every effort should be made to minimize the pain,to the

union.

b. The acquiesdence to some union demands can create instant

heroism, while the rejection of some union demands can create

instant martyrdom--both alternatives being unattractive to

management. Therefore, all demands and responses need to be

evaluated in terms of the effect on the strength of the union.

Although no public agency should undertake a purposeful campaign

to harm a union, management certainly should not provide a

ready-made opportunity for the union.to gain increased

allegiance among the employ After all, employee loyalty

is a vital ingredient in delivering services to the publfc.
c.
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c. Will acceptance of the union proposal strengthen the coopera-

tive relationship between the employer and the union? If so,

then serious consideration should.be given to the proposal.

, For example, if a small amount of released time with pay for

union business will create a harmonious relationship, then

perhaps such time Off should be.allowed. After all, the friend-

ship of the union is an important asset to the employer.

In summary5 by reviewing the ten simple considerations listed here

before responding to a union proposal, the negotiator can minimize

errors.

a



X. HOW TO BEGIN THE FLOW OF AGREEMENTS

For the novice negotiator, the first negotiations meeting can be the

most difficult of all meetings. Just achieving that first tentative

agreement is often a frustrating process. But beginning the flow of

agreements need not be difficult if certain procedures are followed.

A. ProceduralMattees Need to be
Taken Care of First

Before substantive issues are dealt with, certain procedural matters

should be handled first. Although some of the following suggestions are

disdussed elsewhere in this book, they need to be mentioned here also.

1. Talk informally with the Union

prior to the first session

a. The locatton of the meetings: As discussed previously, the

setting for negotiations should be selected carefully and by

mutual agreement.

b. The agenda: The parties should attempt to have an understanding

as to what will transpire at the first meeting. Und& normal

circumstances, the first meeting is devoted to listening to

the union explain its proposals.

c. Ground rules: If negotiations are to proceed "smoothly, the

parties should come to understandings on such Matters as press

releases, length of meetings, attendance, refreshments, record-

keeping, etc. Otherwise, time is wasted on procedural matters

rather than,substantive matters.

166
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d. The overall schedule for egotiations: All labor negotiations

should have a specific beginning date and a specific ending date.

Hopefully, the parties will reach an understanding on such a

schedule.

. B. Opening the Flow

.
At the first negotiations meeting thpre probably should be no attempt

1

at tentative agreements, since thatoeeting is devoted primarily to

obtaining an overview of the union's contract proposal. However, at the

second or third meeting, agreements should begin to flow. The opening of

the agreement process can be helpe by a number of specific techniques,

such as:

. 1. Have one or two acce tance read
at the second meeting

However, such concession should not be perfunctory, but should be
I.

arranged so that the union'has 'worked" for them; otherwise,'the agree-

ment will have lost its valu to theciinion.

2. Be read to settle an issues
at all meetings

If a negotiator i not reaay to settle at all times, attractive
i

deals can slip by wi out the negotiator being aware of the missed

1

opportunity.

3. Offer a sweetener .

Occasionally, the union will be on the verge of accepting an

important counterproposal and with a minor additional concession from

the other side of the table, the whole package.can be wrapped up. Many
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an insecure negotittor has lost a good settlement by refusing to make one

slight move

e Open on a positive note

The best way to open a negotiations session is with friendly chatter

and refreshments; followed by negotiations which from the outset contain

pleasant dialogue. This approach sets the stage for positive discussions

later on when the issues become difficult.

5. Praise the opponent

No sound is as sweet as unsolicited praise! How difficult it is to

attack those who have just expressed admiration. However, expressions

of praise should be sincere and justified. They should not be trans-
,. '

parently motivated to manipulate the'opponent.
1

6. ah Understand the problem

There can be no proper solution to any negoti ions proposal unless

the proposal is understood. Is the proposal desi to solve a

4

pi.oblem? If so, exactly what is the problem? Is the proposal designed

to provide a new or expanded benefit to employees?- If so, what exact

value does this benefit have for employees? Once these questions are

answered, the negotigor should set out to construct an appropriate

response.

7. Divert attention from
disagreement

To the extent appropriate, a skillful negotiatdr accentuates the

positive and deemphasizes the negative._ Dwelling on disagreements

selddi serves any purpose, so varibus tactics shoul0 be employed to

4 10
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4

divert attention aw from disagreeable issues. Soibe of the ways that

unpllasant subjects can be avoided are as follows:

at *Change the subject

b. Tell a joke
A

C. Caucus

' d. Gp to the retf° room
4 7

,-

73. e. Recess or adjourn

8. .Give reasons for rejections

It's almost impossible to get through the first few negotiations

'

sessions',without rejecting some proposals. Although there,are many ways

to'say "no," as discussed,elsewhere in this book, a proposal nOt aCcepted

4

propOsal rgjected. Therefore, when a. fejection is necessary, it

h ld usually be accompanied by the reasons fqr the rejection., Nego-

tia lonslis the process of give and talm between parties in an effort to

reac 'an agreement'. Aithout any knowledge of the reason for the rejec-

f a propoWl it is diffiCul.t to prepare an alternate proposal

',whith might be acceptable. Incidentally, there is no law that requires
A.

that all reasons bd given at one time for a'rejection. There are occa-

sions when-all reasons, for a rejettion should notlpe given all at once.

9. Be eatient

Evenlpif a.negotiator's mind is maae up on a gi'ven issue, he should

continue to listen to the Comments of the-adversary.- Patience t an'

important factor'in neyutiIations. The mere willingness to wait until the

other spokesperson is ffnisheespeaking is a form of concessjon. The

unidn often nas'much to say; and the patience to iisten to it all plays

t ,

a vital role.% After all, part of the union'os-function is to be Lire

.
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.

that management is told exactly how the employees feel and what the

employees want; even if managemenI does not take the desired action.

10. Do not make management demands

True,.collective bargaining is supposed to be a two-way process,

buthe collective bargaining process has not been designed as alpol

for management to make demands of the employees. Management already has,

the power to direct the mOrkforce, unless it negotiates that power away.-

To every extentAmsible, manageMent should direct the workforce uni-

laterally, and avoid Using the'labor contract as the instrument to carry

out its wishes. Although there are times that management may be com-

,
pelled,to make fidetands" at the bargaining table, such demands hould be

handled as counterproposaAs to a union demand, rather than original

4

detends from management.

For example, let's suppose that manageme0t, in order to save, money,

would like to 'cut back-on planning time for teachers by having those

teacher more time in,the classroom teaching students.. Rather

t . ir

than make suCh a demand at outset pf negotiations, management should

ait until such.time as the union.raises the issue of planning time; at

.which time management should'respondwith a counterproposal for less

planning Hine. Although such a Counterpropos'al is.likely to be ob4,4-
$

tionable to the unidn regardless,of how it is presented, the'tethod

suggested here usually works best. ,

11. Be_prepared to close quickly

, In order to take advantagd of every good ,negotiations offer that

is made, the negotiator mus,t\.be ready to settle any,issue at any time.

This axiom does not necessarily require that the negotiator settle at

10 .
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the exact moment that an acceptable offer is made, however. There are

many times when acceptance should be held back until the timing is'right.

, -But in order to begin the flow of agreements, the negotiator should be

prepared to settle very quickly on a few carefully selected issues.

In the book Bargaining Tactics there is a section entitled, "Sleep

On It'," which suggests that most acceptable offers should not be agreed

to imme'diately. The suggestion being that time should be taken to care-
..

fully study the proposal before giVing an answer. However, during the

first few negotiations meetings, the negotiator should be ready to settle
#.

at the table, withodt "sleeping on it." Such willingness to settle

quickly not,cly accelerates the flow of agreements, but indicates a

' trust in the other team.

The first impression and the last memories of negotiations should

ideally be pleasant. If every negotiations session could open by each

negotiator making a concession-to the other, and4if every meeting ,could

4 s

end with similar concessions, negotiations would be greatly enhanced.

Ibis, however, is unfortunately not the case in most situations'.

Due to a varfety of reaSons, just the reverse occurs too often., Some

negotiators.try to assert their "macho" at the outset of each meeting,

and then conclude each meeting only when the Telationships are so bad
#

that further negotiations would be pointleis. This is not the formula

for successful . negotiations.

In, every set of negotiations, there are a number of concessions

which both parties can reasonably make. These,.concessions should be

identifieCand presented at the right psychological point. If no other

appropriate time presents itself, the beginnihg and'ending of-a meeting

are good points for such moves. Compromises.at the end provide an
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interim atmosphere for constructive homework. Concessions at the

beginning of a sess4on set the tone for the rest of the-session.

12. Ignore sOrne issues

Occasionally, either the management negotiator or the union nego-

tfator may preSent a proposal or counterproposal which is totally un-

acceptalle for some reason. Such a proposal may be purposely offensive;,

it may be irresponsibly extreme; or, it may be patently beyond the scope

of bargaining.

In such cases, the best response is no response. If the objection-

able item is ignored repeatedly, the issue might be forgotten by its

originating party, and thus be disposed of with no harm done: 4Iowever,

-if the originating party demands a response, and if the proposal is

within the 'scope of bargaining, the best response might be a very brief

statement intended to sidetrack the mitter.

C. Conclusion

In summary, the first attempts at opening the flow of agreements are

. frequently awkward and detract from a productive relationship between the

parties. By following the suggestions in this sectton, as well as other

techniques which the reader has found to be effective, the first few

negotiations sessions should provide the springboBrdfor al agreement

on the labor contract.

t
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Xl. HOW (AND WHEN) TO CCMAPROMISE

Tke easiest parts of negotiations are: (a) determining what you

want, and (b) determining what isithe least you will take. It is the

process in between that is hard--compromise. And the real problem is,

determining howwhen, why, and what to compromise.

At the outset of negotiations, both parties have some idea Xf. what

their, final position will be on a given issue. Usually, dese final

positions are different, and require tough negotiations to come
4

together. for example, the union would like to have a 20 percent salary

increase, and asks for this increase at the opening session. The union,

however, recognizes that it will likely have to settle for a lower 1,2

percent. On the other hand, the governing body would like tolimit'any

increase to.5 percent, and counters this to the union's offer, realizing

that it will probailly have to settle for 8 percent. The final and real

negotiations begin with the efforts to find a mutuallpagreeahle per,

centage between 8 percent and 12 percent. It is the process of

compromise thaefrill lead the parties to the best solution.

But when do you compromise? Some negotiators seem never to recog-

nize when the conditions are right for compromise. Over the years, the

thor has identified a number of conditions that make compromise the.

bespoWbility. Naturally, not all of these conditions must be

present in order to make a compromise offer. But, before making a com-

promise, review the suggestions listed below.
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1. A compromise should be made vvhen a
compromise will wrap up the package

If the offer is reasonable and conditions are right. As discussed

elsewhere in this book, most negotiations offers have strings (conditions)

attached, which means that an offer is conditioned.upon the acceptance

of other agreements on other issues. For example, an offer to increase

employee salaries by 7 percent might be conditioned upon a,requirement

that the union withdrawrequests for any increase in the employer's con-

tribution to the employee insurance-program. If the union should decide

that it will droP its request for an improVil insurance program, if

mana6ement will offer an 8'percent salary increase, the issue is all but

s'ettled. If management does compromise and offers 8 percent', the package

would be "wrapped up." Even if management offered to "split the

difference," the union would likely agree. The point is that whenever.,

a reasonable compromise 'can settle a number of issues at one time, the

parties should give serious consideration to such a compromise.

2. A compromige should not be made
unless the short- and long-range,
monetary costs are known

In too many negotiations situatiohs, neither side of the bargaining

table has an accurate computation of the.monetary costs of individual

offers-4 well as the monetary cost of the.entire contract proposal.
A

The lack of such information can lead to,disastrous results, such,as a
,

lack,of funds to carry out commitments in the labor contract. ,The first

step that should be taken when a proposal or, counterpropdsal,iS received

is to compute its exact cost; both short'range and long range. °For

example, a proposal to add a salary' longevity, step to the salary scale

after three years might be4 very attractive when offered. hn diree years,

// /

--1 .(3%1
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however, its financial impact could be devastating if, at the time of

the offer, the majority of employees were at the top of the salary scale.

An experienced negotiator will have in his notes the exact cost of

every proposal and counterproposal. He will also keep a summary of the

total cost of all proposals. As offers and counter-offers are made, and

as tentative agreements occur, the negotiator,should keep a continued

accounting of the impact of these proposals- and agreements on the total

authorized monetary limits. In other words, the chief negotiator usually

has a total monetary limit which may not be exceeded except by specific

authority given to the negotfator. Failure to maintain such elementary

bookkeeping cn result in making offers which will not be confirmed by

the governing body, a situation which can lead to a variety of serious

probleMs.

Remember, too, that some costs,are temporary and some costs are

permanent and automatically repetitive. For example, assuming no factors

dictating otherwise, management would do better by applying $100.00 toP

the purchaie of a filing cabinet rathe.r than applying,$100.00 to the

er\
.. salary-scale of an employee. The file cabinet cost is over after, its

purchase, while the $100.00 increase in the employee's salary fs auto-

matically repeated each year thereafter. FurtR;rmore, the file cabinet

wil3 be of obvious use for years, but the *$100.00 salary increase likely

will be forgotten by the time negotiations'reopen.

3. . Before a compromise is accepted or
offered it should be written clearly

The chief source of labor contract,Vievances'is found in the con-

tract's langulge. In such grievances, there is.usually a dispute over

the interpretation of the language.. Let's supposelthat a labor,contrac

"c
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calls for duty-free and uninterrupted lunch periods of thirty minutes,

except in the case of "serious problems." Sooner or ldter, management'

is going to interrupt an employee's lunch period due to a condition

which the employer considers to be a "serious problem:" In such A situa-

tion there is no assurance that the employee whose lunch,period has been

interrupted will agree that a "serious problem" exist'S;. thus'giving rise °

to a potential grievance.

Obviously, in the above example the offer made .and accepted was not

clearly written and should not have been agreed to. The disputed clause

could have been written in several improved ways. Tor example, the Parties

could have agreed to "an uninterrupted .duty-free lunch period of thiily

minutes." According to this language,there would be na reason for excep-

tion. Or, the.parties could have agreeto "an unintee'ruPted.Auty-free
-

,

lunch period of thirty minutes, except in the case of emergeocies,

requiring the presence of the employee." Granted, this new phrase is.

subject to different inter,prtation, but it is an improvement-over the
tat

phrase "serious propleti40"

. A compromise can be made in order to
diffuse an explosive situation ,

* Most dxperienced negaiators have faced at.some time in their career -

a confrontation at the bargainiAg table ove'r some highly'emotional. issue.

An agreement is almost impossible Ode. sUch tense conditions and every
.

r
effprt should be made to defuse such disputes. Afthough there are

.

A t
n merous tactics which.can be.employed to resolve s,uCh disagreements,"'an

14
.

,

effort at compromise '6.n be the appropriat,e antidote!

At onp time, the author found himself in a situation where the
r

4
.

union.urgently klamted the next negotiations session ta take.place witWn
..,
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a:week. The best time for the author was on a day which turned out to be

a 'holiday. for the employees. The union was furious that management would

suggest that negotiations take place on a holiday. As a result, Vfie

management team made a comproMse, and, frankly, the cOmpromise was

primarily motivated by a desire to disarm a potentially explosive

development. Incidentally, in this particu.lar case, the union was so

Weased with management's concession that it, was agreeable to holding the

-followihg two 'meetings on terms acuptable to management.
4.

5. VVhen4c41 are readY for a compmmise, the
end of the meeting is a good time .

To the extent reasonabl otiaticins should open and end on a

:Positive note,.. leavizig the middle o the agenda to serious debate. By

making a concession azt the end of the-meeting, 6Oth parties are left with

pleasant thoughts about their relationships, thereby setting a productive ,

. ,

- 1/4

tone for the next meeting. This tact ts especially effective when the

,

con-Cession offered isiaccepted. As a matter of fact, if the opponent
, 4

r ,

seemsreluctant.toaccept such a concession, he should be encouraged to
n. 4

. .. n
,

n t .
.

. do so in the name-of."good faith" and "quid pro quo." In other words:
,

h on9. good turn desel-Ves another. ...

6. A compromise should be mide when it
'will settle all remaining issues .

. ,

The fiql hours of negotiationt. are 'usually,t,he post difficult. The
,

last 'Session in negotiation-"is usually the sessi.on that.. contains all of

the important issues. The-last session is the session when the parties

feel they have mae all*p.: the goncessions.that they could possjbly make.
, -

,
,

This is where experience and the willingness to
r

take a risk become
. v

important. Nhen eyerything,rides on one laSt concession; then fhe.fihal

*

k' 11/4
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position of the parties should be examined extra carefully in an efifort

to find that elusive solUtion. This last examination is imperative

because frequently When the parties are on the verge of agreement, and

sir

that fleeting opportunity is missed, the panties often.retreat to posi-

410

tions even more difficult to resolve.

In recent contract negotiations in a midwestern munidipality, the

parties were very close to an agreement--thanks largely to Some very sig-
,

nificant concesSions made by the union. The union had been holding its

members in fine'for a protracted period of time. The only issues thai

'remained were salaries and a few minor non-cost items which the union

signaled it would drOp for a reasofiable.salary offer. For only one per-,

centage more in salary, the union would have wrapped up the entire agree-

ment, but forreasons not necessary to descri6e here, the governing body

dug in and stonewalled negotiations. The governing body'instruscted the

chief negotiator to give th nion a "take It or leave it" offer, which

Ir did, and the union left it. The union returned to its members at a

special rally and gave a 'report. When the membershjip was informed.of..

the full tory, they became hostile and ordered the union to go back .to

the bargaining:table with new, but harder, instructions.

To.make a long and unnecessary story short, management eventually

*,

'was forced to settle for a,salary higher than what the union would have

originally ageeed to, plus-management had to make otherhon-cost con-

cessions which the union had signaled it wasyilling to'forego. Such

inept handling of negotiations is inexcusablet but in the publ4c sector,
- 0

wheresolitics play such a major role in labor hegotiations, this type of

experienCe is unfortunately frequent.

:0 CO
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7, A compromise should be made only

41.

Hall tem members are present

.Although some negotiators practice "one-on-one" negotiations ,(the

two chief spokesmen meeting in private and "cutting dealsk), the author

is opposed generally to this approach to negotiations and recommends "arms

length" negotiations. "Arms length" negotiati9n is a more formal approach

to negotiation which requires that all negotiations take place at official

meetings where all members (except for excused absences) of both teams

are present.

Such a formal approach to negotiations'h4* several advantages, among

which are:

a. There are witness'es to all transactions, thus avoiding rumors

of "special deals" unauthorized offers, unsavory behavior, etc.

b. Members of the team feel that theY .liave played an important part

in negotiations.

c. There is less chance of an error being made with assistance from

all team members'.

Some ef the disa4vantages of "one-on-one negotiations are:

a. The union may get the impression that an unfair deal was cut

wi.th,management.

b. The glerning body may lose its trust for its negotiator.

c. The chance of a negotiations error is increased.

d. In the absence of witnesses, the ndwtiator'may not deliver on

a promisemade in private.

Not only shopld all team members be present when a compromise is

made, but kleally all team members should agree to thecompromise. Such

unanimous agreement is not always possible, but it should generally be
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sought. In the event that there is no team agreement on a compromise;

the chief spokesman must accepf the responsibility for deciding.if the

compromise is to.be offered.

8. A compromise should be made only if
it is made by the chief spokesman

Ail offers and counter-offers should be made by the chief spokesman.

There should tie,no concession made which has been offered by another team

member. Any offer by a team member other than the chief negotiator

simply undermines the:chief spokesman. Any upstaging of the chief spokes-

man by another team member cannot be tolerated. The chiKnegotiator gust

be perceived as the.official-spokesman ofAhts team and as the person in

charge. Anything less detracts from the effectiveness of the negotiator

to perform reguired.tasks.-

Infre4uently, even a 'veteran labor negotiator will find hiMself in ,

the position of having saidno to.an pffer by the opponent, only to dis-

cover thal a different answer h d been communicated by a member of the

governing body. If faced with'such an awkward situation, the negotiator

should immediately met with the governing body for clarification of .b,is

position and of the offtcial position of the governing body on the issue

under negotiations. If sucha meeting-shoUld indicate that the govern-

ing body's position is actually what was communicated by_one of its .

members, then the official-offer tb- the union should be presented b the

chief spokesman. ,AlthoUgh making a concession under such circumstances

,is painful at best,,it is far preferable to allowing'sbmeone else to

make the offer. At ail costs,,the opponent must understand that no

official offer can be made unless it is made through the chief negotiator.

. 5:z
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9. A conTrornise should not beitiade

unless it is clearly understood

As.a.beginning negotiator, the author was presented witha proposal

from a teacher's union which stated: "Teacners shall be entitled to

academic freedom in their classrooms." All of the management teaM members

were academicians who gave asprances that this offer was reasonable, if

not innocuous. At the outset, therefore, there was an inclination to give
4fr

favorable consideration to the union's proposal. However, visceral *feel-

ings indicated otherwise. As a result, the prbposal was placed on the

table for escusslon. At first the union was very vague. However, under

determined examination, it became appOent Xhat "academic freldom" meant

that teachers should be allowed to conduct themselves without restraint

while in the classroom. Obviously, such freedom could roidly'lead to

chaos.
1

In order to be ertain that a proposal is understood, the negotiator

should take several precautions.

a. The ftoposal should be examjned by the entire team. Pitfalls,

lOopholes, and other weaknesses should be searched foi,. The
C.

,

proposal should be reviewed by the appropriate staff specialist.

For example, a proposal regarding payroll deduction,should be

reviewed by the payroll supervisor. A proposal pertaining to

employee transfers should be revieWed by the personnel direCtor.

b. Where additional research is needed, it.should be.conducted..

For example, a proposal for a sick leave.bank is likely to be so

,unfamiliar to an employer that considerable research would be

necessary before any position could be taken.

1 Leet
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c. The union shoulA be questioned at length on its proposal, to
4

ascertain if there ar4 hidden problems. For example, a union

proposal that all actions on transfer requests be put in writing

should be discussed at length. Chances are that th; union is

looking for more than just a simple answer to transfer requests.

10: Tho gaining of good will can be ,Ae

sufficient reason to compromise
,

. When two negotiators have achieved-a sufficient degree of mutNal

trust, they ar'e sometimes able to give favors and make concessions with-

out a specific favor or cdficession :in return. This approach will gener-

ally work.on nonsub§tantive issues, such as procedural matters of when

and where to meet,

,etc. Good will.and

the length of meetings, who will provide refreshments,

rapport are valuable assets.in negotiations, and as

such should be actively sought, Certainlyr nego6ations proceed better

with peaceful relations than wi \hostile ones.

There is a risk, however, ifi becoming too friendly.N CloSe friend-

ship between,pegotiators cJ Mak necessary rejections of iiroposals

difficultor can lead the negbtiator into accepting a proposal Ach

otherwise woulA not have beeneaccepted. Good will in negotiations is

one thingfriendship is another.

Some negotiators seem unable to be civil at the bargaining table out

of fear-that civility will be,perceiyed as a weakness. Some negotiators

seem to.need hostility in order to bolster their will to resist the

opponent, as, if labor negotiations is some form of .4.asrfare. Fortunately,

such traits are usually associated with the ineiperienced and incompetent
A-

1

negotiator, and'in most cases,.bOth Aego
i

good will at the bargaining table.

s recognize the value of
4

A

ri
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I.

11. All loose ends should be tied

before compromise

An inexpeAenced negotiator will sometimes compromise on.an issue

before he fully understands either his own offer ow, that of the opponent.

In such situations the AegotiatOr often leaves "loose ends* to tentative

agreement. The author was working with a team of administrators a few

years ago and the team was ready to compromise with the union by granting

pay for accumulated sick leave, even though a number of unanswered ques-

tions existed in the authoi-'s mind. Among the "loose ends" that the team

apparently was willing to leave were the following:

a. Would.pay for accumulated sick leave be granted pnly,upon

retirement?

b. If so, what is "reprethnt"?

c. Would such pay be granted upon separation?

-d. If so, what is "separation"?

*7

e. What rate of pay would be granted for accumulated sick leave?

f. What limit would tHere be to accumulation of sick leave for 44,

which pay could be receiv6d?

Before offering a compromise, or a tentative agreement on any issue, k

the'negotiator, with thd aid\i6f the team, should explore carefully all

Of the ramifications of the offer. A negotiations offercannot leave

avthing for ,assumption. An "understanding"..in labor negotiations is

(4

qswally not worth the pdper it's'not written on. For more information on

what fact6rs to consider beforeimaking a compromise, see the section in

this boskentitled, "How Td Evaluate Demands."

,
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12. You can colppromise if it's

not a freebie

There is an axiom in labor negotiations which states: "Nothing

should be given away free." Ttgre are no "freebies" in the process of

making a compromise. Every single compromise must receive something in

return, even if it is an intangible reurn like good will. This rule,

however, does not preclude kindness, courtesy, and an occasional f,ivor.

Successful negotiations do iequire a modicum of civility.

union states that one 'of its proposals will,not cost any-

thing, generally uch a statement will turn Out to be incorrect. All

union offers co t something. They either clst money, resources, time,

space, or energy; all of which are valuable to the employer. No matter

what the proposal is, it must eventually result in somebody doing some-

thing that would not otherwise hormally be done. For example, here are

some union proposals which dO not cost anything according tio the union:

a. Payroll deduction for membership dues. Although payroll deduc-

tion for union dues appears on the surface to be a simple task,

in actuality it is quite complicated and does cost money;

despite the claims of the union to th, contrary. On the

ayerage, such a payroll deduction would'cost,a0out $4.00 per

member. If there are 1,000 members who wish to have their

dues deducted, that's $4,000 per year!

b. ABulletin board space for the union. A typical bulletin board

of four feet by ten feet costs about $300.00, withainstallation.

If the union is granted half of the space on ten bulletin '

boards, the total cost to the employer would be $1,500,00!

184
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,
c. Lounge space for employees. At the curredt $100.00Ter *square

0

foot for construction, One lounge (unfurnithed), 1,000 squire'.

feet, would cost the employer $100,000!

As one can see, there are no freebies in negotiations.

13. You should compromise vvheni
ordered to do so by your
employer

Under normal circumstances the negotiator is given the parameters

for negotiations before negotiations begin. When this procedure is

followed, the chief spo4sman can plan the negotiations strategy more

.elle.cfively than if the'negotiations limits were gradually revealed

throughout the negotiations process. Under such ideal circumstances the

neOtiator can plan the overalrstrategy and arrange compromises in the

most productive way.

Und& ideal circumstances the governirig body and the chief executive

should seek the advice of their expert for labor relations. I the

negotiator is experipced, chances.are that he knows better than the

governing body how far he should comproMise on each and every ttem

(except on the issue of total funds to be expended in order to r.each a

settlement). Only the governing body is in a position to decide what its

total budget will be and how the total budget should be apportioned to

the various accounts. .However, on most other issues the 'chief nepotiatOr

should be aware of the extent to which compromiles can be made in order

t)reach an acceptable labor contract.

There are times, however, when a governing body may cd91 for a

compromise which the chief negotiator may not recommend. Although the

chief negotiator and the employer should generally be in agreement on the

general direction of negotiations, occasions do sometimes arise when the

T95
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twb do not agree. Hopefully, such Odtasions are infrequent. The author
ko

bas exderiericed a few situations where he was willing to be more Pim

6

than the governing body. On gne occasion negotiations were near an end

and almost ail issues had been resolved except for salaries, binding

arbitration of grievanes, and a request for the agency shop; all three

p.

of which appearing to be demands of high priority.to the union. Negotia-.

tions were temporarily stal)ed; the union called.several "emergency"

meetings and threatened to 90 on strike. Based on -Inside informWbn .and .

general intuition, I was convinced that the union was testing to see if "

the'governing body. could stand up to threats. I was confident.that after

a short period of time the union would ask for another negotiations

meeting,and would'settle the whole matter for a small compromise on

salarN ahd en bffet for "advisory" arbitration gsgrievances. Such an

offer would, cau.se the union to drop its proposal for an agency shop.

Despite my efforts to persuade the.governing body to this point of view,

it panicked and Ordered that a compromise be made by offering to agree

to the agency shop.'

At that point the situation was bad enough, since I was being

directed to make a concession which i considered dangeHus. Furtherthore,

it would be obvious to the union that I had been ordered to make such a

concession to avoid a strike. To complicate matter9 further, however, a

member of the governing body lioaked the action taken in execiltive ses'sion

by the governing body. Consequently, the union was convinced that it had

the governing body running scared; and, frankly, the union ha0 surmised

the attitude correctly.

I. 196
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I returned to the bargaining table and offered to settle the entire

contract by acquiescing tp the union'i dpmand for the agency shop. 'How-
.

ever, at this"point, the union had been encouraged to believe that its

threats were effective. Consequently, it refuSed the offer, demandIng

tfiai.the governing body:also agree to an additional salary increage anp
.

binding arbitration Of grievances. To erid the story, I was ordered again

.4 to capitulate and negotiatio dd ith i t th ins ene w major concesstns o e unon.
, . . Yir

\ *

I 'did not return to that community the following year, but I was told

that the union.tried the same strategy again. However, the governing bOdy

4

had some nv members elected who.di'd not threaten so easily.' As a

, .

result, the union went on strike, but a more -Favorable contract Was

,

finally settled upon.

-14. It's time to thncede with the
opponent obviously wfns the
debate

There are times that an agreementoOn'a gillen,issiJe depends upon con-

vincing the other party of the merits of youf.pogitIpn.NIn such cases

debate is a common phenomenon at the bargaining tabye. However, when an -I

..., ,..

agreement hinges on winning an argument, one inust 0 sure to win the
if

7 ,
argument. To persist in one's position aftv obvibusly losing the dis-

agreement Only servei to undermine one's credibility for future arguments.

When am argument is lost, the best course ofittion is to admit defeat as .

gracefully as possible, and quickly move on to other items.

15. A compromise can be used to
avoid an issue being blown
all out of proportion

Some issues which appear to be of little significance at the outset

oT bargaining can; for a variety of easons, become full-blown

19/
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I.

,controversies, subverting the major issues of negotiations. In such

cases, a quick concession may be the best solution.

For example, a colleague of the author was involved in ne'gotiations

with -a union where one of the union demands waS for a meeting between the

two spokesmen at. least once each montH during the period of the contract.

For no other reason'than stubbornness, the management representative

.

refused to agree to such a proposal, despite the reasonable pleas and

arguments of,the opposing negottiator. Despite 4 suggestion that 12e grant

the union its,requestitthe unidn's proposal was turned down repeatedly--'

apparently in a manner which offended the union. As a result, the issue

became a Ma:jor Ostacle in negotiations. As long as that issue remained

unresolved, negotiations were poisoned.

Finally, the union held iMass meeting and., among other items

discussed, expres,sed its Wnger over'ot being allowed to meet with manage:

ment during the term of the contract. This information was picls!d up by ,

the press and read the next day by certain' members 'of the governing body

for that agency. Immediatelz, the chair-Man of the governing body con-/

tacted the chief executive and demanded an explanation. Needl.ezs to say,

-

the management representatjvesoon agreed to meet with'the union on a

regular basiZ Unfortunately, however, ireparable harm had been done to

their relationship.

16. A ccocession can be made when you
think it can be sold to the anion

membership

The ultimate objective of labor negotiations is to construct a

written contract governing compensatidn, benefits, and working conditions

of employees. Unless such a contract can be sold to the parties, then
(
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negotiations have been for naught. A compromise that cannot be sold to

either party is a useless cOmpromise, unless it is only one cohcession

toward a larger. concestion.

Let's assume that negotiations are near an end and only'salary

remains As an un'resolved iSsue. Let's furtAr assume that the current

4Offer of 7 percent is one that the management team knows will not be

accepted by the union. The union's position is 11 percent and has'given

some indication that it might settleAor 10 percent., Lei's further assume

that management is reasonably certain- that the membership; in a ratifiCa.-

Vim, vote, would accept 9 percent. Given such a hypothetical situatiow

1

and under the right.bargaining conditions, a compromise-,final offer of 9

percent would be in order. Naturally, how the offer is mabe is a matter

of negotiations skill.

17. No compromise should be made
if it cannot be sold to the
.9overning body 1

Oct

Pne of the worst mistakes that a negotiator can make is to shake

hands on a tentative contract.only to have it rejeFted by' the employer'.

Therefore; before i .'final agreement is tentatively settled on, the nego-

tiator should be certain that it will be apOroved by the governing body"

and ratified by,the membership. Anything less will inevitably lead to a

f

serious problem.

'This rule raises an interehing question about whaf type of 'authority

a negotiator should have. Some negotiators receive explicit instructions'

on each and every issue by the employer. Other negotiators operate under

very broad guidelines. The advantage of the,first approach is tnt. there

is no doubt as to what the governing' body wants and authorizes. The dis-

advanage, however, of this approach is that it removes needed negotiations
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'flexibility.from the chief negotiator. The advantage of the second

approach, i.e., broad guidelines, is that the negotiator is given ample

1 negotiations flexibility to "wheel and deal." However, the,disadvantage

A is that there 4.s no guarantee that the governing body,will approve each

and every recommendation in the proposedtontract.

Pie author definitely prefers an approach to negotiations which gives

the broadest possible leeway. Im most situations, the auttior is best

Ole to effectively work under only four simple authorizations for nego-

tiations froM an eMployer. Those four simple guidelines are:

a. Negotiations shall not result in an expenditure of,funds

greater than that authorized.

b. The labor contract shall not deprive the governing body of its-

policy-making powers.to govern the agency.

c. The management team shall retain its full authority to

direct the workforce.

d. There shall be no reduction in the quaUty or quantity of work

pefformed by emplOyee s'.

In most situations these g 'del ines are sufficient,for the

experienced negotiator. Should doubt arise during negotiations as to
4

the position of the governing body on a given matter, a quick inquiry

can be made.

w
4.)

18. 'A compromise should not be made
if the proposal is nonnegotiable

Any compromise on a proposal which is not a required topics of

negotiations automatically makes the matter negotiable. iRegardless of

what.the 4argaining law may say about the scope'of bargaining, the final

determinant of what.is negotiable is what the parties.actually negotiate.

2u0

4.

4
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But keep in mind that the more a nonnegptiable topic is discussed, the

more likely Plat it is being negotiated. Ttie best way to handle a subject

which is not a mandatory topic of bargaining is to say only once: "This

proposal is not a mandatory topic of bargaining and we.therefore slecLine

to neOtiate iy For those who wish to explore this concept further,

refer to the sectiot of this book entitled: "How tO Control the Scope of

Negotiations."

19. /1/4 conipmmise isjn order

vvhen the timing-is right

Timing can be 'a Crutial act in negotiations. Unfortunately, there

are no standard rules to determine correct timing. Each situation is

different and must be dealt Wiion its own individual merits. Timing js

the ability to present a proposal at the most propitious moment. The

skill of timing isfbased upon the ability ta quickly and thoroughly

assess complex situations, along with a reliable sense of intuition.

Here is a very elementary example of how timing can affect the out-

come of negotiations. An 8.percent salary offer made at the outset Of

negotiations would probaply be turned down. However, that same offer if

withheld until near the end of negotiations, under,the right circum-

stances, might be viewed as a very favorable offer. Why? Because an

offer of 8 percent'at the beginning of negotiations is poor timing for a

4

lot of reasons:

a. The uniyn needs to have,t feeling that it has worked for any

offers made. A

b. The membership is not ready to think seriously about salaries

until later in the.year.
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An offer of 8 percent at the beginning of negotiations is

actually throwing 8 percent away, as far as negotiations is

concerned.

d. An offer of 8 percent should not be made until almost all other

financial issues have been resolved: tg.

As the chief negotiator plans the mastery strategy, timing is an

important element which shbuld be given consideration for each and every,

issue.

20. A compromise should not be
the result of threat

To the extent possible threats should be avoided-at the bargaining

table. A th.reat is an expression of intent to inflict harm.if certain

action .is taken or not taken. Thrdht involves the use of power to force

someone to take action which would not.be taken under voluntary conditions.

By inserting the threat to use power in negotiations, the basis for making

4.
compromises moves from5reason to strength. Threats..cause concessions to

be made not because they are proper, but because they avoid pain:

When either party comkomises solely on the basis of threat, then a

lesson has been taught that threats Work innegotiations. If a threat

must be used, it should be caeefully veiled and accompanied by a logical

argument as to why a certain offer should be accepted. By requiring that

a concession be made solely on the basis of threat, the opponent is often

driven into a'position where there is no choice but to comnter with a'

stronger threat.

If a concession appears to be required in order to stop some un-

acceptable th;-'eatened action, the threatened party should find some

sound reason (other than fear of the threatened actiOn) to justify the
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concession; otherwise, the use of threats can become a permanent part of

negotiations.

21. A compromMe can be nla4Je when

there is 1,, reasonabhe "quid pro

quo" '

Negotiation s is the process of giving and taking until a final

accommodation is reached. This.means that if the union wants, it must

give. In other words, negotiations is based upon quid pro quo--:giving for

something in exchange. Without quid pro quo there can be no labor

cdhtract.

A compromise should be made when the.negotiator concludes that the

counter offer is worthwhile. For example, if there were twenty unresolved

items on the table and the union offered to,withdraw them all if manage-

ment would raise its salary offer by 1 percent, management should consider

such a counterproposal'very carefully. However, an offer by the union to

( withdraw its request to use bulletin boards if management would increase

its salary offer by 5 percent, would be a very poor trade.

There.are no set rules for what constitutes a reasonable trade in

labor negotiations. Each offer is different, nd the circumstances

surrounding eachoffer are differegt. Therefore, each offer and counter-

offer must be examined carefully on tts own individual merits.

In summary, there are many occasions when a compromise is in order.

By reviewing the luggestio s made here, the negitiator should know when

and under what conditions o compromise.
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XII. HOW TO MAKE NEGOTIATIONS WORK

Although there are many factors involved in making negotiations work

right, there are four special factors which should be highlighted.

Successful negotiations require that:

1. There be trust between the chiernegotiators; otherwise, so much

time and energy is wasted on prAective language that an agree-
.

ment becomes difficult to reach. The spoken and written word

are' often imprecise exPFessions'of thoughts and intentions.

People who want to argue can argue over the meaning of most words

and sttements, making unperstandlng impossible. Iftnegotiators

are to enter into a written labor elontract, then there must be a

willingness to acctpt the language which has been develoPed

mUtually.

2. The issue under consjderation must be negotiable, i.e., it must

be within the permissible scope of negotiations. For example,

school teachers cannot negotiate the selection of school board

members. Any dethand which is noi'nego iable, but which is

insisted upon, will inevitably create n obstacle to any

agreement between the*parties.

3. Both parties must give as well as take. Labor negotiaZons is a

two-way process. Both parties mutt be willing to give 0 order

to get. Ideally, labor negotiations should involve a process-

whereby both management and labor come to an understanding on

salaries, benefits, and working conditions which is mutually'

194
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advanta_geous. A bargaining process.which requires that one

party do most of the giving will eventually backfire.

I

4. The spokesmen have full authority to enter into agreements. If

a final labor contract is td be achieved, then the spokesmen

4, must have the authoritY to make offers, make concessions, and

enter into tentative agreements. Without such powers there can

be no labor contract.

A. Special Tactics

The book, Bargaining Actics, cOntains over 300 practical techniques

which can be used atIthe bargaining table in labor relations. These

tactics were compiled as a result of over fifteen years of negotiations;

lecturing, and wi-iting on the subject of labor negotiations in the public

sector. After the book had been printed and placed on the market, and

work had begun on Negotiations 5'trategies, the author gleaned from his

notes numerods bargaining tactics which were not included in theriginal

book. Therefore, these additional tactics are listed and Viefly des-

cribed in thts section. These tactics, like those in the original book,

have all been used in field conditions and are recomaended as.useful

techniques.

1. Words do make a difference,

Tger'e are effective ways and-ineffective ways to use 1 uage in

negotiations.. Here is a simple example of three ways that management

can respond to the same question from the union:

a. Poor use of language. Union.spokesman: "How much percentage

salary increase will you give to the employees?",

knagement response: "Oh, I'd say around.7 percent."
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inexperienced negotiator seem to think that all questions must be
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In this case the management negotiator has stated that the

lowest salary offer will be 7 percent.

b. Better use of language.,'Union spokesman: "How much percentage

salary increase will you give to the employees?" Management

response: "What's the least that you will accept?" This

response throws the responsibility of additional response bads

on the union.
#

c. Best use of language. Union spokesman: "How much percentage

salary increase will you give to the employees?" Management

reslIonse: "Who said anything about a salary increase?" This

response indicates to the union that there will be no serious

salary offer from management until the union makes a reasonable

Je offer.

s

2. Difficult questions can be responded
to in many different ways

Many questiOns in negotiations are carefully contrived by the

opposing negotiator to obtain information helpful to the opponent and

harmful to the negotiator frm whom the information is being sought. Some ,

answered, and that all irt ormation asked for must be provided. In fact,

there ar:e many ways to respond to difficult questions or questions which

seek information not for release. For example, the negotiator can:

a. Obfuscate, i.e. the -resunse can be pOrposefully confusing.

tb: gnswer a different question. Sometimes if the negotiator does

not wish to answer an objectionable question, but does not want
4

to so state, a response can be given to a similar, but

1", dif fit, question.
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c. Def:r the matter. Frequently, questions which are postponed

are forgotten.

d. Say: "I don't understand the question." This response not only

gives needed time to think up an answer, but it may allów the e'

question to be modified along more acceptable lines:,<.'
:.;

e. Qualify the answer. Some difficult questions can be handled by

giving a qualified answer. Such an anwer protects the respond-

ent from being committed to a position prematurely. For example,

in response to a question from the union spokesman, "Do you

believe in a fair promotion policy?", a qualified response would

be: "Definitely, as long as you accept my definition of terms

such as 'fair.'"

4
3. Bogus concessions have their place

..

e-----gTh

Not all concessions must be substantive in nature. Some responses to

a proposal can be passed off as a concession 'when in fact no real con-

cession has been made. Here are some responses which often are perCei-ied

by the opponent as concessions:

a. Sometimes the respondent to a proposal does not want to accept

,

, the proposal, reject the proposal, or modify the proposal. In
,

\ such cases the response can be: "I'll consider your proposal."

Under the right conditions such a response can be viewed as a

. .

concession without any real movement on an issue.

b. Listening is a form of concession. Lislening which is perceived

to be sincere is often viewed by theparty making a request as

movement toward finding a so'lution.
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c. Courteous disc ssjon of a proposal is another form of concession

because the res ondent has expressed a willingness to explore the

proposal under Onsideration.

d. A proposal referr0 to other authorities for study is also a
a,

form of concession in that it .is neither a rejection of the

proposal nor a refusal to consider the proposal.

1

(

i

4. Go&I listening is an important

quality in negotiations'

Most of the time spent in negotiations is involved in listening and

watching. Since tiore rate of thinking is much faster than the rate of

speaking, there is &constant risk of being distracted due to this dis-
VI

crepancy. The mind the listener is racing ahead as the spoken words

orthe opponent slowly drift across the table. To make listening more
.

effective, several simple rules should be followed:

a. Listen for hidden meanings. Many statements indicating one

thought are really attempts to mask another thotight. The

ilo
listener

i

.must be very perce ive to detect such deception.

b. Watch the nonverbal signals lthough the author does not have

.4
a great deal of faith in interpreting body language, there are

some reliable nonverbal activities of a spokesman which- can add

to the meaning of the spoken word.

c. Silently argue with the spokesman, while keepibg notes which

,
can be referred to at the appropriate time. Unless notes are

kept especially When the speaker is presenting a long monologue,
,

there is a significant chance that not all salient points will

i

be remembered and considered.

20s
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d. Think ahead of,the speaker. Try to anticipate what will be

said. This disciplined approach to listening forces the listener

to follow all of the details of the presentation being made.

e. Periodically summarize what has been said. Such summaries

give both parties an opportunity to be sure that full rder-

.

stinding has been achieved.

f. Listen for what is not said. As an experienced counsel-or,

personnel director, and negotiator, the author learned very.

early in his career toflways ask silently of a speaker: "Why

%
didn't he say . . . .?" What people don't say is often more

telling than whai they do say. For'example, should the opponent

respond to an offer by saying: ,"No, I \.d,7!t' think we can

accept that." One should ask why the respondent'did not clearly
)0

say: "No. We will no accept that under any conditions."

Distractions should be minimized. ThereAre many factors which

interfere with good listening--prejudices, emotions, worries,

poor health, noise, or confusionall can distract the listener.

Thergfore, the disciplined Ifstener must monitor constantly the

quality of his listening. If points are being mig'sed, there

should be a self-examination to determine if there are any

distractions present. If . so, suCh distractions should be

neutralized to the.extent possible.

5. htake the opponent fee important

The progress of negotiations can be imkoved by avoiding hostile

relations at the bargaining table and encouraging friendly relations.

o-
There are numerous tactics which can be employed to create a favorable

relationship between the parties, among which are:

209
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a. Reiterate the opponent's point of view. Nothing is so sweet as

,

hearing one's point of view repeated by someone else. Such

reiteration not only indicates respect f(r the other's, point of
or

\'view, buterves)as a te!A of whether or not the opponent's point

'f view is Aderstood.,

b.' Show.acceptance of the person. Although a numbee of egotiations

--Proposals may be unacceptabl'e, the negotiator should indicate

clearly that the person making the proposal is not unacceptable.

Thit,4can be done by using a number of techniques designed to

enhance the image of the opponeot, while rejecting the actual

prokosal of the opponent.

c. Treat the problem as!'your own.. When the-union presents a

prdposal at the bargaining table, the proposal is usually

designed to solve some problem. To the extent appropriate, such
,

problems should be viewed as problems that management must seek a

solution to. For example, should a union propose that vacancies

be posted at work sites, management should ask questions to

become familiar with what problem the proposal is designed to

solve. It may then proceed to resolve the problem as a

management concern.

d. Show that you are prepared for each meeting. Nbrmally, each

negotiations session ends Oith each party having homework

assignments. This homework should be completed prior to the

next meeting. For example; if the union has proposed that'

certain employees be paid for "wash-up" time, and management

promises to "consider" the proposal, and respond at the next

meeting, then manageme'nt\should come to the next meeting

2 i 0
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thgoughly prepared to discuss the whale issue'of wash-up

time. Such thorough preparation is in itself a 4sign of respect

for the oppo nt.

Ln,summary, try t avoid behavior w.hich causes a negative response

from the opponent. Any sponse to the'union negotiator which causes

feelings of stupidity, rejection,.belittlement, or'hatred.shOuld pe

avoided/

6. Float a trial bialloon

There are times when a negotiator may want to make a proposal, but

is uncertain as to the r'espOnse of the other negotiator. Management may

want t propose a "no strike" pledge, but is hesitant to offictally

pro ose Such for fear of causing a negative reaction from,the union. In

such a situation, management might venture an obtuse reference to a no'

strike pledge as a part of a related,response. Such an approach raises

the tssue without making a formal proposal, allowing management to

become aware of the union's attitude towArd a no strike pledge, before a

formAl proposal is made. By being privy to t4 union's arguments in

advance of actuAlly making a proposal, management can better prepare for

its eventual presentation on the topic.

NO

47. Some unreasonable demands
camouflage grievances

Occasionally a negotiatiOns proposarat the bargairiing table has

originated from a grievance of a single employee. Many union contract

proposals cdE from the employees themselves. Some of those proposals

are brought to the table simply to appease the complaint of one union

member who has a special gripe. Under careful questioning such proposals

can bAdentified and often can be resolved outside of the bargaining
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relationship, since the union seldom considers such matters df high

bargaining priority. ,

8. Unions are not businesses;
they are political bodies

All unions are made up of special interest groups, just as in the

larger civic body politic. As such, part of the negotiator's task is to

make the most of the political nature of the union. Although broad

bargaining units are usually preferable to management as compared to

nartow units, both have their political factions which play their part in

the way the union operates. However, rions also have majority 'interests,

which if important enough, usually prevail over the various special and

minority interests within the union. For example, salary improvement is

usually an overriding majority interest, while who pays for the coffee at.

the bargaining sessions is a relatively unimportant minority interest.

a

9. At least one member of the manage-
ment negotiating team should have
rank-and-file employment background

, Too often managers either have not come up from the ranks, or their'

experience in the ranks was tong ago: 'Effective labor negotiations (from

management's point of view) requires 'that there be immediate and fitst-

hand knowledge of how employees view their work situations. SoMe of the

best management team members are persons who were recently promoted to

the management team and who had been active lion participants. The

presences of such persons on the negotiating team gives manag6ent a

definite advantage in conducting its negotiations strategy. Incidentally,

have you ever heard o%an ex-manager becoming a union negotiator?

212 .
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10. A friendly respectful equalitarian

approach should be used

Throughout this book reference is made to the importance of main-
/

taining rapport with the opposing team, and techniques are offered for

achieving such rapport. Two important ingredients for successful rela-

tions between the teams are demonstr'ated,respect and a senSe of equality.

Respect, on the one hand, will disarm the opponentile an acceptance of

/'

him as ;r1 equal will create *he basic foundations for botK 'ive and taRb

-

at the bargaining table.

1). Follow simple rules to

understanding

Although books have, been written on the subject of communications

between humans, the author bas found the following four simple rules to

be very helpful:
4

a. Present only one simple concept at a time. Avoid complex

progosals and counterpropoSals.

b. Use short simple sentences. Avoid long tomplex sentences.'

t. Use sim le An lo-Saxon words. Aiwid sophisticated foreign words

and phrases.

d. Repeat the important points. As most teachers know, repetition

is a legitimate aspect of learning.

12. You can't.argue over facts

In gersuading the opponent to'change a point of view, facts are more

persuasive than opinIon's. Facts don't lie. However, one must be sure of

. the facts hefore they are presented; otherwise, they can turn put to be

.counterproductive.

21,3
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. By,way of hypothet cal example, let's pretend that a union proposes'

4. that employees be grant uition reimbursement for job-related instruc-
.

_

tion off the job. Manageffient responds on the basis of what it considers

to be a fact Out is in reality only an opinion) by stating: "Our

,

emPloyees have no interest in such a plan, so therefore we reject your

4

proposal." To which the union respondes: :You're wrong! Here is a

valid survey.of our members indicating that 75 percent of them would take

*
such classes."

73,.

In this hypothetical case, management did not have its facts straight.

Furthermore, since it gave only one reason for rejecting the union pro-

f

posal, management has been set up so that it must either accept the
_

proposal or belatedly enter another reason for rejection; thus, making

itSflf look foolish and undermining its, credibility.

N

13: Do not unnecessarily
delay negotiations

The actual atmount of time to complete negotiations which.results in

a labor' contract varies from case to case. The only general rule that
.0 ,..,

can be followed is: Negotiations should proceed at that pace which pro-

duces steady progress. Anything else usually results in a problem.

, 'Negotiations conducted hurriedly, or negotiations which go on endlessly

with no apparent progress, usually are negotiations in trouble. Although

an experienced negotiator may be able to abbreviate negotiations to an

advantage, unjUstifiable delays in negotiations Usually work to the

,
,advantage of the union. Unresolved negoiations issues tend to unite the

union and make its position stjonger than it otherwise would have been.

,, 214
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14. Establish good personal communi-

cations procedures P

Collective bargaining should be reserved for negotiable items. The
\

bargaining table,should not be cluttered with employee complaints and

grievances, as well as.discussion of nonnegotiable administrative and

policy matters. Ifthere it no outlet for employee and union communica-

f

4 tion other than collective bargaining, thyn the bargaining process will

be used for purposes other than negotiation

To htlp,assure that the negotiations pro es is limited to the sub-

1

stantive issues of compensation, benefits, and working conditions, several

other channels of commdnications snald 6e available as an outlet for

employee and union input.
,

a. A good grievance procedure is of mutual benefit to labor and

--1.-

managemegt. Slich* a procedure prov-ides the embloyNwith the

opportunity to see a just lution to an allegation that his

labor,pntract rights have been violated. Such a procedure also
_

provides management with the advantage of a peaceful oppor-

tunity to maintain labor tranquility.

b. A good compl'aint procedure can also be helpful in the bargaining

process in that employees have a forum other than the bargaining

table to airtheir complaints. Depending upon local circum-

stances a grievance procedure and a complaint procedure can be,

separate procedures or they can be merged into one procedure._

c. "Meet-and-confer" procedures between management and labor car' be

used to dikuss nonnegotiable items. Where su.ch a procedure is

used the team,members should be different than those involved
. ,

in negotiations. Naturally, there should be a clear mutual
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under'standing that meet-and-confer procedures are significantly

different from negotiations procedures.

d. ,Employee councils can also play a vital role in a total employee

relations program. Although these couecils are sometimes viewed

with suspicion by the union, such councils can provide a needed

two-way communications channel between management and employees.

These councils are usually elec*ted by the rank and file workers

and serve only 'in an advisory capacity% In large government

agencies there can be separate councils for each group of

.employees (e.g., secretaries, service presonnel, etc.), while in

small government agencies one counca can represent all

dmployees. Naturally, these councils do not negotiate with

management or discuss negotiable topics.

I.
e. Union:.management meetings can serve a real need in Agencies

where there is an active union'Or unions. In such situations a
^

representative of management and a representative of thAipnion

meet on a regular basis to discuss (not negotiate)4matters of

mutual interest.

15. He who hesitates is lost

As stated previously, each negotiafor should know at what 'poine.and

under what conditions an offer is acceptable on each item; as well at on

the total agreement. Failure in not being so prdpared can result in a

good settlement eing missed. Although the general rule in considering

offers is to "sleep on it," theee are offers which should be accepted

quickly, because.there may not be a second chance.
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16. One bad apple spoils

the barrel

The author remembers o e particular'negotia6ons experience in a

large school district where a number bf especially bothersome proposals

remained on the table becau e the proposals were allegedly introduced to

counter improper behavior o the supervisory staff. After considerable

discussion and invstigatio s, outside of negotiations, it was discovered

that all of the proposals w re presented to correct the actions of one

,school principal who was co ducting himself with teachers in an'improper'

manner. As a result of thi one weak administrator, the progress of the

entire negotiatibns process was complicated and prolonged, causing harm

to the credibility of manag merit generally. The problees. Were partially

solved near the end of nego(atiols by the dismissal of the principal.

However, the moral to,this ineccibte is that the quality pf thelday-to-day

management of government carli have a direct impact on labor negotiations.
. I

17. Do not postpone the vvrting

of tentative agreements,

Once a tentative agreeMent has been reached on an issue -(or issues)

,it should be set in writing, initialed by both negotiators,-and copied

for each team's record. To the experienced negotiator this adVice is

eleMentary. Nevertheless, the advice is, repeated here because it is of

such import. One of the moSt serious errors that negotiators can make is

to fail to reduce tentative yerbal agreements to writing immediately.

Failure to follow this 'simple rule increases dangerously the likelihood

that the tentative agreemen1 will be, lost. If a verbal agreemens is

left Verbal, to be put in writing later on, several problems will arise:
V
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.a. One or both of the parties will change'their positions.

b. When the agreement is.written the parties will discover more

disagreements than agreements.

c. Because of a and b above-, the parties will become very hostile

toward each other, making allegations of bad faith, misrepre-

sentation, etc.

18. Never say "final",unless
you mean it . . . -and can
back it up

How many tim have we heard, "This is my.final offer," only to have

the speaker of this popular phrase later change position and make another

offer? Making a final offer and then backing off may work in isolated

situations, but the tactic does not work in labor relations as a

,repeated tactic. "Final" means "final," and there should be no excep-

tions.

When the chief negotiator says, "This is my^final offer," then he

must be prepared to make the ultimatum stick. A final offer means further

attempts at compromise are useless. A finAl offer ends compromise on that

issue. Should a negotiator fail to make a anal offer adhere, his

credibility is underthinft, particularly if that behavior is habitual.

To avoid being placed in a position where final offers are necessary,

a negotiator should always leave room to maneuver. Granted, there must

be .3 final position on most issues individually, but there really is rib

final'position on an entire contract offer, unless the negotiator has

allowed himself to work into a position where no further movement is

possible. '
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19. Play one card at a time

Sometimes a negotiator is tempted to dispense with the "game-playing"

of negotiations anl move directly tO-swhat appears to be a fair settlement

for both parties. Such temptation must not be succumbed to unless the

other party makes suchiv, offer which is acceptable tffyou. Even then,

'the offer should not be accepted without discussion and some negotiations.

The best' practice is to.plan one's overall negotiations strategy,

plot individual moves, and then make thgse moves one step at a time.
4.4.0.,

20. Listenin,g is better than talking

When one person ,is speaking to another, the listener is learningC-
the speaker is not. As a general rule, the effective negotiator is one

who listens carefully, prods the speaker to release needed information,

and ihen listens some more.

The author worked with one negotiator who was always willing to

I N
talk first in pinversations and continued to talk as long as encouraged '

,

o do so. 4, a result, I could usually determine his position on almost

any issue before revealing my own position. 'Consequently, my,offers (or

responses) were generally more thorough than would have been the case if

the other negotiator had been reticent., .

..

,
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XIII. Ho*/ TO MAKE BENEFITS

WORK FOR_YOU

Employees are hired to give their time, energy, an skills to an

employer in order to accomplish jobs assigned to Vem. In return for

giving their time, ene gy, and skills, employees are given rewards in the

form of wages and benefits. The purpose of colleclive bargaining is to

attempt to determine what these wages and benefits shall be. In most

cases, in both the public and private sec rs, "worlking conditions" are

also a part of negotiationsesince-woryng ondifions can impact on the

nature of,services rendered by the employees. This concepI it s discussed

inithe chapter deali-ng with the scope of negotiations.

The purpose of wages.and benefits varies according to one's per-

spective, and th'ere are numerous and divergent perspectives in the

political public sector rwarding the role of benefits in collective

bargaining. *For example, there is the perspective of:

1. The union
.

2. The employees

3. The chief executive of the agency

. 4. The supervisory force

5. The governing body of the agency j

6. The public-at-large

7. The specific beneficiaries of the government agency

210
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Each of these groups views benefits in collective bargaining in a

different way. For example:

1. The union views the award of benefits to employees as a means

to enhance the image Of the union among the employees, thereby

increasing the overall power of the union. Furthermore, the

union will generally be more interested in benefits for the

union (and its leadership) than in benefits for the rank and

file. For example, if management were to give ten-man days off

with pay as determined by the union, the days would inevitably

go to the union leaders for union business.

2. The employees view benefits 'as a measure of the reward for doing

their job, and they view collective bargaining as a vehicle for

expressing their wishes.

3. The governing body of a,public agency views the award of

benefits in a number of ways: ,

a. Benefits are viewed as a part of a total cost package;

b. Benefits can be a means to buy labor peace;

c. Benefits can be a means to bd, the votes of the public

employees to keep incumbent politicians in office; and

d. Benefits are viewed for the impact they have on the
PP

continued right to govern the agency.

4. The chief executive is often the man caught in the middle who

views the benefits of the employees with mixed feelings. The

chief executive must deal with the management staff, the

governing body, the, employeeS, the union, nd the public,.all

of which must be considered in assessing emplotee bpnefits.

.
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5. The supervisory stiff views benefits from a rather narrow per-
,

spective. The main consideration of the managers for employee

benefits'is to what extent the benefits agreed to at the bargaining

table interfere with the right of the supervisory staff to

direct the workforce. After all, a major function of the super-
.

visory staff is to supervise the worker's.

6. The public-at-large as taxpayers often views benefits in terms
A

of whethenor. not the benefits:granted'public.emplt?yees are

reasonably equitable in comparison to those granted to private

industry employees.

7. The specific beneficiaries of the services of the goverpment

agency view negotiated benefits in terms of 4lether or not those

benefits enhance the services rendered. 'For.example, college

students in a public college become concerned Kith faculty

benefits; e.g., salaries, when tuition rates become a serious

obstacle to attending college. On the other hand, homeowners

might accept higher salaries for trash collectors if the trash

collection service to homes is improved.

Generally speaking, benefits can be categorized according to,whether

or not 'the benefit is compensable or noncompensable, and whether the

benefit is for the employees or the union. For example, there are:

1. Compensable union benefits which include:

a. Pai4 leave for tinion. officials

.b. Contribution by the employer to the union's welfare fund

2. Noncompensable union benefits which include:

a. Automatic dues deduction

b. Union use of agency space and facilities
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3. Employee compensable benefits which inclUde:

a. Wages

b. Paid insurance premiums

4. Employee noncompensable benefits which include:

a. Parking space

b. Rest breaks

The term "noncompensable" does not mean that the item is a noncost

lb

ilem. As discussed elsewhere in this book, as well as in the book,
_

'.4

Bargaining Tactics, all items have some cost associated with them.

. Employee and union benefits also can be placed in the following

groups:

Pay for time worked ,

,

Pay for time not worked :

Direct cost benefits
.

Indirect cost benefits l,

I

. .

The major instances for paying,for time worked are:

1.. Overtime pay

t . %

v..

2. Severance pay,,based on seniority

3. Cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) /

4. Pay for sixth or seventh day

5. Bonuses

,...

6. Saturday and/or Sunday pay
1.:

,7. Merit pay increases

8. Extra-duty pay

9. Shift differential pay

10. Work-through-lunch pay

11. Regulai" salary for regular time
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Pay for time not worked could include:

1. Call-in pay

2. Holiday pay

3. ,Short-notice Tay

4. Vacation pay

5. Pay to attend union meetings

6 Inclement weather pay

7. Wash-up time

/
8. Rest periods

9. Pay for grievance processing

10. Various leaves, such as:

a. Sick .

b.. Jury duty

c. Parental

d. Military

e. Personal

f. In-service

g. Sabbatic

"-\ h. Bereavement

i. Election day

j. Emergency

k. Others

Some direct cost benefits might include:

I. Disability income insurance

2. Health care insurance

3
3. Use of on-site medida1 services

4. Accident insurance
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5. Liability insurance

6. Illness insurance

/
7. Retirement benefits

8. Workmen's compensation

9. Social Security (FICA)

10. Group life insurance

11. Unemployment compensation

12. Tuition reimbursement

13. Company automobile

14. Uniforms

15. Laundry allowance

16. Meal allowance

17. Mileage reimbursement'

18. Physical examinations

19. Others

Some indirect cost benefits might include:

1. Payroll deductions

2. Parking space

---

3. Credit union facilities
_

,

..

4. Subsidized meals

5. Use of agency facilities; such a :

a. Gymnasium
,

b. Shop equipment

c. Audio-visual equipment ,

6. Employee lounge

7. "Free" admission to agency activities, such as:

a. Shows

,b. Recreation areas
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The negotiator should keep in mind that some benefits have a double

advantage for management. While some benefits which management may grant

simply help management "trade off" unacceptable benefits at the bargain-

,

ing table, others have the potential to increase production. For It

example:

1. Reimbursement for tuition fo'r job-related educational courses

will likely result in improved performance.

2. Extra salary recognition for related co.11ege degrees should

similarly improve job performance.

3. Education leave can encourage employees to improve their knowl-

edge and skills on the job:

4. Extra pay for extra work can get jobs,done ny competer?t.

employees.'

5. Some early retirement 'plans can actually save the employer money.

6. Safety measures on the job site can reduce absences and company

medical bills.

7. Merit pay and incentive pay can improve productivity.

8. Pay for work-through-breaks can provide needed services in an

emergency.

9. "Free" classes after work, such as tuition reimbursement, can

'improve job performance.

A. Respond with Care

-

In responding to union proposals for benefits, here are the steps

that should be followed:

226
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1. Review the currant labor contract ,

for existing benefits
'1

Assuming that the labor contract expires on a given date, one of two,

conditions will prevail, depending upon what law is govrning collective

bargaining. Either: .

a. the contract expires and no contract provisions automatically

continue, or

b. the contract expires, but all existing provisions continue until

changed through negotiations or some other applicable procedure.

If all provisions of the labor contract can be terminated if there

is no successor contract, then management is in a stronger position to

consider deletion or modification of benefits currently included,in the

labor contract. In such a case, management should use the current labor

contract as a negotiations tool for the next contract. For example, let

us assume that the payment of the hospitalization,premium is included in

the current contract and the union wants to continue that provision.
A.,'

Let us further assume in this hypothetical example'that the labor contract

expires on June 30 unless there is a successor ,contract. In such a case,

V

management might want to agree to continue paying the full hospitaliza-

tion premium; but only under certain conditions. Although the union

wouTd -likely expect that the premium payment would be continued

automatically, that need not be the case. So, therefore, exfimine the

current contracts for benefits which can be used in negotiations for the

next contract. ..

2
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2. Decide what new union proposals
for benefits are negotiable

If any such proposals are prohibited topics, such as salaries for

federal employees, management should 'state clearly from the outset that

such topics'will not be negotiated. v any benefit proposals are per-

missive, then mdnagement should decide which ones it wishes to negotiate

on. By agreeing to negotiate on permissive topics, management should

gain moretbargaining leverage. A.fter-all, if management is beim asked

to negotiate.on something that ts not required, then some extra considera-

tion should be given by the union. If the union benefit proposal is a

ffiandatory topic of negotiations, then management has no choice but to

negotiate. But remember, a rejection (with reason given) is a negotia-

tions propoaal.

3. Cost-out each benefit proposal

The subject of computing the cost of contract proposals is covered

in detail in the book Bargaining Tactics. For the purposes here, suffice

it to say that' the financial and nonfinancial, direct and indirect.costs

should be identified for each benefit proposal. Without such important

information there can be no successful negotiations.

4. Establish priorities for

the benefit proposals

-

Some benefits are more valuable tomanagement than others. Some

benefits are more valuable to the union than are others. The ideal trade,

of course, is' for manaOment to give a beneftt which it finds very easy

to give in return for something of great valu that it wants. One man's

gar6age is aqother man's treasure! By estab "shing what it knows to be
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its own priorities, ana by anticipating what it thijiks are the union
1

priorities, management has taken the first step to planning its strategy

for negotiating benefits.

5. Establish your bargaining packages

As explgOined in Bargaining Tactics, and elsewhere in this work, most
.(

negotiations offers shOuld be in the form of "packages." This usually

means that related items under negotiations are tied together in the

bargaining process. For example, all proposals concerning leaves might

be considered at one time; with agreement on one leave being conditioned

upon agreement on ail leaves.

The union's proposal for improved benefits are useful to management

in two'rmajor ways:

a. If a benefit can be granted or improved, it is done with the

condition that certain other proposals be withdrawn. For

example, management might agree to increase sick leave benefits

with the requirement that all other leave proposals be with-

drawn from the bargaining table.

. b. A benefit can be granted by management with an agreement from

the union th t it will result with more and/or better work. For

example, a alary improvement might be conditioned upon the

- acce'ptance of a shorter lunch period.

During the days of an expanding economy in the private sector, one

purpose of collective bargaining was to decide how to apportion the

"profits" of industry among the workers. Such a use of collective

bargaining was workable during a period of expanding production. However,

America's industrial productionjias now declined and there is little

"profit" to distribute among the-workers. This fact is alsqpa'Aidularly

229
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applicable to the public sector, which does nof oper'atd,eunder free enter-

prise procedures. As a consequence, increased benefits can be justified

only if there is a corresponding increase in the quality or quantity of

work performed. This means that the bargaining table mu)st play a part in

gaining improved productivity in the public sector.

B. Use Quid Pro Quo

Following are several examples from the author's experience where the

granting of a benefit resulted in obtaining something that management

wanted:

1. In one situation it was necessary for the government agency to

reduce the number of employment positions by over 200. The

union wanted to protect its members' job security, and manage-

ment wanted some reasonable latitude in deciding which employees

would be laid off. Through negotiations both parties got almost

exactly what they wanted.

2. In another situation, a teachers) union wanted a salary increase.

The increase was granted with the understanding that class sizes

would be increased. (In this particular case, class size was a

negotiable topic.)

3. In a third situation, the union wanted binding arbitration of

grievances. Management wanted a narrower definition of grievances

and a clarification of major portions of the language of the

contrect. Both parties got almost exactly what they wanted.

4. And in another case, management wanted ta delete sabbatical

leave from t-he contract and was able to do so by making a salary

offer which it would have made anyway.

ir i 2 3 .0
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5. Finally, therelwas the case where the union wanted a minor

increase in the.sick leave program, and management wanted

employees to have a physician's certificate under certain con-

ditions, A deal was struck and both.parties were happy.

An agency's benefit program can be dad' mord'-ikseful in the bargain-

ing process if it is given proper publicit among the emPloyees. If the

employees are made constantly aware of the nefits which they have,

there less chance that these benefits wil be taken for granted at the

bargaining table. To keep employees informed of their Utnefits, a number

of techniques can be used, among which are:

1. An attractive brochure an be prepared which is annually dis-

tributed among employees. This brochure should list and,explain

the many benefits offered by the employer.

2. During the interview process, new employees can be presented

with the entire benefits program.

3. If the,agency is large enough, it can distribute periodic

emploype newsletters. In each newsletter some description of

an employee benefit can be included.

.9 ,
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XIV. 'HOW TO BREAK TEMPORARY DEADLOCKS

There were abopt 650 school districts'in New York State in 1968,

during the first year of the st4e's new collective bargaining law, the/

Taylor Law. During the first year of negotiations, some 600 school'

districts could not reach an agreement without inyoking an impasse pro-

cedure. Naturally, the number of jurisdictions that reached an impasse

each year thereafter declined steadily, but even today, a large number of

school districts in New York State still exPerience an impasse in negotia-

tions. The same'is true of other governmental jurisdictions in that

state and for public sector jurisdictions throughout the United States.

Impasses that must be resolved through some formal impasse resolution .

procedure are very commonplace.

Even more commonplace are temporary imPa.sses during the process of

negotiations. While a permanent impasse takes place at the end of nego-

, tiations, when neither party i able to make any further movement, a

temporary impasse occurs quite often during negotiations when the parties.

reach a deadlock for which there appears to be no fMmediate solution. If

such temporary impasses are not resolved quickly, they can escalate into

serious problems later on. When faced with these temporkry stalemates,

there are a number of tactics which can be employed in order to 04,00400...

.Pwith negotiations. Following are some tactics which the author has used

successfully in many different instances.

222
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1. J./se one-on-one negotiations

Elsewhere in this book the reader hes been warned not to engage in

negotiations which take place exclusively between the two chief spokesmen.

A number of reasons were given for the inadvisability of such negotiations.

Despite that advice, however, there are a few, occasions when "one-on-one"

negotiations may be justified.

One such occasion is-in the event of*emporary deadlock. Some-

.

-

times such deadlocks have been contributed to b'y the presence of both

teams, and the ac ying necessity toAemonstrate toughness and

determination. The author ha's found in a ntimber of instances tha a

ivate meeting with the opposin negotiator,can often bring about some

under tandings which could not be achieved at the.bargaining table.

.

3

On rare,qpcasions the atithor has allowed other teg\Tembers to

meet withtindividual members of the opposing team on a one-to-one basis.

,A4 Although such a tactic should be used only in extremely serious situa-

tiohs, sometimes extreme prOblems call for extreme solution.,

2. Can a cauc s .
"

The caucus a brief,break ih negotiations, when one ir both teams'

need to remove themselves from the bargaining room for some legitimate

reason. One very legitimate reason for taking a caucus is to allow both

teams to review privately the cause of a temporary deadlock and to seek

,/
some productive solution. The caucus not only allows time free from the

pressure of bargaining to evaluate the problem, but the caucus also

allows a cooling-off period if emotions have heated up. However; if ca

? ii,taken,forthe purpose of seeking a solution to the deadlock,

_when the liarties reeurn they should both have some new proposal to

alleviate the impasse.
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3. We've come a long way, baby

As negotiations approach their en0, some of the most difficult

problems still lay ahead, as discussed in the section in this book which
_

discusses methods'of closurd. Often near the end of negotiations the

parties have a tendency .to."freeze up" and become intransigent. There are
10,--.,

many. reasons for this. The parties have made many concessions. The

,parties are tired and the pressures are mounting.

, One technique which might 'be: tried to keep negotiations moving is to

show graphically tew many issues have been resolved, and how few isiues

remain. The appeal to the opponent should be: "We've come so far. It's

a shame to lose it all so close to a contract." This statement, followed

Ar
by some token good faith move, can serve to reopen the flow of agreements.

4. Show the futility of a.deadlock

Actually, what good does a deadlock do? Eventually, the parties will

come to an agreement, so why not go on With negotiations? Certainly, the
..

absenCe of an agreement is not going to help the union. If the union

thinks, that a formal impasse procedure will cause management to make

additional concessions, the management negotiator''Should make it clear that

n16concelsions will be made in the impasse procedure that would not be

made at the bargaining tabTe. Evcry effort should be' made to convince the

union that an agreement reached at the bargaining table is prpferable to

an agreement "imkosed", by a mediator, of a fact-finding panel.

To discourage the union from using the impasse procedure as a weapon

for negotiations, management should always keep itself in a bargaining

position which, if submitted to impasse, would be just as risky for the .

,

union as for management. This techniquettan be ensured by always asking.
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oneself: "What if we were to be at impasse at this stage of negotia-
.

tions?" The answer to-this question ideally should be:. "Bath parties

will face an equal risk."

.

5. Form a temporary subcommittee

Some temporary negotiations disputes can be best re olved away from

the bargaining table. Allowing different people to face each other in a

different environment often opens new avenues of communications. This is

where the ad hoc subcommittee might be the answer.

Some disputes require specialized study that can be performed best

by a special committee of persons representing the union and of persons

representing the employer. Such a special committee can give concentrated

attention to a difficult issue in a less adversary relationship.

For example, let's hypothesize that negotiations have entered into'

a temporary deadlock over the definition of what constitutes personal

leave. Since a debate on that topic might take an inordinate amount of

time at the bargaining table, the parties'mignt agree to appoint,.

special ad hoc committee to see if a tentative definition of personal

leave could be arrived at. Naturally, any recommendations coming from

such ad hock committees are purely advisory to the main negotiating team

However, any such recommendations should be given serious consideration;

' otherwise, the value of such tommittees becomes questionable.

6. Change the subject

The longer the parties debate a disputed issue, the more fixed in

their positions they appear to become. Should that be the case, one

technique which can be used is to change the topic under consideration.

Of course, tact should be uskl in changing subjects; otherwise, the
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tactic will be viewed as an attempt to avoid negotiations. There are

several methods that can be used to tactfully change the subject. For

.example:

a. You can maintain that you need to collect more data and go, on

to other topics while the "data" are being collected.

b. You can state that you have a report on another topic which you

would like to offer.

c. You can bring in a guest expert witness who is prepared to speak

-\on a different topic.

By changing the topic and discussing other matters, emotions generated

by the disputed topic have a chance to cool down, and the partieS have the

oppor4ty later to take-a fresh look at tht problem.

7. Recapitulate

Periodically, the parties will become mired in debate over one minor

point in a complex proposal. To clear everyone's Mind on the whole

mat, a summarization of the issue is called for: Thierecapitulation

often win renew the momentum of_negotiatIons and the bothersome obstruc-

tion will disappear.

8. Offer alternatives

A deadlock in negotiations is more likely,if there is only one solu-

tion available than if'there are several solutions available. Let's

assume that the union has asked to meet with employees on company time,

which the employer finds unacceptable. Faced with that situation, the

employer might suggest that the union could meet.with employees during

their lunch periods, rest period's, or immediately before or after-work.

236
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Although the alternatives offered by management may not be what the union

wants, at least the offering of severalalternatives shows good faith and

provides the union with some choices.

9. Break off negotiations

In infrequent'situations, either party may wish to abruptly,break

off negotiations on a given issue and leave the bargaining room with.the

suggestion that the parties contact each other later to establish another

meeting date. By breaking off negotiations on a disputed item in this

manndr, the unacceptability of the issue is underscored. Although this

tactic is rather drastic,, and .should be used,only once (and only at the

rjght time), it does provide a dramatic way to move on to other topics.

10. Change locations of meetings

On several occasions, temporary deadlocks in negotiations have been

broken by simply changing the location of negotiations sessions and

changing the normal.time of meetings.. Sometimes a Saturday morning 1

meeting, with coffee, leisure clothes, and-a-different and more comfort-

able meeting room can provide a more relaxed atmosphere in which diffi-.

cult issues gradually dissolve Ns

11. Get agreement in principle

Negotiations can be stymied by an inability to reach an agreement on

some minor point subsumed under a broader issue. The author remembers

one instance Where the parties were deadlocked on the issue of binding

arbitration of grievances, but the deadlock was not over the substantive

issue of binding arbitration. The disagreement was over how to choose an

arbitrator. In that particular situation, my opponent and I both agreed
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that whatever method was used, it had to involve mutual choice. It was

further agreed that no final agreement would be entered into on the sub-

stantive.issue of binding arbitration of grievances until the matter of

how to choose the arbitrator was resolved. At that point, the issue was

tabled with the understanding that there was an agreement in principle

and that the details would be workedeut later. As it turned out, the

details were indeed worked out later and the contract was ratified.'

12. Reclassify issues

As described elsewhere in this book, most neg iations offers should

be made in a "package." That means that several iteMs should be tied

together with the understanding that no agreement will be reached on any

one Item until agreement is reached on all items in that.package.

When a temporary iMpasse is reached on one of these "packages," the

package can be broken apart, rearranged, or combined with another package,

without really changing one's total overaJ1 position. For example, let's

. .

take a situation where the union is asking for an incrrse in wages,

increased health care donatipn, and-uniform allowance. Management makes

an offer on all three which is unacceptable to the union and after con-

)---"'5
derable discussion a stalemate occurs, at which time management makes

a new counterproposal to increase its salary offer. However, it offer:s
,

no change in its last health care offer and deletes any offer on uniform

allowance. The Union accepts, even though the total cost to management

for its last.offer was no more than ts previous offer.

Naturally, the case cited ab ve is a simple one. Actually, the

technique works better with more complicated package, but for purposes of

brevity, this siMple example should suffice.

.235)
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13. Pose a hypothetical question

Any experienced negotiator knows that any offer carries with it the

risk that it will be rejected as insufficient, or that it might be

accepted when a lesser offer would have sufficed. Therefore, if possible,

a negotiator should find out in advarice if a planned offer will be

accepted. But that's easier said than done. In some cases, however,

especially where the opponent is not perceptive, tactful questions can

Produce needed answers.

Let's hypothesize that the union is strongly demanding that all

grievances be resolved through binding arbitration; and while management

is opposed to the demand, management would be willing to settle for

advisory arbi.tration, but is hesitant to so indicate. One tactic which

might 6e used is to pose certain questions like:

a. "What is it that you expect to gain from binding arbitration?"

b. "Isn't there some other solution to your proposal?"

c. "Is, there any interest in advisory reviews of grievances?"

d. "Although I doubt that I could.do it, suppose I could-convince

my employer to go along with advisory arbitration?"

Such questions are designed to gain information without an actual,

offer being macip. Try it. The worst that cari happen is that you will

not get thy information you are seeking.

14. Make a concession

'The most obvious solution to a temporary deadloCk is to make a con-

cession. Elsewhere.in this book the many ways to Make a concession are

discussed. Thetrick, however, is to make the least confession that will

break the impasse. An eXcessive concession simply sets the stage for

more rigid demands. In making a concession in order to break a sta1emate,

1
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the negotiator should convey the message that the concession is difficult

and is being made only to break the log jam so that negotiations can

continue--with the expectation that one good turn deserves another.

1 5. Get d mediator

There is a popular belief that mediators only enter the negotiations

scene when all negotiations have completely deadlocked. Frankly, such is

the commonplace occurrence, but mediators can be used during negotiations.

Sveral years ago, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS\

inst4tuted a procedure of ,rpreventatiye mediation. Under this-procedure,

the FMCS is notified at the 'beginning of negotiations, and a mediator is

made available should the parties need his services during negotiations.

/he idea being that the continuing resolution of temporary impasses

minimizes the chance of a permanent impasse at the end of negotiations.

Under preventative mediation, the mediator may join negotiations setsions

to become familiar with the issues and the parties. -Some feel that the

presence of the mediator is of i-aantage to both parties. AlthOugh the

author has used this method (out of deference to an opponent), I 'find that

competent negotiators can do better on their own.

In conclusion, all negotiations encounter some form of temporary

deadlocks. They are to be expected as normal. But just as certainly as
ir

they appear, they will also disappear. The experienced negotiator knows

this and does not become overly concerned when- faced with a temporary

deadlock.
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XV. HOW TO COUNTER UNION TACTICS

Labor negotiations are not always a gentlemanly process of labor and

management presenting their respective proposals and counterproposals,

resulting in an attempt to achieve an amicable and mutual accommodation.
00'

Sometimes tactics are used other than persuasion through the presentation

of facts. Sometimes tactics are employed to generate fear and discomfort

in an effort to cause the opposing party to take action which otherwise

might not be taken.

In dealing with pressure tactics, two fundamental rules should be

noted:

1. Fear is used as a negotiations tactic in lieu of taking actual

adverse action. Fear is a more uSeful tactic, in that it is

often more effective than the actual act and is always less
4

expensive than the actual act. For example, the threat of

scattered use ofigick leave is more likely to induce management

to take action desired by the union than the actual implementa-

tion of scattered use of sick leave. Whereas the threat of

scattered use of sick leaves conjures up all sorts of terrible'

consequences (the imiginatioh does wonders when frightened), the

actual use of scattered sick leave would likely be handled

routinely by management. Certainly, the threat of such an act

is less expensive to the union than the actual act itself.

231
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2. Assuming a reasonable and fair position has been taken in nego-

tiations, there should be no capitulation as the result of harm-

ful acts or)he threat of harmful acts. To capitulate un.der

such conditions would teach the opponent tha,t threats and hostile

acts are a legitimate'part of labor negotiations.

With these rules in mind, here are some of the pressure tactics used

by unions dhd what can be done about them.

1. The use of. end-runs

Occasionally, the spokesman for the union will attempt to negotiate

with persons other than the counterpart on the management team. This

tactic is usually used to force the management spokesman to make a con-

cession which he would not make otherwise. Attempts to bypass the

opposing negotiatorire often referred to as "end-runs."- In the public

sector there are many end-runs which a union night attempt:

a Ther are end-runs to the governing body. Such end-runs are

usu ly accomplished by simultaneous communicatiOns to all
1

members of the governing body, through the use of the mail

service or telephone, or by representatives of the union appear-

ing before an official meeting of the governing body. This

approach is used to convince the governing body that it should

instruct its negotiator to change his position.. In such cases,

the governing body should simply refer such matters back to the

bargaining table, and then quietly investigate to determine if

there should be a change in directifts given to the negotiator.

b. There are end runs to individual members of the governing body.

Usually, this occurs when the union has an ally on the governing

body or where there is a "weak sister" on the governing'council.
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Such contacts are made in order to disunite the governing

body, since a divided governing body can be manipulated more

easily than one that is strongly united.

c. There are end-runs to the chief executive of the agency. Such

contacts are mad in order to undermine the support of manage-

ment's ief otiator. By instilling doubt in the 4nd of the

chieflb------nveecutive, the first step has been taken to erode the

strength of management's spokesman in labor relations. Although

chief executives generally should refue to speak with the union

about negotiable topics, there are times when there may be no

'choice. In such situations, the chief executive (or superin-

tendent of schools) should listen to the union and then discuss

the matter privately With the management negotiator. ,However,

the chief executive always should make it clear that'the chief

spokesman speaks f e agency.

d. End-runs are madeito the specific clientele served by pe agency.

For example, public school teachers frequently attempt' to contact

parents during the process of negotiations in order th'induce the

parents to contact the school board. This tactic is:designed to

result in the school board advising the superintendeh to give

new directions to the negotiations through instructions to the'

chief negotiator. When such end-runs are used by t4 union, the

governingi,body should attempt to make clear the fact that all

negotiations take place between the authorized partie.s. If the

4,

situation warrants further action, however, the governing body

should respond with appropriate counter measures.
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e. There are end-runs to the public-at-large. These enieruns are

designed to generate public support for a position taken by the

(-

union. To the extent poSsible, such actions should be pro-

hibited by mutual agreement prior to the beginning of negotia-

tions. Where this has not been the case, management should

11, determine to what extent and in what fashion such public rela-

tions campaigns by the union should be countered.

f. There are end runs to specific members of the management team.

For example, it is not unieMon for union members to attempt

'to influence their job supervisors during negotiations. To

minimize any harm which might come from such potentiaj acts,

management should:

(1) Inform ll members of the management team that they are

,not to engage in conversation with employees on matters

under negOtiations, and :

(2) Have a prior understanding with the union that such

tactics will not be engage4 in.

2. Picketing

Frequently durihg negotiations or during a.strike, members of the

union will station themselves outside of the workplace, particularly

the central workplace, and often carrying signs, to demonstrate, to

protest, or to keep nonunion members from entering the workplaceand

to generally intimidate" management into taking some action desired by

the union. Picketing is a common occurrence in collective bargaining,

and should not,cause overreaction. Although there are many forms Of

picketing and no One management response is appropriate, certain

actions should be taken during picketing:
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a. The police should be alerted that picketing is taking place,

since picket lines can sometimes create disturbances and inter-0

fere with the rights of the public and nonpicketers.

,
b. The right of entry and egress to agency premises must be kept

open and safe.

c. Management team members should not attempt to communicate with

employees on the picket line regarding matters under negotia-

tions.

d. Nonpicketing employees should be encouraged to have no contact

with those on the picket line.

e. All illegal acts should be noted and reported to the appro-

priate authorities.

3. Slowdowns v

A well-disciplined union is able to use the tactic of "escalated

force" during negotiations. This is an orderly process of escalated

threats and hostile acts until an objective is achieved. For example,

many unions are hesitant to engage in a strike for many obvidus reasons:

Frequently, the use of lesser force is preferable, 'such as a concerted

slow-down at the work site. Such a tactic is designed to intimidate

and harm the employer while posing little threat or harm to the

employees. In slow-downs, a wise union will usually advise its

members as to h-ow to lessen their work, but within agency permissible

limits. In other words, employees are advised to "work to the rule,"

and no more. Thi6 tactic deprives the employer of vital services

which employees regularly, give beyond the actual requirement of the
1k

job, and causes confusion on the job. It is the union's hope that the
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tactic will result in management making a concession at the bargaining

table. Incidentally, the oppositesof a "sloAown" is a "speed-up."

Police unions have made this tactic well-knoWn by encouraaing officers"

to issue as many traffic tickets as legally possible. .

Although no one rule should be fcllowed in r'esponding to slow-

downs, the following suggestions apply generally:

a. If the slowdown is not causing serious harm, it should be

. ignored.

b. If the slowdown is resulting in violation of agency rules,

appropriate disciplinary actions should be taken.

c. If the slowdown is inflicting harm on the agency, but.no

violat)on of any rule has taken place, the agency should ,

--.

undertake appropriate negotiations and/or employee relations .

strategy to correct the situation.

. ==
4. Charges of unfair labor

_
practices

In the experience of the author, most union allegations of unfair

A

labor practices are only threats designed to intimidate the employer

into making some concession. Even when such\arges are actually

filed, most of them 5re resolved before a hearing is held or an order

4

. .

is issued. And even wheri a hearing is held og-a charge and a decision

is made, management has a better than 50 percent chvge to'win. But .

even if management loses the case, the worst soluiion is usually to

stop something that management can afford to stop..
,

More about this topic is discussed in the section clealing with

unfair labor practices. Therefore, for purposes'of brevity,sufftce

it to suggest that certain points shaild be noted when faced with a

\
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charge of unfair labor practiuses:

a. he charge is usually only a threat, and sh6uld be dealt with

as such.
giC

b. Get.expert advice frOm an attorney or competent Tnsultant,

if necessary.

c. If convinced that You are innocent, do not concede.

d. Find an unfair labor practice being.coMMitted by the union

and charge the union with committing an unfair labor practice

'" If such an unfair practice cannot be found, get tough at the

bargaining table.

e. If management does not want to negotiate on a certain issue,

'and considers that issue_a nonmandatory topic, management

should refuse to,bargain. If charged with an unfair labor

practice, management should take its case to the appropriate

reviewing body and give its best defense.

5: W Ikouts //,

One of the many steps included in the use of "escalated force"

is the "walkout." A walkout occurs when the upion negotiations team

abruptly exits from the negotiations room upon a prearranged signal.

The tactic is used to imply to management that the union team is so

irritated that it can no longer face the management team and must

therefore terminate negotiations to find a more effective way to con-
,

, vince management to accept certain union demands. To.the novice

management team, the first such experience with a walkout usually

leaves the management-team stunned and disortented, and therefore

vulnerable to.making unwise ,concessions.
\
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Under norm.] circumstances a walkout is something to be tolerated.

The best approach is to be sure that the union is informed prior to

leaving the room that management is willing to remain for further

discussion. The next day, or socin thereafter, the union should be

communicated with by expressing a willingness to continue with negotia-

tions. Sometimes a small "face-saving" gesture can be made to entice

the union to return. For specific suggestions on how to deal with such

a tactic, see the section which discusses how to deal with temporary

deadlocks.

6. Marathon meetings

A popular but mythical view of labor 'negbtiations envisions

several twenty-four-hour meetings. Some unions do try to engage

management in marathon meetings with the hope that fatigue will bring

about an increased 4clination of the management team to make conces-
Sb

sions wanted by thetuniOn! The tactic does work occasionally, and

management should be aware of the purpose of such marat.hon meetings.

The best way to*avoid marathon meetings is to establish a mutually

agreeable schedule of meetings of a specified duration, allowing

sufficient time to conduct reasonable negotiations on all issues.

Should a marathon meeting become necessary despite such planning, the

management team should be aware of the pitfarls)f such meetings and

prepare accordingly. .Should the Management team find itself being

pressured int6 trying to resolve an issue before it is ready, every
411.

effort should be made. to table that issue until a later date. Aould

some immutable deadline be faced with insufficient time available to

teach a total agreement free of intimidating pressure, it might be
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better for the unresolved issues to be dealt with through an appro-

priate impasse procedure.

7. Frequent meetings

One tactic employed by unions involwes engaging management in

frequent negotiations sessions far in excess of what good faith bar-

gaining would ca for. The purpose of engaging management in an

excess number of meetings is to create a psy,chological attitude on the

part of management team members which makes' them vulnerable to allow-

ing concessions sought by the union: FreOuent and polonged meetings

can tire participants, weakening their, wjll to resist tempting con-

cessions, and using general disorientation which can lead to

errors in judgment at te bargainin6 table.

8. Temper tantrums

Eventually, each negotiator will encounter a negotiations session

where the opposing spokesman displays excessive temper. Although such

displays are sometimes a sincere expression of frustration, often they

are a rehearsed demonstration designed to frighten the opposing team

into making a concession. Such temper tantrums indicate to the oppo-

nent that unless the desired concession is made, management willfhave

to suffer with a hostile team at the bargaining table. There are

various ways to handle such antics at the bargaining table, and they

are discussed elsewhere in this book.

T. Espionage

Negotiations routinely require that the negotiator not reveal
4

certain information to the opponent. For example, no competent

249
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negotiator would announce at the outset of negotiations the maximumr

salary that will be agreed to. That fact is reserved for a final offer

which hopefully wraps up an entire labor contract.

Although there are proper and ethical.ways to obtain such informa-

tion through the bargaining process, there are cases on record where

the parties have engaged in outright espionage. Here are some points

to consider in protecting the confidentiality of negotiations:

a. All negotiations notes and documents of all team members

should be kept under security. This means, among other things,

that negotiations notes should not be left in the negotiations

room, nor should vital notes be discarded in the trash. Where

they might be picked up by members of the opposing team.

b. Telephone conversations regarding negotiations should be

carefully guarded:.

c. Only designated persons (the chief spokesman, the chief
i

executive, the governing body, etc.) should knoW the final

settlement point on each issue.

,

d. All persons having contact with thanagement's position on
-, ,-

matters under negotiations, including secretaries, should

be admonished not toiliscuss anything regarding negotiations

with other staff members.

Despite good efforts, however, "leaks" in confidentiality do

occur. When there is evidence of such breaches, every effort should be

made to identify the source, and in the meantime, the circle of confi-
.

dantes should be narrowed. Most breaches in confidentiality occur in

one of three places--the governing body, the chief executive, or a

member of the negotiating team. In most cases, such breaks are
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unintentional, but An some cases they are intentional. Usually, the

,-----negotiating team can be controlled, and if there is a disloyal member,

that person can usually be identified through certain measures. Seldom

is the chief executiviaysAPin releasing confidential information,

but it has been known to.happen.

Surprisingly, most intentional breaches of confidentiality

Originate within the governing body. Usually, the motive for such

unethical actions seems to be political in nature.^ In such cases the

member of the governing body releases confidentiAl information to the

union in order to curry favor with the.union, and thus gain the votes
,

of the public.employees through union endorsements.

When there is a leak on the governing body, there are several ways

to finesse it:

-

a. Get allyinstructiou from the governing body by individual

communications.

v

b. te all negotiations communications go to a committee ofthe

governing body.
.

.

c. Have the governing body authorize the chief executive to give

overall dirtctions to negotiations.N

d. Have the governing body give very broad guidelines the

chief negotiator.

10. Consortium bargaining

Beginning around 1970, the Michigan Education Association, the

state's or6anization of public school teachers, helped several local

school districts to join together into one coordinated bargaining

coalition. Although each local school district still bargained
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separately, the local teacher associations in those districts met
*b.

regularly together to play overg)1 negotiations strategies. Since then,

this approach to bargaining by public sector unions has spread to other

areas.

,

Under the Michigan approach, lo,a1s within a county elect repre-

sentatives to a Multi-Area Bargaining Organization (MABO), which then

becomes the exclusive bargaining agent for all locals. By 1981, there

were at least thirty-three MABOs in Michigan.

In response to consortium bargaining by unions, a number of govern--

mental agencies, particularly school' boards, have joined together on an

informal basis to share their experiences and establish certain in-

formal "guidelines" for negotiations. The author has been involved in

the establishment of several such organizations (in two cases on a

Ammo
state-wide basis), and has found them to be extremely effective.

11. hAedia events

I(

One of the many techniques employed by organized public employees

strengthen their position at the bargaining table is to get the

public's attention through use of the media,,using both paid announce-

'ments and press releases. This technique should be neutralized, if

'
possible, by prior agreement that no press releases will be made

during negotiation, except by mutual agreement. If that is not
v

possible, then each use of the media by the union must be evaluated

on its individual merits and responded to accordingly.
C t

12. Other pressure tactics

Remember, all pressure tactics are designed to c.;use the opposing

team to take action (or to stop taking action) which it would not take

2 2
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if not for the pressure tactics. This is an important rule to.remember,

because if you can stand the pres.sure, no concesston need be made.

Also, keep in mind that employees have more to gain under peace than

under warfare. In other words, there is a limit beyond which union

militancy becomes unproductive.

5ome of the other pressure tactics employed by unions are:

a. Hot lines. "Hot ines" are special telephone numbers

established by the union in order to receive communications

from employees and the citizens who may have information to

communicate to the union.

b. Demonstrations and mass meetings. Mass gatherings of

employees.are a step in \the planned escalation of tensions.

Mass gatherings of employees conjure up in the minds of

management the nightmare of hoardes of ci'azed employees

descending upon supervisors. Such meetings provide good

press for the media, but usually have limited impact in the

long run. Such meetings are also designed to unite the

forces, but sometimes serve to divide the rank and file.

c. Artificial deadlines. Unions will occasionally try to impose

some crZiline by which management must take certain action,

"or else." The "or else" is usually a threat to .have a mass

meeting, or a threat to take a vote to censure management, or

some similar threat. Such deadlines are usually artificial,

and are one more step in the escalation of tensions.
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0 A. OtherTactics to Watch

The tactics listed above are signs of a hostile opponent. There

are other tactics-, however, emp.loyed at the barglining table which are

less aggressive, but nevertheless should be watched for. Here are some

examples:
4

1. "You can afford it"'

Frequently, a union spokesman will attempt 0 engage the manage-

ment teain in discussion over whether or not the employer can afford to

grant certain compensable benefits. Sometimes such attempts are based

on4naiveté, while often such attempts are.premeditated. In either

case, such efforts should be resisted. Certainly, the union would be

offended if the employer suggested that emOloyees should take a pay'

cut because "they could afford it." To such an allegation, the union

would understandably reply: "That's none of your business!" Similarly,

it is the function of management to determine what can be afforded.

That is not a negotiable topic. In no public sector bargaining law

that the author is familiar,with is "affordability" listed as a manda-

tory topic of bargaining.

In the.private sector, when the employer stites that a union pro-

posal intTs't be rejected because the employer "cannot afford it," the

union has a right to have the company books made available to the

union. Nafurally, this is the last thing that an employer would want

to do. By the same token, when a public employer states that it

"cannot afford" a union demand, the employer is making "affordability"

negotiable, the result of which should be obvious. For example, under

such conditions, affordability would be subject to review in the

impasse procedure.
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t

Discussions on affordability should be avoided in almost all

instances simply because there is practically no way to win such argu-

ments. Affordability is not a fixed amount of money that everybody will

agree to. Affordability in the public sector is largely a political

decision based upon priorities. A public agency can always afford to

give the union more, by rearranging its priorities and taking money

from another part of the agency's operation. The clear warning, there-

fore, is do not discuss affordability.

From the employer's point of view, affordability is always a con-

sideration, but there 4re numerous ways to express this at the bargain-

ing table without actually stating that the union proposal cannot be

afforded. For example, the employer can say:

a. "We have decided to allot only'a certain portion of our

budget to this area of employee benefits."

b. "The employer has many demands on its limited budget, so

therefore we will not agree to your proposal."

c. "Our funds have been used up by other budget demands, and we

have no funds for your.proposal."

2. "Give us your rationale" gi.

Wheneyer a rejection is made of an offer, the person making the

offer is entitled to reasons. In giving the reasons for rejection, it

should be kept in mind that the opponent will attempt to neutralize,

or counter, those reasons. Therefore, caution should be used in
*A

responding to'the demand: "Give us your ratTonale." In presenting

one's rationale, care should be taken that the reasons for rejection

are sound; otherwise, they will be quickly undermined by the opposing

negotiator.
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Another reason for using this technique in negotiations is to trap

management into discussing issues which are nonnegotiable. By'engaging

maRagement in such discussions, it is likely that the nonnegotiable

topic will become negotiable.

a. Concept bargaining

Some unions make an initial presentat on at the bargaining table

in terms of very broad proposals. For example, its demands m'ght be

stated like this:

a. An improved salary scale

b. Increased payment in hospitalizatiompayments

c. MOre holidays

You will note a serious lack of specificity 'in such a list. This

approach is referred to as "concept bargaining," and should be dealt

"with carefully. One of the purposes of concept bargaining is to.draw

from management its position on.. major areas of bargaining before the

union actually makes any actual offer.

4. Bargaining from a false premise

Some negotiations proposals are made on the assumption that their.

fulfillment will result in a better situation. This tactic is referred

to as "bargaining from a false premise," and here are some examples.

a. A lounge for the employees will improve morale and

productivity.

b. Fewer students in the classroom make better education.

c. Free physical examinations far employees will save the

7ployerempney.
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d. Employees work better when they are "involved" in decipions

which affect them. -

A list of similar false premises could be quite long, if one thinks

back over the type of proposals made at the bargaining table. The use

of bargaining from a false premise is generally a very effective tech-

nique because management automatically assumes that the proposal in

theory is good, and the only obstacle is insufficient funds. At that

point, the only question is how much management will spend on the

proposal.

' 5. Comparability

Many union proposals are accompanied by charts and :graphs showing

how other government jurisdictions do better. For example, a police-

men's union will often show how other jur:isdictions pay better

salaries. School teachers will attempt to show how other schoigl

districts pay their teachers better. The objective of such comparison,

apparently, is to shame the employer into paying better-salaries.

However, there are generally two weaknesses found in this tactic:

a. Quite often'the other jurisdictions chosen have been chosen

carefully on the basis:that they pay more.

b. No two government districts or agencies are exactly

comparable.

Even if comparability determination were possible, wages are not

necessarily a function of such comparability. Wages are determined by

what the employer is able to afford, and what wage the employer is

willing to pay in order to attract, retain, and promote the type of .

employees the employer wants.
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6. The wounds of virtue

Most government bureaucrats and politicians are well-intentioned.

They want to do the "right thing." Therefore, in response to the

question: "Don't you want to help your employees?", the typical

manager is likely to respond: "Yes," since he is fearful that,any

other response would indicate that he doesn't want "tb do the right

thing." It -*amazing how frequently this tactic works. HOwever,

upon prudent consideration, it should be clear that the response to the

question: "Don't ybu want to help your eMployees?" should be phrased

tactfully. For example, the response could be:

a. "I don't understand what you mean."

b. "What specifically are you proposing?" 4

c. "We always have the welfare of our employees uppermost in oUr

minds."

When operating at its best, this tactic takes a union proposal
A

and turns it into a guilt burden for the employer. The best rule to

follow to avoid this trap is to ask the following silent 'question

before responding to each proposal: "Is the premise of this question

valid?"

B. Conclusion

In summary, the labor We9otiator always assumes that there is a

reason for every statementand every move of the adversary. The

experienced negotiator learns to study these statements and moves

before responding. The experienced negotiator also knows that each

threatening tactic of the opponent is done in order to obtain a

benef.it which would not otherwise be available. The experienced
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negotiator also knows that patience, skill, and good faith bargaining.

will normally conquer such.tactics.
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XVI. HOW1:0 HANDLE CHARGES OF UNFAIR

LABOR,PRACTICES

In a recent case in Rhode Island, the state1 Labor Relations"

,

Board ruled that the University of Rhode Island, changed pay grades,f

positions, and titles of some university employeeS' without negotiating

with the collective bargaining representatiyes.
1

This ruling was just

one of hundreds of similar -rulings on :charges Of,tunfair labor practices

(ULP) 'rendered by state labor boards throughout the.nation.-

What is an unfair 'tabor practice? Although wir cOnstitutes an
AL

unfair labor itactice vari.es from state'to state..(and under Federal

Executive Order 11491), generally speaking, 'a cliarge of an unfair

-

labor practice is an allegation by eithen management or the uhion that

- the other has failed to follow the-requirements orthe applicable-

bargaining law with 'regard to required bargaining procedures.

For the most part, all public sector bargaining laws-assure

public employees certain substantive protections which are:

1. Public employees have the right to organize.

2. Management may not dominate, support, or otherwise interfere
.

with the internal affairs ofthe union.

3: The employer may not refuse to bargain.

1
Rhode Island State Labor Relations Board and State of Rhode

Island, University of-Rhode Island, Rhode ISland State Labor Relations
Board, Case No. ULP-3538, October 16, 1980.
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e state bargaining laws make no specific reference to ULPs,

while &thers specify what acts of commissiOn or omission constitute

ULPs. T erefore, bef(We taking a firm position on ULPs the party

taking the action should review the'matter with an attorn r compe-
.

tent consultant. If a charge is filed, the respondent should similarly

-seek expert help before taking a fixed position.

Noriiially:nULPs are lodged excluively by unions, since the nature

of collective bargaining-makes the allegation of ULPs more advantageous.

to,the union than to the employer. Someemployers are so ignorant of

ULPs that the mere threat of being charged with a ULP causes the.

: employer to make unreesonable,concesions. This is not to suggest

that employers should ignore allegations of ULPs. There are bargaining

practices1which are illegal. Here are some that 6hould be avoided in

. most situations:

1. Do not make-any'threats of reprisals because employees join

or support a union or exptess interest in a-union. This rule,
even applies ./n state's where there is no collective bargain-

ing law: About the only 4nstaue in which employees may be

treated adver'sely forunion'a ivitigs is when such activities
1

interfere with,the normal operations of the agency. But even

then, one should seek expert counsel before taking actions

against,employees for organizational atvities.

2. Do not provide or promise benefits.contingent upon the out-

ng,

come of a representative election Or other action relatedlo

the union. In most states, publicgmployees may freely

organize and they are generally protected from any overt

k pressure fepm management to discourage

261
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3. Do not interrogate employees (or applicants) aboul their union

attitiJdes. The feelings that employees may have .;6ut unions

,
, is a private matter and not an issue to be questioned by the .

employer. The right to assembly is a right of every citizen,

and it should be treated as such.

4. Do not spy on union activities. Elsewhere in this book mention

is made of the fact that industrial and labor espionage does

take place. There have been many true stories reported in the

press which describe, how ma9agerial personnel were caught4aves-

dropping on the union. 'Suffice It to say there is no. legitimate

--excusefor suA behavior.

5. Do not give preferential treatment, to those who oppose the

union. Do not punish those who support the union. Public

employees have a right to assemble and organize free of influ-

e ence from the employer.

6. Do not threaten to discontinue or contract out certain parts

the agency's work should the employees unionize, or should

the union act in a manner unacceptable to the employer. For

example,-do not.threaten school bus drivers that school, trans-
.

t portatjon will be contracted out if the drivers join a union.

Or, do not threaten custodians with contracting out, if their
,

union is objectionable to the employer.

7. Do not prohibit union solicitation or discussion after or

before working hours, during breaks, and during lunch periods.

Employees are generally free for such activities when on their

own time: unless there'is interference with the normal opera-

tion of 'the agency.

26'2
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8. Do not prohibit the distribution of union literature in non-

work sites, such as the employee lounge. Employees generally

have the right to communicate about the union.

9. DO not treat union solicitation any differently than you would

solicitations from other causes, such as charity. Do not

single out the union and treat it more adversely than other

organizations.

10. Do not lie about current employee benefits in an attempt to

convince employees to remain nonunion. Again, public employees
,

are protected in their right to assembly without interference

from the public employer.

11. Do not use the Supervisory staff authority to get information

. from the employees about the union. Such actions are a form

. of intimidation interpreted by many state labor boards as

Interference with the right to organize.

12.. Do not distribute inflammatory anti-union literature to

employees. Although there.tan be.room to debate just what

constitutes "inflammatoryliterature," the best rule to follow

is not to distribute literature which is overtly'hostile to

the union.
)4

Should an employer wish to wage an anti-union Campaignwhich is

..1.

the employer's legal right if the campaign is conjucted properly--an

expert consultant should be retained by the agency. The issue of

what_on employer can do and cannot do with regard to fighting a uni:on

varies from state ,to state. Additionally, the proper expert has.

probably had experience in waging'anti-union campaigns and should

therefore be able to lend valuable assistance.

283,
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At this point the reader may conclude that nothing is allowed that

displeases the union. This conclusion is not correct. Management can

take many actions which the union may not approve of. For example:

1. You may verbally state ad distribute literature regarding

your views, if you dori't violate any of the "don'ts" above.

An employer has a general right td objectively discuss union

affairs as they relate to the operation of the agency..

2. You may address employees on agency property and agency time,

if none of the "don'ts" listed above are violated. Naturally,

employees must be paid for attending such addresses.

3. You may counter the union's promise that it will guarantee job

security, if the union makes such a claim. You can make it -

clear that only the.employer can guarantee job security.

4. You may compare benefits between union shops arid nonunion shops,

but he sure your facts are accurate.

5. You may describe convincingly the many benefits that public

employee have and what might be the impact of unionization,

but you must be careful to be accurate and honest.

6. You may ask the union to describe exactly what it will provide

to the employees which the employees do not now have and could

not reasonably expect to have without a union.

7. You may describe how the union benefits from organizing

employees.

8. You may disLuss what happens when some efifloyees join the

union and some don't. You may ask the union to state its

views egarding "free riders.°

264
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9. You may make it abundantly clear that no one can be required tot

join the union, unless the employer agrees. You may further

define what "union security" really means, i.e., forced union

membership. If the union referAto nonunion members as "free

riders," you may refer to those forced to join the union as

"captive passengers."

10. You may itemize the costs of unionization, e.g., dues,

initiation fees, service fees, fines, etc.

11. You may discuss 47w a labor contract might interfere with the

right of management to award bonuses and other special rewards

for deserving employees.

12. You can describe how some agencies have turned to contracting

out after Unionization.

13. You may ask the union to describe exactly what benefits it

will give to employees. You may explain that only the

employer can give wages and benefits for work performed; that

only the employer can finally set working conditions.

14. You may show that unions sometimes use threats and other acts

of coercion to get their weq. You may explain your right to

deprive employees of benefits should a strike occur. If the'

union claims to offer strike benefits, make the union prove

it has the funds and will use the funds. Ask the union to

explain whve these funds come from. You may offer statistics

whiCh show that salaries and benefits lost during strikes are

never regained. You may state your legal right to replle

strikers with persons willing to work. You miy ask the

a
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employees how they expect to live without an income during a

strike. You mirdeScribe how unionS treat employees who

attempt to work du'ring a strike.

.15. You may explain that i'f,a representation election is to be

held that is secret; that.no matter what the employee may

have said or committed himself ,to with the union, he can

freely exercise his Vote in complete confidence. In other

words, the empliayee can change his mind and no one will ever

know.

16. You may employ an expert to assist you in your treatment of

union'organization matters.

In summary, there are many legal actions which a public employer

may take during efforts to organize a union, and there are many free-

doms left to the employer even if a union should become recognized.

There are approximately 70,000 public sector government agencies in

America, including school districts, counties, cities, state gover.n-

ments, and special districts. In theory, most of these could be

organized for collective bargaining. In fact, however, at the

beginning of the 1980s only about 15,000 government agencies were

formally engaged in collective bargaining. And, in the author's

opinion, too many of the 15,000 agencies engaged in collective

bargaining today are doing so because they took no effort wtlatsoever

'to remain free to a union. In most cases these districts just assumed

that the recognition of a union was inevitable. Such an attitude was
0

a mistake. Had these districts taken advantage of their legal rights

to oppose the unions, many of these districts would be union-free

today.
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If your agency should be charged with an unfair labor practice,

here are some suggestions based upon experience with dealing with such

matters:

1. Most ULPs are lodged solely as a threat to cause management

to make a concession that it otherwise would not make. As

explained to the reader earlier; the threat is usually more

effective than the act itself.

2. In most cases management has at least an equal chance to win

a case ofon ULP. Therefore, both parties face the same risk

of losing.

3. Even if management should lose, the remedy is usually simply

to cease and desist from the act which management thought it

had the right to perform. Naturally, a loss can give a boost

of support for the union and make the governing body look bad

in the media. But frankly, a well-counseled agency should

not lose an ULP.

4. If the union seems committed to bringing charges of an ULP

despite management's good faith bargaining efforts, management

should observe the union's labor and negotiations activities

carefully and catch it in a clear ULP and bring similar

charges. The advantages of this tactic are evident.

5. Practically all states have a record someplace of all of the

ULPs reviewed. When faced with an ULP, it is wise to review

these cases for applicable precedents. If no applicable

precedent exists in your state, you may wish-to review

similar ULPs in other states to determine the rationale

for their disposition.

26 7
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XVII. HOW TO HANDLE CLOSURE

Closing negotiations and wrapping up the contract comprise the

most difficult period in negotiations for a number of reasons:

1. The parties are usually tired and less able mentally and

physically, to perform well.
,

2. Because of their weakened state, the parties are likely to

agree to proposals which they should not agree to.

3. The most difficult issues are usually the only ones left at

the end of negotiations.

4. As negotiations approach an end, both parties have less room
,

to maneuver.

5. As negotiations reach their conclusion, there is usually a

deadline which must be met to conclude negotiations. This

deadline forces,the. parties to move moi..e quickly than -i safe.

Over many years of experience the,author has comOled a list of

tactics that can be used to help avoid serious problems at closure.

1. When you have an acceptable offer, don't "sleep on it";

take it. Although during all other occasions, except at

0 closure, you should sleep on a proposal, that's not wise

during cloSure. The best advice is to move quickly; get the

agreement; write it up; get it initialed, stop talking;

shake hands, say "good night"; and then leave the room.

:
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2. Summarize agreed-upon points throughout negotiations to avoid

dangerous misrecapitulations at the end of negotiations.

Closure ideally should be reserved as for simple pro forma

details.

3. Do not reopen negotiations on issues which have been settled.

ttAs a matter of fact-, Ida not even discuss settled issues during

negotiations or after negotiations. Such discussion cannot

improve the issue and such discussions may create problems.

4. Do not oversell your closure. You should use the minimum

amount of persuas,ion necessary to get an agreement. Don't

make any speeches, and do not continue a debate longer than

necessary.

5. Do not annihilate your opponent. Try not to allow your

. opponent to get into a position where a closure will spell

defeat for him^. No matter how tempted you are to take advan-

tage of a weakend opponent.at closure, don't do it. Power

balances shift constantly. Not only do you not want to ruin

closure on the present contract, but you don't want an enemy

to confront in the future.

6. Prepare language ready for signing. When you think you have

the exact language that will bring about closure, type it up

quickly, duplicate it, and present it to your colleague for

immediate signature': At this stage there should be no loose

ends in the wrap-up language.

269
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7. When your final language is presented, couch your language to

indicate that agreement is assumed. Dort say: "Is this what

you wanted?" Rather, you should say: "Here is what we agreed

to, so you can initial it."

8. Just before fgriting the final copy, summarize verbally what

has been agreed to. You do this yourself, not jhur opponent,

since you want control over the writing of the final language.

9. Be sure you have the authority to make the final plunge.

Closure is no time to discover that Siou are not certain,that

you can agree to a wrap-up offer. If caught in such an

emergency, you should have previously arranged for a way to

communicate quickly with your employer in order 1011get needed

direction immediately.

10. When you "feel" the opponent is ready to conclude negotiations,

indicate that no better offer will be forthcoming. This will

discourage any further attempts to negotiate.

11. If 'more discouragement is needed, indicate that the governing

body will offer no more and that you will not even have

further contact with the governing body. This is an alterna-

tive way to give an ultimatum, so you want to be sure that it

works.

12. Show how the offer is superior to that in other jurisdictions.

Stress the advantages and do not mention the disadvantages.

13. Give a sweetener.to the union team members. Have you ever

\noticed when you make a serious sa J y'proposal how the union

team members first look to see how th offer will affect them ,
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personally? Closure is sometimes assured if the last offer

ir
holds something special for the union and its negotiating team

members. I remember one occasion when settlement.came because

I had purposely kept from granting time off for union business

until the last negotiations seSsion. That final offer closed

negotiations. .

14. Explain to the union why settlement now is better than having

an impasse. Explain that an impasse will:
0

a. Cost money

111
b. Take valuable time

c. Inject more uncertainty, and

. d. Polarize the parties

15. Hold a gopd offer until closure. Don't run out of steam at

the last meeting. A good negotiator has always saved some-

a

thing to give. That little savings can be very helpful at the

last session.

16. The best closure is when the opponent makes a final offer on

the last remaining issue(s) which is in your "ballpark."

When that happens, you have a contract. For exaMple, when

you have offered a 9 percent salary increase and are willing

to settle for 10 percent, and the union:makes a final offer

of 10 percent, take it!

17. Remind the union that the budget deadline is*approaching,

and that'unless settlement is reached there will be less

chance for the union to influence the final budget.

2 1
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18. In public agencies where employees receive annual contracts

(public school districts, for e ple), the un n can be

remindedathat contracts will 'be issued soon. This generates

pressure on the union to conclude negotiations to avoid being

_ finessed.

19. If negotiations continue until near the expiration of the

current contract subtly remind the union that the expiration

of the contract will have an unknown impact on current

benefits and working conditions.

20. Try snot to leave all of the difficult issues until cluure.

,

Attempt to plan your negotiations moves so that the tough

items are settled prior to the last session. This tactic

will make closure less difficult and more enjoyable.

By following the suggestions discussed in this section, hopefully

you can avoid some of the catastrophes which other'negotiators have'

experienced as they tried to conclude negotiations. .

\
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XVHI. HOW TO USE POWER

Negotiations power is the a,bility to cause your opponent to take

actions which you want.
,

Repeat% Negotiations powen is the abiVty to cause your opponent

to take actions which you want.

There are many aspects to power. Some are direct; some are

indirect. Some are overt; some are subtle. Any act which causes your

opponent o sOmething you want i.f.a f of power.

It.)Most pe ple,have.more power than th realize, but before any

power' can be used, there must be a will o use it. And, if one has the

will to use power, that power must be d rected toward some objective,

.
and the power exercised shduld be Apr riate to the occasion. There-

fore, the rule of power in negotiatio s is: .0se the least amount of

power possible to achieve your ob tive.

There are many forms of pow which can be used in negotations.

Here are some of them.:

1. Power is knowin what
opponent needs

Don't assume that your adversary necessarily knows exactly what

the employees want. Often union demands come directly from the ranks

and the chief spokesman may not fully understand what the employees

are ask,ing for. Furthermore, a good management supervisory staff

should know more about what the employees want than dues the union.

alb
0-N
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By knowing the needsoand wishes of the employees better than the

union, management has gained a bargaining"advantage. By way of example,

suppose !p4t management khows that it cd'h get a wage settlement for 8

percent, but the union is bluffing for 10 percent. If manigement is

correct, it should be able to get a settlement for a percent; whereas,

if management has,no idea of what the employees will settle for; it is

much more subject to the power of the union at the bargaining table.

The author has experienced numerous occasions when he kneW mOre of

what ttle employees were,actually asking for than the union spokesman.

For example, in one s'ktyatiOn that can be recalled, the union had

proposed that employeeslie given copies' of all materials placed in

their personnel jackets after a given date. With the assistance of

the personnel director, I was convinced that'the vast majority of

employees did not want this information and those who oirid would not

hold out for this demand When it actually came to contract ratifica-

tion. The union spokesman,? however, who was not well-info , worked

himself into a rather rigid positi8n and persevered. As it turned out,

2

we were correct and the issife was finally dropped altogether. However,

unbeknownst to the-union, management would have been willing to settle

for allowing employees to view their folders upon reasonable request.

ft

2. PoweT-baliinces change

,The PoWer balance between the negotiating parties is-not fixed

permanently,. As circumstance'S chan§e in the public agency, and as the

markdtplace%changes, the relative power of the negotiating parties cal

change. ManageMent.should never a'ssume that just because it backed the

union down on4ode occasion and got a favorable contract, that manage-

ment will have the sime experiencelorever after. The power,of the
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employer, is'based upon a nuthk er of factors, and the power of the union

is based upoy number of factors. For example, a political change In

the goyerntng *6dy of the agency can char-113e the power df the employers.

Similarly, a change in the chieespokesman of the union can change the
4

power of the union.

0

3: Powei- it :the, wiihnigness to take

ri*s--especially,if you win

There is a Orect Ilelationship between risk-taking and achieyement.

e of themajor problems of society generafly, in the view f the

auth that citizens have turned to government as a protector

agains )risks. In ordef- to'prbteCt the rieople against risk's, the

: governme t, at all levels,'has taken accourtabi ty,away'fQm the

individual citizen and placed it on "society." As this proces's sOreads,

there is le s chance (and need) to'take risks. As fewer risk are
,

taken, 'progr ss slows.

./

If /the gotiator is to achieve his negotiations objectives, he
7

must be/willing to take some risks. The negotiator must be willing tot

,make an offer or a counter-offer which might be more than was ecessary,

or the offer might be insOfficient to satisfy the opponent. Since the
2

A
whole process of negotiations involves two partles searching for the,

unknown (the final contract), every offer is made with n certin knowl-

edge as to the impact that,it will have on the opposing team and the

*
'ft..

linal outcome of negotiations\ An unwillingn8s io take any-risks

'

^simply makes negbtiationi

The very fundamental requireMent Of good faith bargaining demands

that risks be taiken.:Abother fundamental requireMent Of Ali 'labor
.

, t '
negotiations is that the parties Mdst meet at reasonable times and

6 \ .-. . .
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places to discuss negotiable matters in an effort to reach an agreement.

True, there is no collective bargaining,,law that legally requires that

either party make a concession. Implicit in all bargainin6 laws, how-

ever, is the expectat.ion that without concessions there can be no.

negotiations.'

4 Power need nbt be applied
to be effective

As stated elsewhere in this book, the threat of a strike can be

more effeCtive than the strike itseFf. Similarly, the threat to use

power can sometimes be more effective than the actual use of the power.

The threat to use power need not be blatant. As a matter of fact, a

blatant threat to use power. may force the opponent to take the action

,you are trying to stop. In man'y situations, therefore, a subtle and

implied threat-to u'se power may be-more effective than the obtrusive

`Mb

threat.

The best rule to follow in the use of power is not to use power

sunless it is n sary. Every employer know's that a union is capable ,

under the right conditions of carrying out a labor strike. Except

under extreme conditions, there is no need for the union to state its

power, to threaten to, use this power, or to actually usb the power.

BA the same token, every imployee od union recognizes the broad power.

of management to direct th.e workforce. There is no need for management

to remind the union of who'the boss is, or to thteaten to punish

employees.

.4 V
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The unions have their-power and public employers have their power,

but both have definite limits to their powers. The power of the union

to cause management to do aS the union wishes is limited. For example,

a union of nurses in a public hospital cannot -generate sufficient

power to select which physicians shall serve on the staff of the hos-

el

pital. Similarly,4the hospital management cannot eperate enough power

to make nurses regularly perform the Work of orderlies. The point being.

. made here is t,at each party is limited in its power to cause the other

to take a ciesired acstion. Knowing what is the opponent's power limit

-

is power. By knowir) the power of the union, management can avoid

making excessive concessions through miscalculatiOn or under the stress

unfoalded fear.

6. Power is persistence

When the union refuses to withdraw.a demand,4or to modify it, and

-

persists in its position, management is likely to search for some way

to satisfy the union. By, the same token, management's persistent

rejection of a union demand will usually cause the Union to gradually

modify its position. Interestingly, when.persistence is practiced by

the union, management calls-the union intransigent and pig-headed;

whereas, when management pra.ct.ices persistence, management views it-

.

self as a righteous.protector of the taxpayer. Nevertheless, the fact

T
IS that persistence at,the bargaining.table is another, effective form

of power.

44
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7. Power is power perceived

As stated earlier, power is the ability to cause someone to take

action you wan . When one takes action as the result of implied or

threatened use of power, the action is taken,based upon perce)ved

power arid not-necesserily actdal power. Perceived power is a point on

a'aintinuum between doubt and certainty. The negotiator views the

opponent and draws a conclusion which likely overestimates or under-

estimates the power of the opponent. -Furthermore, power is determined

by how one's will to use power is perceived. Everybody knows that an

employer possesses broad powers to make employees do things they may not

wish.to do. The effectiveness of the power of the employer is soNw4t*

determined by the employees' opinion of the will of the employer to use

its power to mist employees to take actions disa9reeable to them.

The significant challenge in perceived power is how to create the'

image of real power, even though it ma.'y not be present. By following

the many suggestions in this 'book, as well as those in Bargaining

Tactics, the negotiator will automatically enhance his perceived power.

8. Power is limitad by the
4 opponent's resistance .

In theory, a governing body of a government agency has the power

to direct the work force (within the limits of law and the laboT

coaract). However, that theory is only as sound as the reasonbleness

of the employer and the resistance of the union. In theory, a city .

council may have the authority tC require that aIl employees live

within the city, !Jut it may lack the power to enforce such a require-

ment if the.union and the qmployees sufficiently resist it. In this

.instance, the city's power is determined by the ability of the union

to resist.
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This rule is applicable to labor relations generally. The success-

ful use of power is influenced by the reksonableriess of the use of

power ahd the ability of the union to resist that use,of power.

-0

9: The use of power
entails risks

The whole process of negotiations involves a search for the

unkhown--the unknown being the'final labor contract.' Each move by ,

each party is made without knowing what impact that move will have on

the opponent or%the outcome of the final cohtract. Each offer that is

made involves the use of words, and words contain a host of meanings

an interpretations. As a matter of fact, the labor contract itself is
*

.

a risk. After all, a labor contract is written to be applied to the.
.,

future, and no one can predict the tutUre. There is no accurate way to

anticipate how a labor contract written at one poipt in time will be

applied under changed ci,rcumstances tWo or\three years laler.

1

For example, if the Cost of Living Index increased last year by .'

10 percent, how does one write a labor contract to cover salaries in
t

the future? Will the Index go up or down? No matter what salary is'

agreed to, there is,a risk for both.parties. But, a salary must be

decided upon. There is no choice about that. This same principle is
.,

applicable to some degree to all items being negotiated at the

))argaining,table. If'a negotiator is unwilling to take risks, there

will llkely be no labor contract.

\ .

.... (

10. Power is in symbOls

The g'avel, the sheriff's badge', the judge's robe, military rank

tjtlesf all have one commonality--they are symbols of power. The

: 279
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gavel, the badge, the robe, and the title have no intrinsic power.
,

They are-all symbolic of power. As we discussed earlier in this

chapter, power is power perceived; therefore, anything that can enhancg

perceived power through the use of symbols is to the advantage of the

negotiator..

Here are some ways to convey the impression of power, authority,
.

x
and respect:

a. Proper business attire can create a certain air of authority

and power. Although the negotiator shou.ld avoid over-

dressing, he should certainly avoid careless dress and

clothes which are distracting.

b. The title and rank of the negotiator can be a factor in the

perception of power. "Assistant to the Mayor" is more indica-
.

t'

N

tive of power than "Coordinator of Emp,loyee Relations."
1

Associate Sdperintendent" is more impressive than "Supervisor."
t

>

Related to the person's title is the location of the position
. ...--

on the agency's organizational chart. A negotiator who

..

, reports directly to the.goveming body or the,chief executive

probably has more power than a negotiator who reports to the

.;
personnel director.

c. A large well-furnished office implies more power than a small
, \

ill-furnished office. An office next to the chief executivels

office is more impressive than an office in the basement. An

office with a private bathroom conveys more vower.than one

,

which shares a bathroom with rank-and-file employees.
,

41
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d. If a negotiator has a reputation for being able to exercise

power effectively, that alone will do more good for the nego-

tiator's power image than anything else. The way one develops

such a reputation is to follow the,advice given in this book,

aS well as the advice contained in Bargaining Tactics.

11. Power is relative

'Power is only as strong as its ability to induce 'tlie opponent to

take the action which you desire to be taken. An average negotiator
4

dealing with a weak negotiator is a strong negotiator. On the other

_hand, an average neltiator dealing with a strong negotiator is a weak

negotiator. Therefore, when inventorying one's power arsenal, it must

be evaluated in terms of the opponent's power base.

12. Power is the ability to inflict .c
pain and to withhold rewards

Although neither party at the bargaining table should attempt to

seek benefits through hurting the other, the reality of negotiaticins

is th4 harmf4T-*ts do occasionally take place in the name of
2

"justice." But just as power is the ability to cause discomfort to

an opponent% so is the ability to withhold pleasure and reward an

expreSsion of power. Remember how your allowance was withheld when

you didn't behave as a child? To a child, such a withholding is a

c sign of parental power.

The union has little to give its members in contrast-to manage-

ment's power to give. The union cannot pay the employees; the union
4 t

cannot give employees a holiday, and the union canTibt promote employees.

Only management can IL-ovide these reWards, and the refusal, to grant
:
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such rewards is a clear exercise of power. So every time you refuse to

grant a benefit requested by the union, You are exercising your power.

13. Power is knowledge

Not.only should the effective negotiator be an expert technician,

ideally he should be knowledgeable both generally and specifically-in

the subjects under negotiations. To gain such knowledge, the negotiator

should engage in in-service training related to negotiations. -He

should be a student in his field of labor relations, and he should en-

gage in a wide range of readings when possible.

14. Power is in aspiration

Negotiators who have Ugh aspirations in negotiatiOns achive more

than those who have low asOirations. Thi's has-Ieen proven in a number

of experiments. A union fhat aspires to a 5 percent salary increase

will not get 6 percent. If that same union would aspire to get 10 per-,

cent, it might get 6 percent.
4

A management gegotiator AlOoltas no goals in negotiatiorA but

. .

slyly to respond to the union's, demands is a negotiator headed for

odefeat. On the other h,and, a-management negotiator who says.:

. a. I will 1,ettle for no more than percentage salary

increase."

b. "I will npt allow any decrease in the amount and quality of

work performed by the workforce."

c. "I will get a good day's work for a good day's. wage."

d. "I wilt not deprive the management team of its right to

direct tpe workforce.9

is a negotiator who likely,will be successful,

22
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15. Power is being legal

Wheb we 'hear the statement: "The law is on my side," we instinc-

tively know we have all but lost the argument. When. a negotiator is

able to show that the law backs a position which he has taken, he has

power on his-side. HOweve'rr,/f illegality is given as the reason for

rejecting a proposal, the negotiatoi- should be certain that his posi-
.

tion is correct; otherwise, there would be a moral obligation to

accept the proposal, unless reasons,other than illegality were given.

16. , Power is being moral

Citizens generally recognize fair play and when they,see a city

council or school board trying to stop an irresponsthle act Ofthe-

union, the support (that i, powe'r) of the citi,zens is shifted tb the

governing body, because that-i-s where tfle,morality is. When-either,.

6

party takes an immoral stand, that party erodes.,its own'power and

strengthens the power of the other. ,When poliemen "speeci.up" thaffic

ticket writing,,and yhen schooPi .teachers deprive children of their

edilation by illegal job actions, the power balance shifts to t

employer. Therefore,.negotiators skpuldealways try tb occupy amoral

h
4'position, or atleast be perceived in such a position.

In conclusibn, have,you assessed,your power as a negotiator? Yob

r
Orobably have more power than ,y.ou realize. Ha"ve you assessed the

power'Of,yoor opponent? Is your assessment accurate? If in.dou0t,

' overestimate'

I.

a
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XIX. 'HO TO'HANDLE FISHBOWL BARGAINING

Beginning in 1974 with the Texas Firefighters Bargaining Law,
1

several states (e.g., Minnesota, Florida, Kansas, and Tennessee) -

adopted laws requirin9 "sunshine" bargaining, that is; bargaining in

the public. Several other states, also enacbed milder forms of "fish-

, bowl" bargaining.(e.g., California, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Maine) which

requires that Apiti'al bargaining proposals be submitted at a public

4meeting. The continued trend for "law in the sunshine" 'Continues to

put pressure on legislatures to require that, bargaining take place in

s
-

the view of tfre public.

Based'upon the author's ownexperience, research; and observation,

.

there Sppear to be few advanta to bargaining 6 the public, and

many,disdvapitages.''Squie of the advantages are:.

1. The presence,of the public at bargaining sessionsscan, in some

instAces, cause the union to be more reasonable in Its-, '

demands, unless the audience is stacked with otheT public ,

emOloyees.
'

,2. The presence of the public,at bargaining sessions might create :

understanding of the 'agency's problems and hence strengthen

- public suppol-t. On the other liand, however, the public
'd;

4
might be offended by what it sees and hears at public

ba,rgaining sessions, thus undermin.ing public support^.

4.

Texas Statutes, 35, Article 5154c-1, Title 83, Sec. 71t).
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3. Under the economic conditions of,the 1980s, the public seems

less supportive.of unions than was the case in the preiious

'decade. Therefore, the unions may have a public relations

problem et public bargaining sessions.

Among.the disadvantages of fishbowl bargaining are:,

- 1. Members cif the.governfng body'cannot'confer in private in
,

order to set bargaining guidelines and limits, thus revealing

important information to the opposition. This can be over-

come, however, in several ways: #

vn

a. Membei% from the-gOverning body can be polled individually

ton an informal and private basis. , In this way only the

negotiator is privy to all views of the governing body.

b. The governim body csIn give broad general guidelines to

the negotiator, and'trust that a proper job will .be done.

As stated at the outset, the sunshine laws vary from state to

state, so one must be careful of deawing too many generalities

about bargaining in the sunshine. For eXample, in Frbrida

original instructions from the governing body may be given

in private.,

2. The union will play to the public. This Constant performing

to an ,audience detracts from productive bargaining in several

ways:

pd.

a. Special publtc interest groups are brought intgibargaining.

b. The,proper importance of items.is bnbalanced.

c. The parties are forced to concentrate on "good press,"

rather than good hegotiations.

4
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3. Public bargaining requires more time than private bargaining,

thus increasing the likelihood that tensions will escalate.

4. Bargaining in the public arena inevitably gets amateurs into

the acts who simply complicate the'process and help no one.

5. Usually those members of the public who'do attend and,try to

get involved in bargaining do not maintain their interest,

bui go On to ather hobbies and avocations after they tire of

their fling with collective bargaining.

6. Only special interest groups come forward at bargaining

sessions. After all, there is no one "public," There are

onry individual citizens and groups of cpzens' which share

one common interest. These ind-rviduals aq1z1 individual groups

do not represent the public. They represent only their own

interests'and,views.

7. Those citizens whoattend bargacning sessions are not

accoontabl to the Public. T eir involvement carries with it

no burden for actioni taken. Those whO are unaccountable far

actions taken can affoi'd the luxury of irr4esponsibflity.

8. With an audience present there are witnesses to all that is

said, making changes in.positions difficult. As a result,

public bargaining has a tendency to chill real bargaining

,andsharm sincere explorations for solutions to problems.

9. Playing to ,ah audience has a tendency.to polahze the parties

and highlight the adversary nature. Each party has a

,tendency ta try to make itself an angel by making the other

appear to bre a devil.

2S6
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10. Usually union members outnumber the citizens at public

bargaining meetings, thus creating a hostile atmosphere for

negotiations.

11. Collective bargaining does not show the best size of either

government services or union operations Therefore, fishbowl

bargaining can create a pubfic relations problem for both

jorties.

12. The "public" that attends bargaining sessions does not view

either the union or the employer as responsible representa-
.

tives of the "public," thus underminin6 the official repre:

sentatives of the public. This raises two very interesting

tques"tions:

a, Just who is the "public'"? and

b. Just what i for the "publi,c"?

13. Open bargaining f rces the legitimate negotiating parties to

engage in subterfuge in order to get their job done. In

other words, the sunshine bargaining law can be a mockery, in

that the public thinks that It is viewing'the entire process

of negotiations, when in fact the real negotiations may be

taking place_through other channels.

For obvious and'understandable reasons, public school -districts,

particularly those in Florida, have had.the most experience with fish-

bowl bargainin9. At this point in time,,despite many years of

experience, reports from that state are somewliat mixed. Irrespective

of otfiers' experiences, however, a'nd for tIle many re.aons discussed in

1

'this section, th-e author is of the opinion that private bargaining is

preferable to fishbowi bargairiing..

2S 7



XX. HOW TO COk WITH STR.IKES

War is a form of negotiations, but negotiations is not necessarily

warfare. Labor negofiations need not involve inflicting pain and dis-

comfort, or the threat thereof; but, unfortunately, such conditions are

sometimes present in labor relatfons. Under-ideal circumstances-,
4. .

collective bargaining is a process of exchanging proposals and counter-

proposals in order to arrive atI'mutually,productive solutions on

salaries, benefits, and wefking 'conditions: Collective bargaining in

the public seCtor shoul not be a process whereby one party inflicts

inconvenience on.the oth in order to obtain something. For example, ,

drawbridge operators of New York City once leftdrawbridges open in

order to bring about a 'concesion f the city at the bargaining 'table.

This irresponsible act notonly used orce to exact money from the 'city,

but caused incon;/enience'and damage tb the innocent citizens.

Collective bargaining in the pikivate sectbr, as practiced today,

was devised politically as'a meansiby which employees could band

together under the protection of law to engage in collective power

activities to onain ber4fits which might otherwise not be made avail,

able tO them: Although this approach to providirig for worker welfare

is of questionable value in the private sector, it is even more

,questionable in the public sector. At least in the private sector,

management has number of options to defend 'itself against the poly

1

of a union backed byjederal law. But in the

.278
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sector, management
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is less able to respond effectively to the organized strength of public

employees.

The mSjor flaW in public sector bargaining today is that it is

modeled after 'the industrial model of the private sector. The public

and private sectors are significantly different with regard to labor-

management relations. These differences are discussed in detail in the

book, Bargaining Tactics. As a consequence of these differences, the

same collective bargaining model should not be used in both sectors.

One unfortunate characteristic of public sector collective

bargaining, as transferred from the private sector, is the use of

confrutation tactics. Such tactics are designed to .use fear as a

means of inducing management to;pke concessionswhich it would not

otherwise make. The use of threats, and acts-of hostilities, rces .

government agencies to take actions whidh likely are not in the best

interests of the public which the government agency serves.

The purpose of hostile acts is to cause the employer or its agents

to make concessions on unidn demands at the bargainihe table--which the

employer would likely not make.if not faced with such hos'tile acts.

This is important to remymber, because if concessions are made under

.41 such conditions, then the union is taught that such tactics do deliver

benefits. Keep in mind, ,however, that some hostile acts on the part of

the union may be justified. In such cases, the employer may find

itself under considerable pressure to capitulate to union demands.

However, if the employer has taken a reasonable and fair position,
/.

there should be no capitulation to violence or the threat(of violence.

2S9
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Another important point to remember about pressure tactics is

this: The threat of adverse actiOn is often more effettive than the

agiverseactiohitself.InICH.Hutt's book, The Strike-Threat System

(New Rochelle, N.Y.: Arlington House,-1975, p. Nii), the author states:

"One'of this bOok's conclusions is that fear of strikes inflicts far

greater damage on the economic system than attual strikes." And in the

conclusion of his book. (p. 282), he states:

The broad conclusion orthe analysis presented above is self-,
evident and hardly)needs reiteration. The strike-threat system
is,an intolerable abuse of economic freedom. The strike is a( type

of warfare under which privileged groups can gain at the expense ,

of the unprivileged. The system provicips no acceptable shield

against monopolistic exploitation. In/a year in which it has
become an accepted institution, wage rates imposed through it
cannot transfer income from investors in general to workers in
general; nor can it redistribute income from the rich in general

to the poorin general. On the other hand, it can,and has
greatly'reduced the community's aggregate income wherever it has

been tolerated. Hence, betause'it has failed to rajse-labor's
proportion, it must have materially reduced the absolute aggre-

gate wages flow. MoreoVer, it has rendered the distribution of
the wages flow more unequal--a regressive consequence which is y
aggravated because labor costs enhanced.thrOugh duress exploit
all the people in their consumer capacity and harm the poor

differentially.

Of all the hostile acts which a union can take, the labor strike

s viewed by the union and managementas the most extreme. A labor

strike in the public sector is particularly damaging because of the

monopolistic qture of goyernmental ser,Oces. In:the competitive

priv'ate sector monopolies are' not permitted. No one company as

exclusive control,over a market. If the National Bakery Company

employees go on strilce and the company is unable to produce.l.for its

customers, the General Baking Company will easily take care of customerss

who normally buy from National. 'However, when tile teacbers Strike and

the schools are forced to close, there is no place else for the children

to go because there is no other public education company in town.

2) A
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4 , Strikes do occur in government service. 4dthough prior to 1965

such events were almost unheard of, the riumbet: orpriblic employee

strikes steadily increased from that year until the total number Of

strikes fifteen years later reached about 600: And the strikes were
-00

,not restricted to only one geographic area. They were distributed

-"throughout 'the UnitedStates. Since strikes da take place the

public sector, any public agency Oaling with a union should consider

the possibility that a strike could occur and prepare acCordingly. 'In

other words, any government Xgency engaged in collect.ive bargaining

with an employee unton'should have a strike plan.

The advantages of a strike plan aro several:

1. A strike plan provides a strategy to weather,a strike;

therefore, the use of fear df a strike by tile union is sub.-

,stantiallY reduced and management can act witp more confi-

dence at die bargaining table.

2. A strike plan provides a.strategy to keep the government

agency opecating and providing needed services 6 the public--'

which has right to expect such services.

3. The presence of a strike plan is a clear signal to the union
, .

that the agency will not be intimidated by a strike or the-'

threat of a- strike. .

,

A. Many Strikes Unnecessar

4°/ The author has made a studyfof public employ4strikes for nany
.0"

years and has concluded that the majority of these strikes could hame

been avolided had management been more enlightened in its total labor

relations uogram, as well as more skillfuf at the bargaining table.

2 91
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Trpe, there have been some stri,k6S
0
which would likely have oecurred

despite.reasonable concessions and good,faith bargaining by management,

but such strike have been in the minority. In the opinion6of the

author, then, most strikes could have been avoided had the'employer

and its negotiatjng team been more expert in their labor relations

roles.

Strikes are seldom caused by -one faCtor. Usually there is a

,combination of reasons for public employees resorting to a concole

withdrawal of their services. 'Following is an exhaustive list of the
, A

causes of strikes in government services. By knowing in advance what

are the major causes ,of strikes, the employer should be able.to take

steps in many instances to avoid such strikes.'

1. Ailure of the governing lom1y

to offer a salary acceptable
tothe,union

One of the most common issues present,during a strike is a dispute

over wages. Although there is a point, below which a unix will not

acceidt a salary offer, mosi unions will acCept less than they planned

on if management has bargained in good faith and explained its case'

well.

2. The appropriating body fails
to fund a negotiated agreement

There have been a number of strikes precipitated by failuls of the

appropriating body for the agency to appropriate funds sufficient to

fu d the salary agreed to at the bargaining table. To avoidsthis

unfohunate situation, this rule should be adhered to: Don't promise

292
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'wtat you can't deliver, and deliver what you promise. Where the union
. .

negotiates'wttta,governing body.that is also the appropriating (tax

levyin0 authority, thei-e is seldoM any excuse,f4r the violatioh of

this rule.- Even when the union,is. negotiating with a fiscally depend-1

.

.

ent body (e.g.", a school board), while there may be sdome excuse in

failing to obtain sufficient Money to Sod the.4greement, in most casses

through careful coOrdination with the appropriating body.there should
4

be 'adequate funds availab)e:

V..
3. Reprisal by management 4

In a few in'stances management has attempted Id retaliate agasinst

tOé union for actions taken by the union which the employer found di's-

agreeable. When such retaliations are detected by the Onion they cah ,

become a rallyihg cry for the union and its members. Certainly,

1_
retaliations have no place'in sound labor relations.

'\/

4. Incorrect and inflamffiatory
informatim distributo .

, , .4
' . employees`by the.union li

4
Occasionally, in its zeal to rally the employees, the union may ,

. . .

overstate its case against the employer and so radicali,ze the union

:Members that a striice becomes unavoidable. Although there is no

guaranteed.solution to such tactics; direct communiCatiohs ftom manage-

,

ment to the.emplOyees is neCessary in this type of si-tuation. In such .

casesi only face to face communications between employees and the .

employer will dispell any misinformation.

9 3
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.5.' Management takes adverse action
. against the ynion leaders .

. 1
,

. In a numbkof strikes it appears that management sought out one'

,

,orsiore union leaders in order to frighten the.union or
,

to set an
,

example for other employees. Such actions are highly offensive to the
I

union members and should .be-avoided at a1,1 costs.
.

4

.

1 i

,

,

u

6. Reduction in force in a manner 6

unacceplable to. the union 1

The dismissal'of employees due to a reduction in f.orcesiRIP) Ts a

,

.. very serious matter to those dismissed and a real threat to those who

remain. So much so that such RIFs carried.out in an arbitrary manner
. .

have been the cause of strike. To minieize the likelihood of a

strike due to RIF, the employer should negotiate a mutual)y agreeable

. .,
RIV provis.ion, or in' the.ebsence of a collecive bargajning relAtion-

.

ship, adopt a fair R.IF policy after soliciting suggestions from'
. .

employees and their representdtives.

7. Bargaining in bad faith._
--.-,

Good faith. bargaining 'general ly entails the. willingness of both

parties to meet at mutually agreeable timeS and places in order to
,

,
. i . --i

exchange proposals and counterproposals in a sincere effort to reach a /

,

,

./

.

t

written agreement on specified is.ues; normall es: behefits, and
.#.

working.condit4ons. Although goad faith strongly imPlies that con-
e .

Cessions are necessary--in fact, there is no law which requires that

. ..

either party make a,concession. Any act which deviates from the
,

...,'.

definition of good faith bargaining is Likely to be badfaith bargain-

. .

ing and may be considered an unfair labor practice by the union. For

294
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A

more on this subject,see the section pertaining to unfair.labor

practices.. r t N

Unions universally regard the 'right to engage in co llective

bargaining as their number one priority. Any effort by management to

undermine this preciolis right by engaging iNbad faith bargaining

Mvill inevitablj/ iricur the wrath of the union. 'In a number of public

strike situations,the manner.in which'the employer approached the nego-
,

tiations process was the real issue; got wages, or benefits, or working .

conditions.

In light of th9 experiences in the larivate sector during the first'

decade of bargaining under federal law, the attitude of public unions

,
.

. try toward bad faith bargaining is not .surprising. During the early
p.,

' yearA of collectiVe bargaining 'in the private sector, 'Most of the

strikes were over organizational issues and proc ural.matters7-often

involving allegations by the unions tha p eyers were not engaging
. .

in proper bargaining procedures. .

8. Employer is, given incorrect'
reports o'n the tatus of
negotiations

r Just as the union will $errimes incorrectlyjnform its member-
Y

o .

,ship of the.status Df negotiations, so will' the menagement,thm some-
\

times misguide the goVerning body as to that status. In most instances
.

. .

. ,

A such misguidance takes the formtf eScagggrating the implications of fhe

union'saemands aa tailing to reassune thek governing body that an
-

'agreement can eventuaily be reached by'good falp bargaining on both

side?. ,Given such a prejudicial report, a governing body.can be easily

led to overreacting to the unioh and into taking such a tough reactionary

29
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position tharreasonable compromises cannot be made to the union. And,

without any movement from management, the union may be forced to take

drastic a4ions,away fi-om the.bargaining table.

9. iNcl hominem conflicts between
the negotiators for both sides

7

There have been a feW instances where the relationship between the

two chief spokesmen was so acrimonious that productive negotiations

became impossible. The author has known of a few cases where the nego-

tiator for management was so inept and obnoxious, that the union had4p

ready-made excuse to take any action necessary in order to circumvent /

management's_negotiator. Naturally, unions, too, sometimes produce an

obstreperous spokesp.erscm.

/ When it is certain that the source of the problem istthe chief

'negotiator, the person iad be removed, but in a manner so as not to

underMine the concept of exclusive spokesperson. That means that there

musibe some unrelated reason for changing spokespersons.

10. Intransiqence on the part e
,

of either party )
. ,

.
,

. t
,

.

If negotiation's are to lead to an agreement, there must be con-
, .

\ .

'.1.

\

\

ce6sions made by both parties. Unfortunately, occa§ions do arise when

one or both, parties, refuse to make reasonable concessions, resulting in

a breaking off of negotiations. Sych breaking off of negotiations can

be one,of the first signals of an impending strike, 'and the employer of

the negotiator should be alert to any unr asonable "stonewalltng" on

4

thmpart of its negotiator. When there it a stalemate in/negotiatiOns,

each party should look first at its own behavion in an attempt to

determine,if any actions can be taken to reopen the flow of agreement's,.
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For morq o,r how to break a temporary iwpasse, see the section'on Aow to

break temporary deadlocks.

e

11,1t Too many demands to be
dealt with reasonably

,

Some state and'national public employee 'unions haye "master

contracts" which are used to assist local unions in their efforts to

start bargaining fon the first time. This mast& conti^ad't is a compre-,

_hensive labOr contract which the parent union considers to be ideal,
4, O'

and is usually quite'long, containing several hundred,indjvidual issues.

On can well imagine the problem at the initial opening of negotiations

on a first contract 'of being i'acir with the presentation of several
r

hunOred demands. And this is exactly what has happened in hundreds o(

governmental jurisdictlions throughout the nation,and contiques to

happen today as school districts) and municiftlities enter into labor

negotiations fon the first time: 4

' In some situations the presentatiM of several hundred demands

has simply overwhelmed both.parties, making an agreemepralmost

iwpossible. When faced vith the cmpossib'ility of an agredient, the

likelihood of a .strike* is increased significantly. Wh4etonfronted

wih asmaster contract, both negotiators must useotheir utmost skill to

rid the table of Ridding and to focus attention-on the important issues.

How to do this is the subject of this book, as well as Bargaining
1

Tactics, .

v
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12. Failure to give proper
recognition to the union\

As explained earlier, most of the strikes in the earl), days of

coActive ba'rgaining in the private settor were Caused by the failure

of employers to give proper relicognitiop to unions. To this day, one

of the most offensive acts whkh an'employer can take is refusal to

recognize a union, particularly if it has won a representation elec-
. .

tion. But, even thOugh representation strikes are the most common

result of fa.ilure to recognize a union, some strikes have occurred

even after the union has been recognized by the employer. The most

frequerit cause of such strikes bejng *the failure of the employer to

work with 6e union as the exclusive representative of the workforce;

in other words, bypassing the union and dealing directly with employees

on negotiable mat.grs.

13: Negotiations in public

Xs discussed elsewher in this book; a number of ftates have some

form.of "sunsi" bargaining. Although there are no final and defihi-

tive conclusions at this time as to the overall impact of "fishbowl"

bargaining on the operation'of government, the author is of the Os"Pinion

that bargaining in the Oublic is not in the bestointerests of either

the union or the government agency. Reasons for this opinion are

explained in the secfion on bargaining in the public.

Simply stated, bargajning in the public can make compromjse for
e

either party more difficult than if they were bargaining in private.

furthermore, the parties are tempted to .play to an aqience, or the

press, and make statements which may be difficult to retra,pt because of

the presence of so manY witnesses. Whereas in private bargaining
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sessions, positions can be easily retreated from. 'Also, public

bargaining sessions can crleate strong antagonisms between the parties

due to embarrassment in front of an audience. .Under.the worst condi-

fly

tions, the parties can Work themselves into a relationship so hostile

that negotiations break down, thus laying the groundwork for a strike.

14. Insufficient time for
negotiations

i

Under normal conditions, negotiations on an entire Antract shottld

allow sufficient time for negotiations, sufficient time to resolve an
4

1
4

impasse if an agreement is not reached,,and sufficient time to ratify
, _

the agreement--all before the agency budget is adopted. Should

insufficient time be allowed for the full process of negotiations, and

should the employer take unilateral actidh,on matters under negotia-

tions, the possibility of a strike is increased. Therefore, every

effort should be made to allow an appropriate length of time to permit

negotiations to succeed. .

15. Lack of binding arbitration
of grievances

%

During the earley stages of collective bargaining in the private

,

sector; many labor contracts did not contain a provision for resolving
)

. 4

disputes over the application and interpretation of the labor contract.

_....

,Consequently, a number of strikes in those days occurred during the
, 4 )

life of the labor contract over an allegation that maygement was not

implementinp the ,labor co
,

public sector ove the.ab

not been nearly as great

4

tract properly. The numberof strikes in thg

ence of binding arbitration of grievances has

s that in the private sector. However, there
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have been some public employee strikes dut.fhe absence of binding

arbitration of grievances And allegations of the union that management

Oas not implementing the labor contract correttly.

The fact that some strikes have'been caused by the absence Of

binding arbitration of grievances is not to suggest necessarily that

all labor contracts in the public sector contain such a.provision.

Whether or not Arbitraion is contained in a labor contract is a matter

of law and negotiations between the parties.

16. Sacking either side into

a corner

The purpos$ of labor negotiations is to eeach an agreement between

labor and management; therefore, any act which interferes with that

objective should be avoided. When the opponent is placed in ffposition

where there is no escape, problems can arise for both parties.

By way of a.simple'example, let us suppose that mana6ement gives

an ultimatuleto the union that negotiations sessions will take place

only in the office of the chief executNe': Aside from the fact that

'such an ultimtum.is an unfair labor practice in most instarices, the

union, given such an ultimatum, has been backed ibto a corner. Manage-

,' ment, too, has put itself in an untenable position by making such an

ill-advised demand. As a result, both parties'C uld find themselves

at loggerheads. Should such a dekllock persist, sooner or Iateryle

union will turn to other means to open negotiati ns.

In this hypothetical case, both parties have an unnecessary problem

caused by an incompetent negotiator. An experienced negotiator must

always couch his proposals and responses in a manner which allows some

escape for the opponent. I hypothetical case cited, the management

30L)
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negotiator should have made a propos'al to meet in the chief executive's

office and then proceeded to negotiate an agreement on that issue.

-Naturally, the management negotiator should include in his negotiations

plan the possibility of paying a pri-ce for a demand which is.basically

4,distasfeful to the union.

17. Dispute over the scope
of negotiations

Thert is probably no issue in public sector bargaining (pgrticu-

larly among public school teacher's) which causes more deadlocks than

differences over what is negotiable. Since the topic of the scope of

otiations has been discussed thoroughly elsewhere in this book, no

further cOmment need be made here, except to reterate that management

must be prepared to defend its position if it refuses to bargain on a

given issue.

18. Excessive generosity in the
-first agreement

In hundreds of cases where public agencies negotiated for the

first time, very comprehensive and generous contracts were granted.

There were many reasons for such erroneous actions--inexperience, fear,

poor advice, etc. But whatever the reason, such agreements left little

room for futUre concessions by management. Furthermore, by grantS g

over-generous contracts, unions were given the impression th similar

concessions would be the norm of the future. As a consequence, in

successive negotiations unions often had high expectations to receive,

while management had low expectations to give. Such a drastic incon-

gruency in expectations can create so many unresolved disputes that a

strike becomes the only acceptable way to resolve the impasse.

3 u
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The message here is don't give away anymore than is reasonably

necessary to reach an agreement add to achieve acceptable relations

with the union and the employees..'

19. Removal of benefits won .

through bargaining
,

As a general rule, once a benefit appears in the labor contract,
,

it is, there permanently and any attempt to remove it unilaterally or

through negotiations will be met with understandably stiff esistance

from the union. Unions view the removal of hard-won benefits as a

dare to strike--a dare they are likely to accept.

If the removal of benefits is necessary, however, the best way to

proceed is to follow the process of "retrieval bargaining," a difficult

procedure of removing through negotiations that wirich was earned

through negotiations. For more information on how to carry out ,

,

retrieval bargaining,'refer to "Retrieval Bargaining" by the author.

i

..

20. Incarceration of union officials

In numerous illegal public employ6e strikes a strike has been

exacerbated orprolonged by the imprisonment of union leaders. Invari-

ably the result of such unitive action is that the union leaders
,

become martyrs. This statement, however, does not mean that union

leaders should never be placed in jail for leading an illegal strike.

The action to be eaken in the event of an illegal strike is determined

by the cir.cumstances su'rrounding the strike. I'n some cases, imprison-

ment of,the strike leaders is a proper response. In other cases, such

a response would be unwise.

31)0
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21. Injunctions against union actions

In many cases where a union is on the verge of taking illegal

strike actions, the employer will seek and obtain an injunction requir-

Ang that the union cease and desist. In some cases, the union viewS.

such action as a challenge to the union's power and responds with a

withdrawal of services or an escalation in other militant actions.

There is no one answer as to whether or not an injunction should be

sought in all cases of threatened strikes or actual strikes, since

each case is different and requires special handling.

In mOst cases, however, where an injunction could be used, it does

6

not resolve the underlying problem. Thderlying problem 'usually is

best resolved through negotiation. Furthermore, in the view of the

author, many situations requiring an injunction are the result of a

poor overall labor relations program.

22. Incompetent negotiators

If there is any one major cause of strikes, it is incompetent

negotiators. Most strikes in the public sector have taken place where

there was an inexperienced negotiator involved. Frankly, if both

management and the union have competent and professional spokes-

persons, there seldom is any excuse for a strike. Thereftre, both

parties should give the highest priority to'the selection of a skilled

negotiator.

23. Failure to ratify the contract

One of the worst experiences that a negotiator can have is for his

employer to reject a proposed contract tentatively agreed to at the

bargaining table. Such a rejection is viewed by the union as a supreme
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act of bad faith and grounds to take sIrong aggressive actions. If both

management and the union have taken reasonable positions, and if both

parties are represented by competent negotiators, the ratification of

tentative agreements should be routine. However, not all negotiations

are conducted in a reasonable manner and proposed contracts are some-
,

times rejected. Unless management is wllling to compromise its posi-

tion and make an alternative offer acceptable to the union, conditions

for a possible strike can be created. Therefore, both parties should

work out their internal relationships to assure that a proposed

contract is ratified.

23. Untion busting tactics
,. by management

Some employers do not want to deal with an employee union regard-

less of any collective bargaining law and will take extreme actions to

neutralize the union. Such tactics include:

a. intimidating union leaders

b. discrimination cgainst union members

c. bypassing the union

d. contracting out

e. other similar actions

In cases where collective bargaining is protected by law, such

anti-union tactics can mean warfare. Not only does management run the

risk of various unfair labor practices by following such strategies,

but management invites the union to organize a strike.in order to

achieve what it views as legitimate recognition.

Employers should be allowed to exercise their legal rights=in their

efforts to remain union free. But whether such efforts are legal or
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/
illegal, a union dedi9ted to its catfse will likely rigtit back with

counter-tactics in its efforts 'to win recognition. Before undertaking

any serious anti-union strategies, an employer should seek the advice

of an expert labor relations consultant.

24. Management un,derestimates

the union's power

One certain invitation to confontation is for one party to mis-

judge the power and will ,of the other. One function of an expert

negotiator is to determine the power of the adversary and the will of

the adversary to exercise its power. In a wide range of public sector

strikes, a major reason for the strike was management's underestima-

tion of the union's power and its willingness to use that power. In

strikes caused by this type of misjudgment, the employer is usually

\

forced to make compromises during the s

{

rike which should have been

made prior to the strike--compromises w .ch likely would have avoided

a, strike. Elsewhere in this book, conside able attention is given to

the nature of power in labor negotiations. By becoming familiar with

0

the concepts presented there, the reader should be able to better

anticipate the power of the opponent and the willingness of the oppo-

nent to use its power.

25. The union miscalculates the will

of the employees or the power

of the employer

A union can precipitate a strike by /ts failure to faithfully

represent its members and its misjudgment of the employees will to

strike for what they want. A union can also precipitate a strike by

its failure to calculate accurStely the will of the employer to resist

union demands.
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A perceptive union representative should know exactly what the

union membership is able and willing to do in the name of collective

bargaining. ,Similarly, an experienced union negot4ator should make it

410is business to know how much pressure from the union will be tolerated

by management. Failute of either party to adequately assess th
...

strength of the other can be an open invitation to take action which

create such hostile relations that a strike becomes inevitabl'e.

26. kivairy between two unions
competing for the same
membership

In many municipalities, school otisthcts, and other government

ragencies, there is more than one union seekirig exclusive recognition

for the same group of employees, Often the competition ,between these

,

unions to gain majority support escalates into very aggressive cam-

paigns. The major issue in these representative efforts is usually

which unio6,is the toughest; or, which union is most capable of

delivering more benefits and better working conditions at the bargain-

ing table. In such a competftion the employer can get ceught in the

crossfire between the warring unions.

In iheir efforts to win members, the employer is often described

by t4e unions as an enemy of the employees. This misguidance is an

*
attempt to win the loyalty of the employees away from the emiiloyer or

the opposing union. In.their exuberance to win support, the unions

can so radicalize the employees that demonstrations of their strength

. and unity become imperative. Once such.demonstrations are started

they can easily expand into a full-fledged strike.

3u6
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When caught in a situation where two str g unions are vying for

the same membership, the best general strat for management is to

.111afntain a firm but'fair position at the argaining table. Any attempt

to favor one unioo over the other, or a y attempt to engage in union

busting, surely will meet with failu

27. Taking public positions before

bargaining begins

Sometimes inexperienced Won leadership will publicly announce

its negotiations
(

demands to the media before negotiations actually

begin. The purpose of this approach is to gain publicity for the union
%

and thereby raise its profile and enhance its image among the workers.

However, a more common result of such an ill:advised tactic is that

the expectations of the union members are raised beyond what the union

can deliver. As a consequence, the union may recommend to its members

a proposed agreement substantially less than what was expected,

resulting in a vote of contract rejection. When a contract is

rejected which has been presented by the union, one more trike ingre-

/esdieni has been added.

B. Strikes Usually Signaled

Very few strikes come as a surprise, unless management is blind.

As stated previously, strikes are usually the last step in a series of

steps in the escalation Of negotiating pressure. Normally, a strike is

_not resorted to until lesser threats have exacted their concessions.
41P

Therefore, under the normal sequence of events, ;here are a number of

indicators that a strike is possible: These signal'stShould not be

ignored. They are often signs that something is wrong with negotia-

tions. By recognizing the signs of a possible strikemanagement can
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take any appropriate corrective measures.. Fdllowing are the most

certain telltale signs of a strike:

1. Picketing

Picketing is the patrolling by union members of the entrance to ah

establishment--in order to persuade other wkers to stop work,°to dis-

tkl

4
courage customers from patronizing the establishment, to publicize the

existence of a dispute, or to prevent by force or persuasion t6

delivery of goods and services to or from the establishment. When a

large number of union members assemble at the work site to discourage

other workers from entering the work site, this is referred to as mass

picketing. Neither picketing nor mass picketing are necessarily

synonymous with striking. Picketing can be used to bring pressure to

settle grievances, to stop alleged unfair labor practices, and to get

the attention of the puOlic focused on a union complaint. In all cases,

however, a picket line or mass picketing should be viewed as a possible

in-dicator of a.strilv.

2. Stonewalling

Another sign ofa possible labor strike is a persistent refusal of

4

the union to make further concessions at the bargaining table. When

either party takes a firm and final position on the labor contract (or

major portions of it), such a tactieis ofteNeferred to as "stone-

walling." Stonewalling is a sign that if management is not willing to

concede to the union's position, then the union is ready to go on to

methods other than table bargaining to achieve its demands. Unless

stonewalling is a willful act of ba'd faith, it can usually be overcome

3 98.
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by techniques to break temporary deadlocks. These'techniques are

discussed in the chapter entitled "How to Break Temporary Deadlocks."

3. History of strike itl

labor relations

Just as strikes are regular in some private'industries (t)g., coal

mining), so do some public agencies face strikes rather regularly. The

author,is familiar with one kiblic school district where two equally

powerful teacher uhions exist. For many years strikes have occurred

on a regular basis. Chances are that this process will continue,

since past relations and experiences influence future relationships.

Therefore, if labor'strife has been a part of a government agency's

background, this can be a sign of a possible strike. Although every

effort should be made by.both the union and management to break the

self-destruftive cycle referred to here, unfortunately, there are

communities where strikes are a necessary part of reaching an agreement.

4. Disappearance of essential items

One of the most effective deterrents to a strike if the under-

stanqing on both sides of, the bargaining table that if a strike should

occur, the agency will continue to operate. Recogni2ing that the

continued operation of the government agency undermines the effective-
,

.ness of a strike, unions have engaged in various tactics to force the

agency to shut down. One Alch tactic involves the removal by union

members of items essetitial to the operation of the agency. For example;

in a number of strikes by sanitatioR workers the keys to the sanitation

trucks as well as vital engine parts were removed. Prior to a number of

strikes by public school teachers, lesson plan books were removed.from

31)9
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the, classroom. Such tactics are designed to preclude nonstrikers from

performing the functions of the agency.

One of the key requirements of a thorough strike plan is a pro-

vision to safeguard all keys, tools, documents, and equipment necessary

to keep the agency operating. The disappearance of such items is a

clear indication that a strike is imminent and appropriate corrective

step should be taken immediately.

5. Selective concerted actions

A well-planned strategy in the exercise of union power involves

the use of a series of hostile tactics, each one more threatening than

the previous one. Such tactics are as numerous as the imagination of

the union, and include such actions as concerted use of sick leave,

slow-down, work-to-the-rule, excessive..use of.the grievance machinery,

harrassing telephone calls to management officials, and other similar

actions. When many such tactics are combined into a coordinated

campaign of harrassment, the impact can be efftctive. Most members of

governing bodies of citie, counties, and school districts are

politically sensitive or are'part-time volunteers; therefore, they

can often be rather easily worn down and intimidated.

The best guard against such acts is a thorough strike plan which

takes into account the fact that such prestrike tactics are a part of

a strategy orchestratedby the union to exact concessions from the

governing body which otherwise mould not be granted.

6. Propaganda campaigns

A strike by public employees is often a struggle between the union

and the governing body of the public agency as.to which shall gain the

31o.
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majority support of the public. In order to win public support, a

campaign must be initiated before the strike begins.

Basically, such a propaganda campaign is directed toward,one

objective--to convince the public that the governing body is,the "bad

guy," and that the employees are being so purposefully exploited and

abused that a strike is inevitable. When the strike actually occurs,

:hopefully a majority of-the public will aide with the union and blame

the governing body for the strike, and for the resultant inconveniences

that Must be endured by the public.
4

One very effective technique employed by some unions is to convince

the public that the real reason for the strike is to force the governing

body to take certain actions whichau in the best interest of the .

t

ik
public. For example, teachers have been known to claim t t the real

reason for their strike was to protect children from overcr wded classes.

Of course, the fact that teachers will always want fewer children in

class no matter how small.1 the classes is not mentioned.

Another example can be found in the air controllers who are

employed by the federal government to control air traffic around large

urban airports. On several occasions, as the controllers' Union

threatened to strike, it would appear by the various press releases

from the union that the main reason for the strike was to force the

Federal Aviation Agency to purchase better computers to make the skies

safer for passengers. Curiously, however, in all public employee

strikes.that invoke the public good as the purpose of their strike,

there is always present in the list of unresolved issues the matter of

employee salaries. Is there any doubt in such cases what the real

issue is?
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7. Boycott of selected activities

Since an all-out illegil strike contains considerable risk for the

public employees, tactics ofless severity are preferable. For example,

a selective withdrawal of services is not only'a real inconvenience and

threat to the public agency, but there is only imited risk to the

employees for engaging in such activities. example, the refusal of

*44
teachers to attend faculty meetings and their refusal to accept "extra-

curricular" dutiesrTs not usuall9 a serious enough breach of their

,
duties to warrant any serious discipline. However, the actions

referred to can be quite destructive in the school. Given much of this

treatment by the organized teachers and the school board begins to

understand that the teachers are serious and that they have the unity,

and power to take more serious action. Once the school board under-

stands this, the union has succeeded in weakening the reststance of

the board.

The author has made a careful study of what constitutes liktrike

by public employees under the many applicable state and federal laws

(and accompanying regulations) and has concluded that a strike exists

when the following three elements ace present:

a. ,The action is concerted.

b. The action is a bargaining tactic..

c. The action interferes with the.;)Frmal and legit'imate

functions of the agency.

Wh,en emplo9ees boycott ce'rtain activities of the public employer

and selectively reduce their service, this.definition should be kept

in mind. However, before any legal action is iaken to counter the

union's activities, legal counsel should be sought.

310
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8. Inflarri atory press -eleases

Under ost negotiations procedures press,releases dre made during

negotiations\only by the

phrase "during negotiati

negdtiations" 4uld mean

proposals until an impas

preted.to cover.the peri

until all efforts to rea

mutual agreement of the pariies. However, the

ons" can be interpreted in two ways. "Dur'ing

the period of time from the presentation of
A

se is reached; or, the phrase could bAnter-

od of time from the presentation of proposals

h an agreement, including an impasse procedure,

have been exhausted and negotiations are "permanently" broken off.

Under the first definition there is more opportunity for unilateral

*press releases than unde the second definition. In either case,

however, and especially if there is no agreement on press releases,,Orer"
1

itnion will use the press henever the union decides tfiat the advantages

outweigh the disadvantag s.

AS stated earlier, t is important to the union that th'e public

view manageMent as being at fault and the local press is a nafural tool

to use. Most newspapers particularly small local papers (as are most

newspapers), do not have

tise to prepare a worthy

the staff, the time, the funds, or the exper-

news story. Most reporters want instant and

prepared news and a unian is an excellent source since it always has an

axe to grind. .1-

The author has been the subject of several hundred news articles
V

in newspapers from all parts of the natjon. Most of these news articles

,have'been inaccurate and biased in favor of the union, In support of
--\

this opinion, the author edited a comprehensive national-labor rela-

tions newsletter for eleven years, during which time he reviewed some

30,000 news articles about labor relations in the public sector. Af,

PO
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repeated analysis of random samplings of thest articles revealed a

severe bias in favor of the unions. A"vast majority of the'news

coverage was about union complaints and'union allegations again.s.t..,-A

management. Given the normal ftoclivity of citizens to besupicioys

of government, and the proclivity of many citizen-workers. to be anti-

management,'the author has concluded that, although a vast majority of

newspaper articles are tr\itflammatory and inaccurate, they remain,

neertheless, more iavorable to unions than to management.

Not all infl nakorrne ws releases are cetlain signs of an

impending strik . Many such articles are simply one more step in the

escalation of tension, bid when such news releases do appear (sometimes
., .

ip the form of paid advertisements) they can be a.signal, particularly

when coupled with other strike indicators, that a strike.is near.

9. Employees enroll in crisis training

Over the years, the'author has collected many union-produced

documents regarding the training of state, regional, and local union

representatives. Based upon these documents, it appears that the

unions g'enerally do an excellent,job of training thejr people. Not

MP )

surprisingly, there appears to be some correlation betweeri those who

attend such training stsvions and those districts which experience

strikes. Although a Public agency cannot always know why employees

have taken approved leave, many strikes in the public sector have been

preceded by local union leaders attending some type of state or national

crisis training. Therefore, when the public employer becomes,aware

that its union leaders are attending such a .training program, filo

1
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employer should assume that.a possiblv confrontation is possible and

take appropriate steps.

10. New faces in the community
or at the work sites

Most large national and'state unions have paid taff workers who

, are available to assist local unions in their collective bargaining

activities. Normally, these Consultants are spread so thin that they

. do not have time to work regularly with all locals. Therefore, when

sat persons appear on the scene during a period of'growing negotia-

tions teniions, their presence should be interpreted as a sign that

some concerted action by the union is likely.

11. Threats

. Like most good management negotiators, a union negotiator has

learned not to make an Alltimatum unless prepared to back it up. There-

fore, threats Oy he union that a strike is being considered should not

be taken lightly. Although a'threat is designed to head off taking

the action threatened, if management does not change its position

after being threatened, the union may have no choice but to carry out

its threat. For a more complete discussion of how to cope with threats,

refer to the section on union tactics.

12. Walkouts on negotiations
. .

Many union negotiators are trained to use many intimidating,

tactics .to lourage th employer.to make concdssions desired`by the

union. These tactics ar!e discussed elsewhere in this book. However,

one tactic should be given special note here--that is,.the tactic

whereby the union team abruptly walks out in the midst of negotiations,
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usually at the point where management refuses to compromise on a issue

important to the union. Most "walkouts" are planned and are mdrely one.

step in the escalation of tjinsions. In mist instances, walkouts can be

handled by patience and an offer to reopen discussion. However, in

conjunction with other prestrike activities, a walkout can be a clear

indication that a strike is being seriously.considered.

13. Telephone campaigns

When it comes to collective bargaining, well-organized public

employees can be the epitome of a single-purpose, special-interest

group. After all, the salaries and benefits of public employees are

fundamental( to all other needs and wishes. Wien a union can capture

the full loyalty of all patlic emploYees of a'Z'ounty, aocity, a school

district, or eLstate or federal agency, the union has achieved a real

power status. With such power, the union can muster a large workforce

to carry out the various tactics -necessary to force the employer to

, make Sought-after concesslons.
C7

One effective technique, where large numbers of worOgs are

. , )

needed, is the telephone campaign where large numbers of persons need:

', .
0.

to be contacted, sometimes on a repeated basis. The author has

experienced such telephone campaigns on several occasions and found

tthem to be.quite effective, at least in the short run. In such a

campaign, members of 'the governing 'body, we well as key members of the

management team, are contacted repeatedly by a large number of

employees. These'numerpus.telephone calls noi. only give the listener

a
a skewed picture of the contraversy, but, after continued exposure to

0

such harrassment, one's resolve begins to weaken. .
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Not only are telephone calls made to management officials, but large

numbers of calls are made to cumunity leaders and members of the general

public. The purpose of contacting these people ii the hope that they, in

turn, will also call management DffiCials.
.,

Even when telephone campaigns as described here create counter

efforts by opposing forces, the union usually still gains simply by

creating attention and confusion. In such an atmosphere, the union has

more chance of winning than losing. Don't forget, collective bargain-

ing, is largely a process of management bargaining while the union

collects. The worst that can happen as a union embarks on its tele-

phone campaign is that it will fail to gain something which it has

never had!

. ,

14. Hotlines

In a comprehensive telephone campaign, unions will often set up

special "hotlines." These are special telephone numbers, broadly

advertised and manned from morning to night, where anyone may call in

to state views regarding the controversy between the governing body and

its employees.. Usually, the opening of such hotlines is widely covered

in the press (remember, the press wants easy news) and the union again

receives more free publicity.

Among hi_mpy experiences'with hotlines, the author remembers

one partiscularly good example which took'place in a large school

district! In that schoor district, elementary school children were

released one afternoon yer week to allow elementary teachers to.have

duty-free "planning time." The superintendent had concluded that such

a provision was'very expensive,educationally and tried to remove the
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time. He could not 'have picked a better issue to rally the teachers.

Several hotlines were hooked up, thousands-of telephone calls were made.

The union kept logs of parent views as they called in and as they were

contacted. As the reader might guess, the teachers still have their

one afternoon off per week!

15. Work-to-the-rule

In most work situati4ons there ii'a wide margin between the amount

of work that employees actual14, perform and the least aMount of work

*they cou5PnerfOrm without being disciplined. In,other words, moist

employees are very conscienti4s and perform better than is absolutely

necessary to keep their job. It is that work dond beyond the minimal

acceptable level tha.t makes any agency, private_or public, succeed in

its mission.

. When the union is successful in convincing all emOloyees to work

at the minimum required level, the employeesare "working-to-the-rule."

Depending on the situation, the tactic is more often than not reason-

ably effective. However, as one chief executive of 15,000 employees

once inquired when faced with work-to-the-rule, "Does this mean we will

now get some work done?". The,tactic sometimes has little impact.

Unless the tactic actually results in some noticeable inconvenience

4*
to management or the public, the tactic will likely be useless.

Successful or not, however, a work-to7the-rule action which in-

volves a sizeable majority of the employees is a sign that the union

holds saay oVer the employees and may be capable.of causing the

employeevto undertake more drastic measures.
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Mass meetings

Any time that a large number of employees gathers to express their

concern over progress in negotiations, management should be concerned.

Whether the employees mass at a picket line or at the local firehouse,

a union cannot get a majority of the employees to turn out after work

hours unless there is an issue of importance to the employees. There-
, .

fore, such mass meetings, when coincidental with other militant COQ

duct, should be viewed as one step closer to a strike.

! P 1
cll. Proliferation of rumors

Much of negotiations strategy is based upon confidentiality,

especially when a strike is being planned. Although the union likes

to occasionally irifer that it has-the power to stroke, the.actual

strike itself should come by surprise to .gain maxiMum effectiveness.

Therefore, as stated at the outset of this section, managementImust

learn to read the indicators of a strike, since the anion will nOt

normally give advance notice.

Usually, when a strike is being considered seriously, there will

be some break in the confidentiality-on the union side. Gradually,

rumors will begin to circulate. When such rumors come to the attention

of management they should be investigated within legal procedures. To

the extent possible, management should know far in advance the date

that the union will"pull the worker$ off the job. A. strike wilich

catches management'dompletely by surprise is likely to paralize the

agency; at least until some semblance of service can be.restored.
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18. Posters and 'brochures

The author remembers once in a midwestern community that the first

indicator he observed indicating a strike was the appearance on his car

windshield of a flyer (circulated by the local public employee union)

warning that negotiations Were proceeding badly. I 'took the flyer to

,the negotiations session that night and asked the union spokesman what'

ant. For the first time he informed me of the several concerns

thathe had. Fortunately, though, fn that situation,,We were able to

resolve our differences with reasonablO\Tpromise on both sides. Had,

the flyer not been paid attention to, however,'1 6m convinced that a

strike would have occurred..

19. Crisis centers

- In a few cases where strikes have occurred, or nearly occurred,

in the'public sector, "crisis centers" have been established. Usually,

these centers are set up on a temporary basis in a "store,front"

building, usually in view of large number of p4ssers-by. The crisis

center is always oRgned with as much publicity as possible. By renting

private space, the union is free to conduct its affairs without any

interference from management. Sometimes the crisis center contains
Mani.

4

several hotlines, along with information for picketers,avaijable on_

the sidewalk. The crisis center becomes the central headquarters for

the union, where it holds special meetings and offers regular prey s

releases. A crisis center is almost 'aJklays a sure sign that a strike

has become a very serious option for the union.
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C. Conclusion

Although strikes by public employees are not always the most

potent weapon they have, strikes are always the last resort in the
4

union's arsenal of weapons. Strikes should be avoided by both parties,

since they seldom solve any problem--but they should not be avoided at

'any cost. There have been instances when, in the view of the author,

no reasonable action by management could.have headed off a strike.

In such cases, the anly advice to management is "batten down the

hatches," hire as many strike breakers as,needed, and outmaneuver the

union.

As stated at the outset of this settion, no competent union is

going to signal its strategy,to-the opponent in advance. Therefore,

the union can be expected to threaten to strike (remember, the threat

is more effective than the actual act) but not to announce it when

the decision is made to go o stfike. Therefore, management must be
Jet

perceptive from the beginning of negotiations and-carefully log and

analyze each.strike indicator as it.appears. By identifying each

strike indicator, and analyzing its cause, management has taken the

most important precaution in avaidihg,a strike.- ,

D. The Strike Plan

Alqaagh the subject of what to do in the event of a strike has

been covered in another book by the author, and will be expanded in a

future book, a few suggesttons should be made here.
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1. No public employer should enter into
collective bargaining with an eMployee
organization,without a strike plan

The governing bodies.of.all Public agencies have a legal- and moral

obligation to make every reasOnable effort to assure that the ,govern-

ment service which has been entrusted to their care is carried out

without interruption. Most government services are monopolistic and

the persons served by the agency have no other source of that service

A comprehensive strike plan has a dual advantage in that it will

both disCourage the union'from striking,,and, should the union strike

' anyway, the agency will be prepared to operate,at least 4t the

emergency level. -

2. The strike plan should be based on
a commitment toNeep the agency
operating during a strike

Although in the éaely days of collective bargaining in the publ ic

sector there was a tendency to throw in the towel during a strike,

there has been a gradual acceptance of the4advice of the author to

take wilateveraction is necessary to keep the agency operating at. the

maximum level possible. Although there is still not universal accept-

ance of this adVice, it remains the most appi'opriate response to a

strike.,

Keeping the agency operating, even at a,minimal level during the

strike, has thKge advantiges,..

a. The citizens continue to be served.

b. The union's primary strike'leverage is greatly reduced, if

not destroyed.

c. The uhion will be less likely t strike in the future.

3.22
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Exactly what to do to assure that the agency continues to "operate

during a strike will be examined in a book to be released later by the

. author.

3. identify and analyze the tell-
tale signs of a strike

Strikes are seldom announted in advance, and surprise strikes can

be a serious disadvantage to t'he employer. Therefore, management

should not ignore any of the strike indicators discussed earlier in

this section.

. Control the negotiations progress

on critical issues

Although there have been a few strikes caused by issues not under

negotiations, most strikes concern issues under consideration at the

bargaining table. In any union list of proposals thete'are 15Oth
, N'

critical and strike issues; that:is some issues are important, but

the union will not strike over them. A competent management negot4Tdr

knows what the strike issues are.and finds.some way to diffuse them.

The job of a management negotiator is- to find acceptable ways to avoid

strikes rather than be a part of the problem that causes the strike.

5. When a strike is imminent, .the
employer's last position at the
bargaining table should be one
that does not offend the
public's sensibilities

As discussed previousTy, astrike is a struggle between thea

gaerning body of the agenCy and the agency union to determine which

party shall be supported by the public. When a strike is imminent,

negotiations have broken down, and disputes are being aired in the
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public arena, management should be certain that its pos.itton on all

remaining issuesN,Is reasonable. Otherwise, the public may blame the

employer for the strike and exert pressure to settle on union terms.

However, the reader is reminded of the caveat offered earlier. Save a

little something as a face-saving device to bring the employees back to

'work, .

6. Be prepared to endure an
indefinite strike

To date, every public sector strike in America has eventually

come to an end. Although a minority of striices have lasted for more

than a month, the vast majority of strikes last a few days. Despite

this fact, however, the wise employer prepares a strike plan which

prepares theigency to hold out forever!

4.
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XXI. THE FUTURE.FOR PUBLIC SECTOR

LABOR RELATIONS,

By predicting the !uture, one can deal better with the present.

Although no one can predict with,certainty what the future holds for

public,sector collective bargaining, certain trends were discussed in

the opening of this book. These trends indicate certain possible

developments in the future.

The future of labor relations in the public sector will be influ-

enced greatly by what happens politically and economically with the

nation during the last fifteen years of this century. 'Certainly, the

economic crunch of the late 1970s had serious impact on labor relations

in the public.sector.

As.suming no catastrophic changes in the socioeconoMic character

of the nation, ind barring an international military conflagration,

there are cert predictions which might be made for the future of

labor relations in the public sector.

One overridi development in the future of labor relations in

the public sector will be a tendency for government service, wherever

it contains collective bargaining with its employees, to perpetuate

the status quo. The presence of a strong union and Of a comprehensive

labor contract work together to inhibit change. Not only do'the

employees resist change out of fear of the unknown, but the labor con-

tract itself is often written such a manner that change is

impossible without changes.in the labor contract. Therefore:the most .

t-
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significant Wact of co4.1ective bargaining in the public sector has

been to perpetuate the status quo. It is likely that the future will

similarly provide,the same outcome from collective bargaining,

To be more practical, however, here are some predictions for e

future of libor relations in the public sector:

1. There will be no federal law to
govern labor relations at the
local and state Jevels

During the 1960s and 1970s, there was considerable support for a

ilational collective bargaining' law similar to that in the private'

sector. However, with the ccinservative shift in the political 6harac-

ter of the nation, and the general disinfatuation with unions generally

in the private sector, the move to obtain a national bargaining law for

all public employees lost its steam. The issue will, therefore, be

given a low prjority by the U.S. Congress for years to come.

2. - Strikes by public employees
will continue

There will be no drastic increase or decrease in public sector

'strikes in the short run. Prior to 1965, strike'gbby public employees

were almost unheard of. By the end of 1979, however, the total number

of public sector strikes had reached almost 600. Considering the fact

that only. about 15,000 governmental agencies were engaged in collective
'tt
bargaining in that same year, this'figure of 600 strikes is signifi-

cant: Orcourse, there is no record.of how many strikes were threatened

and how many concessions were Made due to these threats.

* 1
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3. The "management twl"
concept will grow

The management team.concept.will grow in the public sector to

become more like that in the private s'ecto, as far as labor relations
1

is concerned. ,When collective barg4ining *ntroddced into the public

sector, as fac as labor relations is con erned. Wh n collective bar-
.

gaining was-introduced into the public -se tor during the mid-1960s,

there was considerable confusion over the roper role of supervisors and

administrators. However, by 1980, this issue had Cleared up consider-

ably. Granted, in 1980, some mahagerial personnel were unionized, but

nevertheless, there had developed a gene'ral acceptance of the manage-

ment team concept. Therefore, the distinction between managers and

rank-and-file employees will continue to sharpen in the future.

4. There will be resistance to
expanded benefits for
public employees

,
Given the serious nature of the American economy in' the 1980s,

public employees cab expect to gain little at the bargaining table in

the near future. ,Their main hope will be to'hold on to the benefits

they have won in the past.

5. Labor contracts will increasingly
. become multi-year

Whereas unions demanded.and obtained One-year contracts in the

early days of collective bargaining, this is no lOnger the case today.

Nor will it be the case in the future. Faced with the prospect that

bargaining willsbecome a NO-way proCess, where both parties give,

unions will want to keep long contracts (except for salaries'and

compensable benefits) in order to protect what they now have.
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6. Merit plans will continue

to weaken

a
Prior to collective bargaining in government servii,e, government

_

agewcies governed their empioyees through extensive civil service merit

plans. However, gradually the labor contract has tended to replace or

modify these personnel regulations, andthis process will continue as-
.,

.7
long As collective'bargaining is practiced.

7.. Collective bargaining in the public

sector will continue to become
more uniform

When bargaining came to the public service there was considerable

confusion and variaXions in the process from state to state. For the

most part, both th'e,'UnIons anethe employers were inexperienced,

especially the latter. However, with the passage Of time and the

growth of experience, 41e process has gradually-taken on a degree of
.

uniformity, regardless of the .state. This process will continue.

(

8. Binding arbitration of grievances

will increase

When collective bargaining was practiced in the 1930s in private

industYY, grievance arbitration was not common. Today, however, 95

percent of all private industry contracts contain tprovision for

arbitration of gr'ievances. The same history is emerging in the public

sector. As the bargaining process'matures, and as the various state

laws become more compreherpive, the use of grievpnce.arbitration Will

expand.
.
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9. The-re will be no significant
change in interest
arbitration

.
Interest arbitration Znegotiations impasses has been experimented

with olon546-rably in the public sector during the 1970s. The conclusions

2

from these experiences are mixed and it is u likely that anything newt

will develop regarding interest arbitratitiorn the foreseeable future.
..

.

10. There will be greater union
coordination of bargaining

nationally and regionally

' Based upon practices dev'eloped in Michigan and the efforts of the

tional Education Association, there will be continued efforts to

devel p tonsortium bargaining.

11. The right-to-work mcq(Nnent
will'continue to succeed

Althoug4 many agency shops do exist now, and there wilrbe addi-'

tiohal ones in the future, liublic employees will generally .remain free

'to join, supOrt--not join,or not support unions:.

6,1

12, The scope o bargaining will
continue to-expand

lkfter half a entury of:collective bargaining in private industry,

almost any topic is negotiable. Even though an unlimited scope of

negotiations.is unlikely at any.time in the Suture of public sector

bargaining, there is no doubt that the list of negotiable topics will

expand.:

°Part of,the',reason for this dkpansion in'the scope of negotiations

will lie the 'fact that public gmployers will grant concessfons on non-

monetary Un:ion proposals in order to obtain settlements on tinancial

5*. .
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matters. In other words, since employers will be unable to give their

employees the salaries recAsted (in order to keep up with inflation),

there will be a temptkion to mollify ihe union with nonfinancial

benefits.

13. There will be no drastic or rapid
change in' the number of public
*employees covered by fab9r
contracts

Mg.

While most public school teachers are covered by labor contracts,

most other publie'eWoyees are not. It is doubtful that there will

be any significant change in this balance for some time.

14. There will be no significant change
in collective bargaining at the

public 'four-year college level

Collective baxgaining in higher education leveled off in the mid-

1970s, and there appears to be no indication of future change.

Naturally. the resolution of the Yesti'va controversy cowld create an

unpreactable situation.

Conclsasion

Irrespective of what public employees and'their unions do in the

future, and almost irrespective of changes in public sector bargaining
To.

laws, publit:'employees cannot re4onab1y expect to have prosperous

times for many years. Government can prosper only when the private

:

sector prospers, and the\outlook for a prosperous private sector for

the near future is not bright.

*

It took over fifty.years of government intervention in the

American free system to put it in its present shape. The nation was a .

. y
world leader in all Inajor industrjal endLavor's in the 1960s and led the

33o
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world in standard of living. A scant, twenty years later the nation is

losing competition for'international markets'(and even some domestic

markets), and the stindarq of living has slipped below that of some

other nations.

What took a half century to aestroy will take many years to

recreate.
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DO YOU NEED EMPLOYEE-EMPLOYER RELATIONS

^\

WRITE TO:

HELP IN ANY OF THESE AREAS? ,

Chief Spokesman in Negotiations

Grievance Processing

Grievance Arbitration

Employee Compensation

Job Classifications'

Labor Relations Seminars

Development of Policy Manuals

Management of Audits

Negotiations Impasses

Employee Benefits Assessment

Richard Neal Associates

Box 23
Manassas, Virginia 22110
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